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You may think you've heard it all before. But we can assure you that you've never heard anything quite like this. Unless, that is, you've ever had the opportunity to drive with a twelve-piece jazz ensemble playing in your car.

Introducing the Premier KEX-M900 from Pioneer Electronics. An incredible 3-source unit that is, to put it quite simply, the most advanced car audio system ever created. And it's due to the way we've utilized a revolutionary new technology known as Digital Signal Processing (or just DSP). A remarkable development that provides complete digital audio control, totally altering the way you listen to music in a car.

Basically, it means we put a computer inside a car stereo head unit. A high-speed, special-purpose microprocessor, to be exact.

Then, because of the DSP chip's tiny size, we were able to load the unit with dozens of other features and components once considered impossible to incorporate in the car-audio realm.

Of equal interest are the three modes of equalization we give you to choose from. The 3-band parametric EQ gives you the freedom and versatility to recreate sounds with incomparable accuracy.

While the built-in 7-band graphic EQ features the convenience of six user presets. Additionally, the parametric bass and treble comes equipped with front and rear equalization control for precise staging.

Which is where things really begin to get interesting.

The digital sound field control enables you to transform your car into any one of four distinct music environments: studio, jazz club, concert hall or stadium. Each one possessing its own clear, unmistakable sound. So it's like going to one of your favorite venues to hear your favorite artist perform. (Minus the ticket hassles.)

With your multi-play CD controller, you can then enjoy complete command over your Pioneer 6-disc magazine changer, which is fully compatible with your Pioneer home multi-play CD system.

There's also a brand-new disc title memory feature. So you can program the artist's name to appear on the display...
when their disc is being played.

Even the tuner we designed for this system is something out of the ordinary. Our SUPERTUNER IV is the very first to come along with single-digit sensitivity. Which means it can now pick up more stations from greater distances and hold them longer than any other tuner on the market today.

And what about all your cassette tapes, you’re asking? Afraid you’ll have to sacrifice them to get CD sound in your car? Not true. A simple touch of a button and the faceplate flips down to reveal a cassette deck with full-logic control, auto-reverse and all the features you’d expect from Premier. For safety and convenience, we’ve also added a wireless remote that lets you control the entire system without ever taking your eyes off the road. And with the learn feature, you can then program the remote to learn and operate any one additional function appearing on the unit’s face.

Now, at this point, you’re probably wondering where you’re going to find a security system sophisticated enough to protect your investment. Well, you don’t have to. The KEX-M900 comes with Detachable Face Security. An industry first, this feature allows you to remove the faceplate and place it in an accompanying carrying case that fits easily in your pocket. About the only thing more exclusive than this extraordinary system is our network of Premier Installation Specialists.

These expert craftsmen will design and install your system with the utmost care and attention to detail. For more information and the name of the Premier dealer nearest you, give us a call at 1-800-421-1601.

We could go on, of course. But we think you’ve probably heard enough.
The first CD Carousel with Denon sound quality.

The sound quality and performance features that have made Denon Single-play CD players widely regarded as the best sounding have now been incorporated in Denon's first Carousel CD player.

The 5-disc DCM-350 features the same 8X oversampling, 20-bit digital filter and dual Super Linear Converters found in Denon's top-rated models. Denon's dedication to performance means that each Super Linear Converter is hand-tuned for lowest noise and best linearity. This advanced digital signal processing and conversion system fully resolves musical detail and accurately reproduces all the liveliness and air of the original recording.

In multi-disc players, the transport is an important key to performance. The superior transport technology which has made Denon famous in both CD and turntable categories is found in the DCM-350. Its integrated laser transport and disc carousel not only provides outstanding acoustic and mechanical isolation, it also allows uninterrupted play while two of the five discs are changed.

If the essence of a CD changer is convenience, the DCM-350 covers this base in spades. It offers a 32 track memory plus programmable, disc sequential and full random play modes, all terrific features in a multi-disc machine. Plus, there is a full-function remote control with direct track selection from the remote's keypad. Recognizing that the DCM-350 will find its way into many of the most sophisticated systems, Denon has even provided a coaxial digital output.

Carousel CD changers have been out for a while now. But the DCM-350 is the first to carry the Denon name. Which again proves Denon's belief that being best is more important than being first.

DENON
The first name in digital audio.
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**LISTENING TESTS: DOLBY S Vs. DAT**

Can an advanced noise-reduction system make conventional analog cassettes sound as good as digital audio tape?

*by Ken C. Pohlmann*

**IN CONTROL**

Mastering the modern receiver

*by Rich Warren*

**TAPE BUYING GUIDE**

Blank tape, page 63

Tape recorders, page 66

**MUSIC**

THE BIG BANDS

When swing was king, the whole country danced to the beat

*by Candy Justice*

BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH

The McGarrigles, Brahms's Piano Concerto No. 2, Graham Parker, and Donizetti's *L'Elisir d'Amore*

RECORD MAKERS

The latest from John Lee Hooker, Pinchas Zukerman, the Judds, Roger McGuinn, Placido Domingo, and more

*Cover: Sony's DTC-700 digital tape recorder and Harman Kardon's Dolby S-equipped TD400 analog cassette deck (see page 46). Design by Sue Llewellyn, photo by Jook P. Leung.*
NO OTHER HEADPHONES HAVE THESE PROFESSIONAL CONNECTIONS.

Go to the places where Compact Discs originate. Take a look around. Resting atop Sony professional mixing consoles, alongside Sony 24-track digital recorders, and plugged into Sony CD mastering systems, you'll find the Sony MDR-CD999 Digital Monitor Series™ Headphones.

Reflecting Sony's unique digital expertise, these are headphones only Sony could create. Their sound is so revealing, they help the pros make crucial judgments in the creation of the Compact Discs enjoyed by millions.

Professionals choose the 999's for their uncanny ability to convey every nuance of the music, their phenomenal dynamic range, and their hour-after-hour comfort. These are the same qualities, in fact, that music lovers require at home. So don't settle for headphones that bring you something like the original sound. With Sony's Digital Monitor Series Headphones, you can get something infinitely better. The sound itself.

© Copyright 1993 Sony Corporation of America. All rights reserved. Sony Digital Monitor Series and The Leader in Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony. The Digital Monitor Series includes the MDR-CD333, CD555, CD777, and CD999 (shown).
**PRECIOUS METALS**

Among the first recordings whose sales have qualified them for 1991 certification as Gold albums by the Recording Industry Association of America are Julio Iglesias's "Starry Night" (Columbia) and Judas Priest's "Painkiller" (Columbia). The year's first Platinum albums include Phil Collins's "Serious Hits" (Atlantic), George Strait's "Livin' It Up" (MCA), and Queensryche's "Empire" (EMI). M.C. Hammer's "Please Hammer Don't Hurt 'Em" (Capitol) was the tenth anniversary, and the American Society of Magazine Editors are celebrating the 250th anniversary of magazines in America. Stereo Review turned thirty-three in February.

**COMPANY NOTES**

The turntable and electronics maker Linn has begun distributing LP's on the Select label through its hi-fi dealers. The first ten of eighty tr's the company plans to make available this year include recordings by Elvis Costello, Nanci Griffith, and the Milcho Leviev Quartet. . . . Sony was given an Emmy award by the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences for its advancements in metal-particle tape for both audio and video recording. . . . Hitachi, Matsushita, and Sony have put high-definition recording. . . . Hitachi, Matsushita, and Sony have put high-definition recording.

**ANNIVERSARIES**

Kultur Video is celebrating its tenth anniversary, and the Juilliard School in New York is celebrating its eighty-fifth. . . . Marking fifty years of Texaco's underwriting of Metropolitan Opera radio broadcasts (the longest sponsorship in broadcasting history), the Texaco—Metropolitan Opera Radio Network is expanding this season to include seventeen countries in Europe. . . . The centennial of the birth of the Russian basso

**SURROUNDED**

You don't have to rent a movie to experience the effects of surround sound at home. Several network television shows—Twin Peaks, Star Trek: The Next Generation, The Arsenio Hall Show, Late Night with David Letterman, Saturday Night Live, HBO's Tales from the Crypt, and PBS's Austin City Limits, among others—are encoded with Dolby Surround for playback through components equipped with Dolby Surround and SRS decoders. . . . Pioneer has published a brochure, "The Really Cool Guide to Building Your Very Own Home Theater," that helps the reader plan a combined audio/video system on one of three levels, "Just the Basics" to "The Ultimate" (all with Pioneer components, of course). It is available from local retailers.

**MUSIC NOTES**

The 1991 Guinness Book of Records cites Paul McCartney as the solo performer who attracted the largest paying audience in history, an estimated 180,000 to 184,000 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, April 21, 1990. . . . Coming from CBS in the style of its remixed/remastered Byrds box are "Artifacts, Volumes 1-4" (CBS singles from the late 1960's and early 1970's) as well as two-cd sets devoted to the McCloys and Kansas. . . . Following the lead of Carly Simon, Cher, Meryl Streep, and Natalie Makarova, the latest celebrity to make a children's record is Maria Muldaur. Her "On the Sunny Side" is available on cd or cassette from Music for Little People (800-346-4445). . . . BMG Classics has signed Pinchas Zukerman (violinist, violist, and conductor) to a long-term exclusive contract on the RCA Red Seal label. Due in March is Zukerman's first release under this contract, Volume 1 of a cycle of Mozart violin sonatas.
Listening in the 90's

Today people have become more and more space conscious. Many apartment dwellers don't want to give up valuable floor space for large speaker systems. Others who are planning a surround sound or home theatre system simply don't have the room for more speakers in their listening rooms or hesitate to commit the floor or wall space to a good sounding pair of speakers.

Until now, serious music lovers have had little, if anything, to choose from that would produce a large, bigger-than-life sound in a small, compact size. Systems that fit one's space requirements have been woefully disappointing in sound quality.

The RM 3000 Three Piece System

Polk's engineers had determined long ago that there were indeed certain technical advantages in small speaker systems. Both high and mid frequencies could be faithfully reproduced with superior transient response and dispersion characteristics, and the convenient, more flexible placement of small enclosures within the listening area could create an ideal sound stage. Unfortunately, reproducing the life-like, full body of the lower frequencies could not be achieved in a truly compact enclosure.

Polk's RM 3000 replaces the traditional pair of speakers with three elements, two compact midrange/tweeter satellites and one low frequency subwoofer system. This configuration makes it easy to properly and inconspicuously place the system within your listening room while offering superior sonic performance.

The small satellites can be located on shelves, mounted on a wall or placed on their own floor stands. They are very attractive and yet small enough to be hidden from view if desired.

The RM 3000 subwoofer is also small enough to sit behind your furniture and can be used on its side to fit into tight spaces. And since it is beautifully finished, it can be used as a piece of furniture.

The Legendary Sound of Polk

In the tradition of Polk Audio, Matthew Polk and his team of engineers were determined to make the RM 3000 sound better than any other speaker of its type.

Initial reactions have been filled with superlatives including Julian Hirsch of Stereo Review magazine who says, "...they sound excellent...spectral balance was excellent—smooth and seamless."

Sound as big as life from speakers

Behind these accolades is an impressive technical story.

The Technical Side

The big sound of the RM 3000 is due, in part, to the unique arrangement of the tweeter and midrange elements. This "time aligned system" delivers the high and mid frequencies at precisely the same instant. The result is a clear, lifelike and expansive presentation.

The cabinet materials selected for the satellites are over four times as dense as typical enclosures. The black matrix finish is a non-resonant polymer aggregate (FAVOURHEAD®). The gloss black piano and paintable white finishes are rigid ABS.
surrounding a mineral filled polypropylene inner cabinet. Polk engineers have all but eliminated any "singing" or resonating of the satellite enclosure. You hear the effortless, free sound of a much larger system.

Most subwoofer systems look alike on the outside, but the Polk is worlds apart on the inside. Utilizing twin 6 1/2" drivers coupled to a 10 inch sub-bass radiator, the bass is tight and well defined. There is no tuned port to create "whistling" or "boominess" of the bass frequencies.

You Have To Hear It To Believe It

You really won't believe how good the RM 3000 sounds until you hear it. We invite you to your nearest authorized Polk dealer for a demonstration. You'll hear sound as big as life...from a speaker you can live with.

You'll hear the next generation of loudspeakers.
Digital Bias?

Over the past year Stereo Review has seemed to be steering readers away from analog tapes, ranging from overt predictions that digital audio tape will make analog tape obsolete to statements that CD's are superior to analog cassette. As an independent recording engineer with a considerable amount of equipment and experience, I find this trend to be perplexing as well as misguided. Analog tapes offer virtually endless recording possibilities and superior mixing results for the home recordist. In addition, they mean big savings when you're upgrading equipment.

W. E. Jones
Washington, DC

There's no doubt that digital media will eventually displace analog ones, but there's still a lot of life left in analog tape. See "Dolby S vs. DAT" in this issue.

Evgeny Kissin

Herbert Kupferberg's fine article about Evgeny Kissin in January presented the picture of a mature young man who has experienced a great deal of love in his life, which is evident in his musical performances. He is lucky to have been born when there is freedom in his country that allows him to perform throughout the world. He is also lucky that the recording medium has improved so greatly with the advent of digital sound.

I began listening to Mr. Kissin after his recording of the Rachmaninoff Concerto No. 2 and six Études-Tableaux was chosen as one of the "Best Recordings of the Month" in Stereo Review. I was immediately impressed by his awesome technical ability and sensitivity. The promise of greatness on his earliest recordings has been fulfilled with the latest ones.

William A. Buchanan
Livermore, CA

Cocteau Twins

I have purchased many recordings on the strength of your reviews. Generally I have been happy with them, but when I purchased the Cocteau Twins' "Heaven or Las Vegas" after reading Parke Puterbaugh's review in January "Best Recordings of the Month," it was a complete waste of $15.99. Mr. Puterbaugh described Elizabeth Fraser's voice as "sensually sibilant." To me her electronically enhanced vocals came across as shrill and irritating. I have no idea what the songs are about, as I could not decipher any of the lyrics. If this record is a glimpse of the future, then I'll stop buying music.

Tim Forte
Gansevoort, NY

Bouquets

I've been reading Stereo Review now for more than a decade. I also subscribe to various other audio/electronics publications. Never before have I read anything like the series on "The Basics" by Ian Masters. It is the best feature of its kind that any publication of your type has ever done. Period.

Scott C. Florence
Orem, UT

A bouquet of roses to Brad Meyer for his superb "Listening: Strategies for Choosing Speakers" in January. It is the best hands-on article I have ever read on the subject—no quagmire of technical specifications, just a few simple methods to test speakers with select CD's. Thanks to this article, three of my friends are on the road to purchasing new hi-fi systems.

Charles F. X. Perrotta
Brooklyn, NY

Systems

Rebecca Day's "Systems" in January showed the stereo system of Susan and Daniel Darnel in Long Island. The text identified their turntable as a Technics SP-15, but the photo actually shows an Empire Troubadour, only the second one I have ever seen. The first one I saw I purchased in 1969. Its good looks and beautiful sound gave me great satisfaction for more than twenty years.

Scott Seaborne
Neenah, WI

January's "Systems" mentions a pair of custom-made speakers using Solen crossover coils. How can I get a pair of these? I know crossover coils make a hell of a difference in the quality and liveliness of sound. I built my own speakers using a very simple two-way crossover with two capacitors and two coils of hand-wound insulated copper wires. You would be amazed at the deep bass and brilliant highs. I'd love to have a pair of Solen crossovers so that I could experience three-way sound.

Jason S. Ng
Sugar Land, TX

Rebecca Day replies: We regret the misidentification of the turntable in the photo. It is indeed an Empire Troubadour 59B, as...
State Of The Art That Leaves Room For The Art.

Now it's perfect. The final touch. • High-fidelity, in-wall speakers from Sonance. They add a dimension throughout your home that enhances fine art, compliments decor and completes an environment that delights all your senses. • Music. • Music that is startlingly accurate. Rich. Dynamic. A total audio ambience produced by these compact but powerful speakers. • Sonance is the leader in Architectural Audio™ with the world’s most complete, single-source line of speakers, switchers, wires, and accessories. • Learn how easy it is to fill your home with audio art while leaving room for your visual art. • Contact the Sonance dealer nearest you. Call 1-800-582-7777. Outside the U.S.A., 714-492-7777, in Canada 604-873-4475. Or, write: Sonance, 961 Calle Negocio, San Clemente, CA 92672. Fax: 1-714-361-5151.

THE • LEADER • IN • ARCHITECTURAL • AUDIO™
CIRCLE NO. 59 ON READER SERVICE CARD
several readers pointed out. The Darnels prefer the looks of this classic record changer and changed to it (using the same Shure cartridge) once the acoustically isolated turntable platform was built. The speaker crossovers came from Solen Electrónica, Inc., 4470 Avenue Thibault, St. Hubert, Quebec J3Y 7T9, Canada. And for those who wonder about the open-wire record shelves, they were purchased several years ago in Bloomingdale's.

Digital Audio and the VCR

Whatever happened to 8mm VCR's that could record up to 24 hours of PCM digital audio without video? I've seen nothing about this technology in the past two years. Are 8mm decks with this capability still being produced?

MIKE PICKERING
Alexandria, VA

The digital audio recording system incorporated in the 8mm video standard is based on 8-bit PCM encoding with a combination of digital and analog compression yielding a dynamic range approximately equivalent to that of 13-bit linear encoding, and a sampling rate of 32 kHz. Its performance is good overall but poorer in terms of distortion, dynamic range, and bandwidth than the 16-bit linear system used for CD's and DAT's. This discrepancy, together with scarce supply and relatively high prices, seems to have limited the appeal of 8mm VCR's as audio decks. Despite the very long recording times that are possible. As far as we know, the only current 8mm VCR's with digital audio recording capabilities are Sony's EV-S530, Hi8 EV-S900, and portable EV-S1, ranging from $1,000 to $2,000.

At Random

I recently purchased a Technics top-loading five-car changer. I've noticed that the random-play feature has no memory or delete function, so songs are often repeated. This makes sense, since I know I'm sticking to five specific discs. Are all top-loading changers like this, or do some manufacturers provide this option?

DAVID LASALA
Cedar Grove, NJ

Different changers handle random play in different ways. Some models do truly random playback, which means that a track can repeat before all the other tracks have been played. Others will not repeat a track until all the rest have been played.

Corrections

January "Record Makers" referred to "Polish-born pianist and conductor Christoph Eschenbach." Mr. Eschenbach was born in Breslau in 1940, when it was part of Germany's province of Silesia. After World War II, Silesia, Poland, and East Prussia were ceded to Poland.

The January review of Boris Berman's Chandos recording of Prokofiev's Piano Concertos Nos. 1, 4, and 5 stated incorrectly that Chandos would record Mr. Berman in the same composer's Concertos 2 and 3. Chandos has recorded those concertos with Horacio Gutiérrez.

The Cello company was inadvertently omitted from the "Directory of Manufacturers" in the February issue. The company's address is 315 Peck St., Bldg. 23, New Haven, CT 06513, and the telephone is (203) 865-1237.

A More Perfect 10.

Over the years, the Design Acoustics PS-10 loudspeaker system has garnered enthusiastic reviews from some of the most respected critics in audio. High Fidelity said, "The overall sound is smooth, clean, and detailed." Rolling Stone concluded, "...the PS-10 loudspeakers are the last pair you'll ever buy." Ovation noted that the PS-10 "...provided a very open and transparent sound with excellent and stable stereo imaging." And Stereo Review concluded that, "...the PS-10's delivered a smooth balanced sound...enabling them to fit almost anywhere both aesthetically and acoustically."

Now, in our constant quest for improvement, we offer the new PS-10a. With smoother-sounding, more sophisticated drivers. Plus a more useful shape and size that provides far more sound than would appear possible from this unique 3-way system with its 10" down-firing woofer. But we also preserved the remarkable balance that so enthralled the critics.

Put the new PS-10a to your most demanding test. Listen to how much music can come from this compact system. Meet your highest listening standards while still leaving lots of room for living. Learn more about the new Design Acoustics PS-10a. Call or write today.

Design Acoustics PS-10a
Point Source™ Loudspeaker System

For dealer names & product information CALL 1-800-933-9022
In 1986, Yamaha developed what many industry experts consider the most significant audio advancement since stereo. We’re referring to Digital Soundfield Processing. Digital sampling of actual soundstages to recreate the same acoustic environments you once had to go out to enjoy.

Now this remarkable technology is available in an audio/video receiver. The one you see before you. Yamaha’s new RX-V1050.

The RX-V1050 has four DSP settings, in fact. Concert Video, Mono Movie, Rock Concert and Concert Hall.

But what may ultimately be more exciting is something no other receiver can offer: Dolby* Pro Logic Enhanced. A technical feat which combines DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic. An incredible enhancement which allows you to enjoy all the sonic information embedded in the movie soundtrack, as well as the acoustics of the theatre, all without leaving the house.

Under the hood, the RX-V1050 sports five power amplifiers — 110-watt amplifiers for the left, right and center front channels, and 30-watt amplifiers for each of the rear effects channels.

A high-powered center channel combined with Yamaha’s DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic enables Yamaha’s RX-V1050 receiver to recreate the experience other receivers have promised, but have never quite delivered.

Stop by your nearest Yamaha dealer and hear the new RX-V1050 receiver. The best argument for staying home anyone’s ever come up with.

The only receiver that can make your home theatre sound as good as the original.
Sound Opportunity

There has never been a better opportunity for you to enjoy all the advantages of a Bose® Acoustimass® speaker system.

The Bose® Acoustimass®-5 (L) and SE-5 (R) Direct/Reflecting® speaker systems.

The Sound
“Superb sound and virtual invisibility.”

“...side by side with speakers costing three to five times as much, the AM-5 consistently produced the more exciting and listenable sound...”
— Julee Hirsch, Stereo Review

Only patented Acoustimass speaker systems provide advantages you can hear—and see. For example, the bass module produces deep, pure bass, and can be hidden completely out of sight. All of the sound seems to come only from the tiny speaker cubes. These Direct/Reflecting® speakers fill your room with a quality of sound approaching the realism of a live performance.

The Opportunity
Beginning March 1, 1991, participating Bose dealers will be taking part in a program that makes now the best time to consider owning a Bose® Acoustimass® speaker system.

If music is important in your life, and you appreciate value, please call now for details and the name of the participating dealer nearest you. This offer will be in effect only while supplies last.

1-800-444-BOSE
(1-800-444-2673) 8:30AM-9:00PM (EST)
In Canada call 1-800-466-BOSE
(1-800-466-2673) 9:00AM-5:00PM

Copyright © 1991 Bose Corporation, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA. Printed in the USA. All rights reserved.
FUJI

Fuji's new blank digital audio tapes feature the company's Super-Fine Metallix formulation, a highly resilient base film, a super-calendared surface, and a 3-D Network binder. Benefits are said to be high output across the entire frequency range, minimal errors and dropouts, minimal flaking caused by friction, and outstanding durability. About half the size of an analog cassette, the precise, rigid shell features a new rib guide to ensure correct tape position. Prices: R-60, $10.95; R-90, $11.95; R-120, $12.95. Fuji, Dept. SR, 555 Taxter Rd., Elmsford, NY 10523. Circle 120 on reader service card

STUDIO TECH

StudioTech's speaker stands are made of steel tubing coated with a durable, textured black or white paint. The S-1 stand is designed for most satellite and surround-sound speakers. Its flat speaker mount employs a reusable adhesive that won't damage the speaker's finish. Height is 34 inches, the base 13 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches; the speaker mount measures 2 3/4 x 2 inches. The S-2 stand (shown) is for speakers heavier than 12 pounds as well as for TV sets and video equipment. Its mount, which uses the same adhesive system as the S-1, is 5 1/2 x 4 inches; the height is 28 inches, base size 15 x 12 1/2 inches. The S-3, specially designed for Bose AM-5 and Lifestyle satellite speakers, is adjustable from 21 1/2 to 31 inches high. Base size is 14 1/2 x 12 1/2 inches. The bases of all the stands are weighted for stability. Prices: S-1 and S-5, $90 a pair; S-2, $120 a pair. StudioTech, Dept. SR, 201 E. Sandpointe, #450, Santa Ana, CA 92707. Circle 121 on reader service card

AUDIO ACCENTS

Audio Accents CD storage racks from Wnek Design are available in three sizes, holding forty, eighty, or two hundred discs. Racks are made of brass, stainless steel, and anodized aluminum in white, black, or brushed metal. Larger units come with mounting hardware. Dimensions range from 5 1/2 x 16 1/2 x 6 inches to 22 x 22 x 5 1/2 inches. Prices: $79, $109, and $159. Wnek Design, Dept. SR, 528 N. 26th St., Allentown, PA 18104. Circle 122 on reader service card

CARVER

Carver's SD/A-490t CD player has a vacuum-tube output section incorporating two 6DJ8 tubes. The player uses a 1-bit MASH digital-to-analog converter for its fixed-gain analog output; it also has optical and coaxial digital outputs. Operating features include twenty-four-track programming, random play, four-way repeat, variable-length fade (from 2 to 10 seconds), a tape-edit function, and index programming. The remote control is compatible with Carver's HR-772 and HR-752 receivers and CM-1000 integrated amplifier. The very similar SD/A-450 has a solid-state output stage. Prices: SD/A-490t, $700; SD/A-450, $520. Carver, Dept. SR, 20121 48th Ave. W., Lynnwood, WA 98036. Circle 123 on reader service card

THRESHOLD

The Threshold S/160 and S/250 Stasis power amplifiers are rated at 80 and 125 watts per channel, respectively. These high-bias Class AB amplifiers are said to produce 20 percent of their rated power in pure Class A mode. They have high-current capability and can easily drive difficult, reactive, or low-impedance loads, the company says. The S/160 has a 400-watt toroidal transformer and eight output transistors per channel; the S/250 has a 600-watt toroidal transformer and twelve output transistors per channel. Current capability is given as 16 amperes per channel continuous, 60 amperes peak for the S/160, and 20 amperes continuous, 75 peak for the S/250. Prices: S/160, $2,250; S/250, $2,800. Threshold Corp., Dept. SR, 12919 Earhart Ave., Auburn, CA 95603. Circle 124 on reader service card
NEW PRODUCTS

TDK

The TDK NF-C09 Digital Noise Absorbers are ferrite filters that clamp onto interconnect cables, power cords, and speaker cables to eliminate electromagnetic interference from a CD player's digital circuits. Sonic benefits are said to include increased clarity and reduced high-frequency distortion. TDK recommends installing the filters as close to the CD player as possible for maximum benefit. Price: $10 each. TDK, Dept. SR, 12 Harbor Park Dr., Port Washington, NY 11050. Circle 124 on reader service card

SONY

Sony's CDX-7580 removable car CD receiver has a built-in four-channel power amplifier. The CD section incorporates an eight-times-oversampling digital filter and dual D/A converters. Operating features include shuffle play, repeat, and intro scan. The tuner section has eighteen FM and six AM presets as well as auto-seek and manual tuning. Also included are a preamp fader, two preamp outputs, and an auxiliary input. Rated output is 25 watts each into two channels or 8 watts each into four. Price: $600. Sony Corp. of America, Dept. SR, Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Circle 125 on reader service card

MILLER & KREISEL

M&K's V-100 powered subwoofer incorporates dual voice coils and a 200-watt amplifier. A low-pass filter adjustment enables the user to set the crossover point at any frequency between 50 and 125 Hz. A separate 36-octave filter cuts off frequencies above 125 Hz, which M&K says makes the V-100 truly nonlocalizable, unlike subwoofers with shallower crossover slopes whose locations can be detected by the reproduction of mid-bass and midrange signals. The V-100 is available finished in walnut, natural oak, or paint-ed black-oak veneer, and its dimensions are 16 x 15 1/4 x 14 1/4 inches. Price: $995. Miller & Kreisel Sound Corp., Dept. SR, 10391 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232. Circle 126 on reader service card

AUDIO CONCEPTS

Audio Concepts, best known for its speaker kits, has introduced an assembled system, called the Premier System One, that consists of two satellite speakers and accompanying stands, two outboard crossovers, and two woofer modules. All the drivers and crossover components are in matched stereo pairs. Frequency response of the system is rated as 34 to 20,000 Hz ±2 dB and sensitivity as 88.5 dB. Impedance is 8 ohms nominal, 6 ohms minimum. The System One is recommended for use with amplifiers rated at 50 to 200 watts per channel. The enclosures are constructed of cross-braced medium-density fiberboard covered with oak veneer and finished in clear, black, or white lacquer. The satellites measure 13 x 7 x 13 inches; height on the supplied stands is 44 inches. The woofer modules are 24 x 13 1/2 x 14 1/2 inches. Price: $1,999 complete, including shipping. Audio Concepts, Dept. SR, 901 S. 4th St., La Crosse, WI 54601. Circle 127 on reader service card
**OWN YOUR FAVORITE MOVIES ON LASERDISC.**

**ANNOUNCING THE COLUMBIA HOUSE LASERDISC CLUB**

**3 LASER DISCS $1 EA.**

Here's a great way to build a collection of your favorite movies—on laserdisc! You buy only what you want—then ship it home. Every four weeks (up to 13 times a year). We'll send details as long as you remain a member. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. You may also receive Special Selections, including scores of alternate choices, including special editions, plus reviews of our Directors Selection. Plus you'll receive a Club mailing, doing so once a year, you'll receive a Club mailing, containing up to 17 buying opportunities a year. (That's mailings up to four times a year. (That's may also receive Special Selections, including scores of alternate choices, including special editions, plus reviews of our Directors Selection-plus operation...so you'll continue to save money for everything within 10 days for a full refund and no further obligation.

And there's a 10-day risk-free trial. We'll send details of the Club's operation with your introductory package. If not satisfied, return everything within 10 days for a full refund and no further obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit card and our toll-free number. Call 24 hours a day:

**1-800-538-2233**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Lethal Weapon II</strong></th>
<th><strong>Rain Man</strong></th>
<th><strong>The African Queen</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6427022</td>
<td>2366982</td>
<td>0581002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back To The Future II</td>
<td>The Wizard Of Oz (Anniversary Edition)</td>
<td>An American Tail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2114092</td>
<td>2341082</td>
<td>2134042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born On The Fourth Of July</td>
<td>Lethal Weapon II</td>
<td>Back To The Future II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4981042</td>
<td>6427022</td>
<td>2114092</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Please Check How Paying:**

- [ ] My check is enclosed
- [ ] I need to include $5.00 additional charge for 1st Class mail (if you live outside of the continental U.S. and/or if you are requesting an additional selection). Include checks or money orders made payable to Columbia House LASERDISC CLUB and mailed to:
  
  **Columbia House LASERDISC CLUB**
  
  Dept. 72X P.O. Box 1112, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1112

- [ ] Charge my introductory laserdiscs and future Club purchases to:
  
  - [ ] MasterCard
  - [ ] AMEX
  - [ ] VISA

Acct No. ___________________________ Exp. __________

Signature: __________________________

Address: ___________________________

City: ___________________ State: __________

Note: Membership is limited and Columbia House Laserdisc Club reserves the right to reject or cancel any membership. Offer limited to continental U.S. (excluding Alaska). Applicable tax is added to all orders.
NEW PRODUCTS

SPARKOMATIC
The Sparkomatic AMP7000 car power amplifier is rated to deliver 20 watts each into two channels at 10 percent distortion or 15 watts per channel at 1 percent distortion. Features include adjustable input sensitivity, automatic remote turn-on, and speaker/amplifier protection circuitry. Signal-to-noise ratio is rated as 80 dB and frequency response as 20 to 20,000 Hz. Price: $54.99. Sparkomatic, Dept. SR, Milford, PA 18337. Circle 128 on reader service card

ALPINE
Alpine's Model 7294 car AM/FM cassette receiver has built-in controls for an outboard CD changer. The tuner's automatic-preset feature finds the six strongest stations and stores them in memory, and there are also twenty-four user-programmable presets. The cassette section features a full-logic transport mechanism, Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction, a music sensor, and blank skip. The CD controls include direct disc selection, random play, and repeat. The Source Tone Memory feature stores different control and balance settings for CD, cassette, FM, and AM. The Dual Bass control enables users to boost or cut response at 75 or 30 Hz. Rated power output is 16 watts per channel into two channels. Price: $550. Alpine Electronics of America, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 2859, Torrance, CA 90501. Circle 129 on reader service card

ACOUSTIC ARTS
The Acoustic Arts Model 003 preamplifier and power amplifier are housed in glazed ceramic cylinders, split on two sides to accommodate gold-anodized heat-sink fins (purely decorative on the preamp). Maximum output of the power amp is rated as 105 watts per channel into 8 ohms. The preamp has three line inputs and one tape input, and there's a CD-direct switch. The phono input is switchable for a moving-magnet or moving-coil cartridge. Both enclosures are available finished in black, green, blue, or white. Dimensions are 16½ inches tall and 8¼ inches in diameter. Weight is about 20 pounds each. Prices: power amplifier, $3,300; preamplifier, $3,150. Acoustic Arts, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 1096, La Quinta, CA 92253. Circle 131 on reader service card

HITACHI
Hitachi's VIP-RX6 combi-player incorporates an eight-times-oversampling digital filter, a 20-bit signal-processing circuit with a low-pass filter, and a 1-bit digital-to-analog converter with two-step noise shaping. The player can automatically determine how many tracks on a CD will fit on each side of a tape cassette. Operating features include direct program search, CD Quick Mode, random play, intro scan, variable-speed search, and still-frame. Price: $630. Hitachi Home Electronics, Dept. SR, 401 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220. Circle 130 on reader service card
If you think you have to pay full price to get full, rich flavor, here’s a chance to prove yourself wrong. Take advantage of the Bucks two free pack offer. Just return the postage-paid reply card. There is one catch. We need your zip code.

**Full rich flavor, not full price.**

If reply card is missing, we’ll send you one if you send your name and address to:

**Free Bucks Cigarette Offer**
P.O. Box 6310
Broadview, IL 60153

© Philip Morris Inc. 1991
This is not a cash offering.
Mfr's. suggested retail price.

**SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.**

Kings Lights: 11 mg "tar," 0.7 mg nicotine—Kings: 14 mg "tar," 1.0 mg nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.

By participating in this offer, you certify you are a smoker 21 years of age or older. Offer expires 3/31/91 or while supplies last and is limited to smokers 21 years of age or older. Void in Minnesota, Utah, Iowa, and where otherwise prohibited by law. Limit one offer per household.
"In its price category, the Adcom GFA-535 is not only an excellent choice; it's the only choice."

The complete report:
Sometimes products are too cheap for their own good, and people don't take them seriously: the Superphon Revelation Basic Dual Mono preamp, Rega RB300 arm, AR ES-1 turntable, Shure V15-V MR cartridge, and the B&K ST-140 power amp. They can't be any good because they cost so little, right?

Wrong, of course.
Adcom appears to be having the same problem with their $299.95 GFA-535 amp. Creditability.

Now if this amplifier were imported from England and sold for $599.95, then maybe it would be taken seriously. And highly praised, no doubt.

For the baby Adcom is one of the finest solid-state amps I have heard. No, not the best; I'm not sure what is the best. But it's an amplifier that is so good for so little money as to be practically a gift.

Actually, when Rob Ain from Adcom called, I was about as enthusiastic about the GFA-535 as you were before you finish reading this piece. But Rob insisted, "You've gotta hear this amp."

He brought it over the next day, along with the GFP-555 preamp ($499.95), and we put both pieces into the rest of the system: a Shure Ultra 500 in a Rega RB300 arm on an AR ES-1 table, with Quad ESL-63 speakers on Arcici stands. Then we chatted for a half hour or so while the electronics warmed up.

And then, simultaneously, the two of us decided to shut up and listen.

Adcom GFA-535 power amplifier.
"I've never heard the Quad ESL-63 sound better," Rob said. Of course, he was hardly an impartial observer, but the sound was extraordinarily clean, detailed, and musical. If it wasn't the best sound I have ever heard from Quads, it was pretty close.

This humble $300 amplifier was driving a pair of very revealing $3000 speakers and giving a very good account of itself. (We listened first to some Goran Sollscher classical guitar.)

"So how come this product isn't flying off the dealers' shelves?" I asked Rob.

"I don't know. Everyone wants the GFA-555 with 200 watts per channel. Including people who don't need it."

"Does the GFA-555 sound any better?" I asked.

"It's our aim to have all our amps sound pretty much the same. You pay more money, you get more power."

Rob pointed out that while the GFA-535 is rated at 60Wpc, it puts out more like 80. And while I did not do any measurements, my experience with other amps tells me Rob's right. I suppose Adcom doesn't want to steal sales from its GFA-545, rated at 100Wpc and selling for $200 more.

After a couple of hours, Rob left, grinning from ear to ear, and I later sat down to listen alone. True, when I tried certain Telarc's and pushed hard I could get the amplifier to clip—two LEDs quickly light up (very useful). But the Quads were running out of the ability to use the power anyway. My first impressions
were confirmed: the GFA-535 is one of the best amplifiers around for driving Quads. Spendor SP-1s, too.

Suddenly, it hit me what this meant. Conventional wisdom had been dealt a severe blow. You know, the old saw that you should never power a good pair of speakers with a cheap amplifier. Here was a cheap amp—one of the cheapest on the market—that sounded good with Quads, Spendors, later Vandersteens. Probably Thiels, too—at least the CSI. What it means is you can stretch your speaker budget a bit and get the speakers you really want, then economize by buying an Adcom GFA-535 for $299.95. True, you may be a little power shy, but probably not much. And to say the least, the GFA-535 would make a decent interim amp.

What does the GFA-535 sound like? (You thought I'd forget that part, right?) Well, this is one of the most neutral amps I've heard.

...the baby Adcom is one of the finest solid-state amps I have heard...so good for so little money as to be practically a gift.

While it doesn't sound particularly tubelike, it avoids the typical transistor nasties through the midrange and into the treble. I wouldn't call it sweet—there's no euphonic coloring—but it isn't cold or sterile. What it is, is smooth. And detailed. Far more detailed than I would ever imagine a $300 amplifier could be. The GFA-535 reminds me of the Eagle 2A and PS Audio 200C, amplifiers that sell, respectively, for about three and five times the price. Of course, they have more power. And they are more detailed. The point is, the Adcom comes close. Very close.

The bass, like everything else, is neutral, certainly not fat and overdone. But it's here where you notice that this amp is not a powerhouse. You just don't get the solidity and extension you get with a very powerful (and expensive) solid-state amp. Nor do you get the breadth and depth of soundstage that you often find with a very powerful amp. The Adcom GFA-535 sounds a wee bit small, which it is.

My only criticism, and it's more of a quibble, is that the speaker connectors are non-standard and unique (so far as I know). You insert bared speaker wire into a hole and twist the connector tight a quarter turn. Most speaker cables will fit, but some will not. Certainly MIT won't. Neither will the best Kimber, the kind with eight clumps of strands. The less costly four-clump Kimber will, and proved an excellent choice. My sample amp was quiet—

This amplifier is so good and so cheap that I think any CD owner who buys an integrated amp is nuts.

no hum—and ran cool. There are selectors for two sets of speakers. And the 535 looks nice.

And talk about economy: If you're not into LPs anymore, you could buy a Mod Squad, dbx, or Old Colony line-level switching box—or possibly a B&K Pro 5 preamp, with its switchable line amp section (only $350), or the Adcom SLC-505 passive preamp ($150)—and run it with a CD player. In fact, if you are into CD only (no tape, no tuner, no phono), you could buy a CD player with a variable volume output and run it directly into the Adcom. This amplifier is so good and so cheap that I think any CD owner who buys an integrated amp is nuts.

In its price category, the Adcom GFA-535 is not only an excellent choice; it's the only choice. The real question is whether you should buy one even if $299.95 is much less than you planned to spend for an amp—ie, whether you should put the money into a better CD player or pair of speakers instead.

ADCOM

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S.A. (201) 290-1134 Distributed in Canada by:
PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

CIRCLE NO. 60 ON READER SERVICE CARD
by Ian G. Masters

Sound Leaks

Q I live in a house built in 1905, on a fairly busy street. My listening room is at the front of the house on the second floor, with a single large window facing the road. Is there an effective and inexpensive way to keep exterior noise out of the room and to prevent the music from escaping into the rest of the house?

A Exterior noise shouldn't be too much of a problem. Houses of that vintage were pretty solid, and so it's likely that street noise is effectively blocked by the walls. Any you can hear is probably coming through the window, and this can be reduced very effectively by double-glazing (as long as the window frame is built well enough to keep the sound from getting in around the glass, if not, try some weather stripping). Replacing the window with thermal glass that has a vacuum between panes would probably do the best job, but simply adding a conventional storm window might work almost as well.

Keeping the music in the room is a different matter. The high frequencies probably don't penetrate the walls to any great degree, but if they do they can be absorbed fairly easily by dense material applied to the wall. The best solution would be to fill the spaces in the wall with fiberglass insulation, although this is not likely to be cheap.

The low frequencies are much harder to cope with because they contain lots of energy and have wavelengths that make absorption difficult. What is needed is mass: A heavy wall will soak up a lot of energy as the sound tries to move it. An extra layer or two of drywall affixed to surfaces that communicate with other parts of the house can work wonders in containing bass (and that would handle the treble, too).

Equalizer Hookup

Q I recently bought an equalizer, but my receiver doesn't seem capable of accepting such an external component. Could I feed the signal from a preamplifier through the equalizer and then to the "main in" jacks on my receiver, or should I just buy new equipment that will accommodate the equalizer?

A Although your equipment may not have a front-panel control specifically labeled "equalizer" or "processor," if it has main-in jacks, it is almost certain to have preamp-out jacks as well. A good place to insert an equalizer is between these two sets of jacks. Or you could put it in a tape-monitor loop (receiver's tape output to equalizer's input, equalizer's output to receiver's tape input), which might also enable you to record a signal after processing. You could also feed the output from a separate preamplifier through the equalizer to the receiver's main-in jacks, as you suggest, but either of the above arrangements should work at least as well and be less cumbersome.

Evading Library Tapes

Q Our public library has one of those walk-through antitheft systems, but both computer discs and videocassettes are allowed to bypass the system. Only in my high-school library is there any suggestion that people should not walk through with audio cassettes. Could a security system harm music tapes?

A I'm not really sure what level of magnetic field those devices produce, but it can't be much. Given the amount of force you need to erase a tape completely, it's likely that you'd have to go through the antitheft device hundreds of times before ruining a tape. Still, even tiny amounts of magnetism can cause audible degradation under the right circumstances, so why take a chance?

Digital Mono

Q I have been reading with interest about the various forthcoming digital recording media and wonder how they will compare with open-reel tape in terms of flexibility. For instance, will DAT decks or recordable CD machines allow you to lay down separate mono tracks, as you can with open-reel, or will they be strictly stereo?

A Digital audio recording systems available to consumers use a single output bit stream that contains information for both stereo channels, making it virtually impossible to alter one channel only. For most of us this doesn't matter; after all, you can't add a second mono track to a hi-fi video recording, or even to a standard audio cassette, and few people find that a drawback.

That's not to suggest that the technology doesn't exist to do what you want. Before the current rotating-head R-DAT standard was adopted, there was a rival S-DAT format, which used a stationary head and recorded the data in a series of parallel tracks rather like an open-reel analog recorder, except that it used many more tracks. This format would have permitted left and right channels to be recorded separately. A similar system is used professionally for digital multitracking, but the demand for such a device at the consumer level is small. The recently announced Philips Digital Compact Cassette format derives from S-DAT, but it is like R-DAT in making no provision for single-channel recording.

Upgraded Tape

Q It seems to me that the "normal," Type I cassettes I have bought over the past months have better response than those I bought a few years ago. Do they, or am I kidding myself?

A Tape formulations have certainly improved over the years, and today's midprice tapes are often more than a match for the premium cassettes of yesteryear, even though both may carry the same type designation. The improvement has sometimes been at the expense of compatibility, however, and a perfect match between your cassette deck and a particular tape a couple of years ago may not be repeated with today's equivalent tape. Depending on the nature of the mismatch, a new tape may be underbiased when recorded on a deck adjusted for an older formulation, and this would result in boosted highs, which some might interpret as improved high-frequency response.

If you have a question about hi-fi, send it to Q&A, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Sorry, only questions chosen for publication can be answered.

Stereo Review, March 1991
The KLIPSCH kg^3, Nothing Else
This Small Can Move You So Much

As you audition the
new KLIPSCH kg^3, expect to be
moved by the lifelike presence and
breathtaking dynamics of your
favorite music. These are the sonic
pleasures that only a horn loaded
speaker system can provide.

Note that the kg^3 gives you this
big sound from a very compact
design. With a cabinet less than
two cubic feet in size, it is the
smallest (and most affordable) true
horn loaded system ever created by
KLIPSCH.

The carefully flared tweeter
horn delivers a sound stage that’s so
smooth and natural you feel as if
you can touch it. The compression
driver mated to this horn is
ferrofluid cooled to effortlessly
handle the rigorous dynamics of the
most demanding musical passages.

The bass authority and exten-
sion of the kg^3 defies your notions
about smaller speaker systems. By
combining an 8" woofer with a 10"
sub-bass radiator, the kg^3 can easily
deliver clean, solid response down to
a room trembling 36 Hz.

And the elegantly-styled
cabinet is hand finished in your
choice of genuine wood veneers to
make this system as beautiful as the
music it reproduces.

Hear the new kg^3 for yourself.
And expect to be moved. Demo-
strations are going on now at your
nearest KLIPSCH dealer. Look in
the Yellow Pages. Or call toll free
1-800-395-4676.
The passage of time is inexorable. Each of us is born into this world, struggles mightily against its slings and arrows, then retires and buys a condo in Florida. Similarly, the great works that men leave behind also feel the passage of time. Almost immediately after it was completed in 1512, the ceiling in the Sistine Chapel began deteriorating. Numerious attempts at preservation—for example, painting varnish and glue over the fresco—increasingly obscured Michelangelo’s masterpiece. Today, thanks to modern technology, the ceiling has been both preserved and restored.

The same is true with works of recorded music. Whether archived on disc or tape, whether analog or digital, a recorded signal eventually deteriorates, and without proper measures it can be lost. Fortunately, we possess ways to restore this legacy. In one celebrated experiment, Thomas Stockham digitally recorded playback of Caruso recordings from 1906, then applied a digital signal processing (DSP) technique known as homomorphic deconvolution to remove undesired artifacts. By this means he produced recordings that were actually better than the originals. Today, thanks to the proliferation of DSP chips, companies such as Sonic Solutions routinely remove clicks and noise from old recordings.

In some cases, restoration involves much more than signal processing. Rather, the entire post-production and manufacturing process is scrutinized. The work of the record label Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab is a great example of what extra time and care can do for a recording. Whereas most major record labels produce a large number of recordings inexpensively and quickly, Mobile Fidelity licenses and produces only a few, carefully executed, expensive recordings. Its CDs are pressed in small runs with very tight quality control; discs that are off-center or have other defects such as pinholes never leave the factory. In addition, Mobile Fidelity uses a gold metal layer instead of aluminum on its CDs to provide increased resistance to oxidation. (No one can know the life expectancy of a CD, but accelerated aging tests indicate that gold-metalized CD’s may last longer than aluminum ones.)

Of course, even the most careful disc mastering and the most stable pressings are wasted if the source material isn’t of the highest quality. Every recording starts with a master tape, from which are made copies that are used for manufacturing. With analog tapes, this presents a real problem since noise is doubled (increased by 3 dB) with each copy generation. In some cases, tape recorders are not properly aligned, and replication copies suffer even more. Some Beatles albums suffered from these sorts of problems—the LP’s released in the U.K. sounded much better than the U.S. LP’s. Even digital recordings aren’t completely free from production dangers; there are stories about how tapes equalized for LP production were mistakenly forwarded to CD pressing plants, resulting in some terrifying-sounding CD’s.

In other words, in the world of mass-produced records, mistakes do happen, and sometimes they wind up in your collection. Mobile Fidelity takes an alternate route. First, the company absolutely insists on access to a first-generation stereo master tape. It will not pursue a project unless it can work with an original master as it left the studio under the arm of a producer or artist. For example, in rereleasing the Who’s Tommy, Mobile Fidelity used Pete Townshend’s personal master—which differs slightly from the original commercial version.

The master tape is played on a recorder that is carefully aligned specifically to that tape, even if the original recorder was misaligned. A heavily modified digital audio processor is used to bring the signal into the digital domain. The sound of the recording is cleaned up as required using a digital editing and processing system. In some cases, entirely new technology has had to be developed specifically to address a problem. This careful, craftsmanlike approach to music post-production, coupled with very high-quality manufacturing, brings the listener as close as he’ll ever get to the sound in the recording studio.

Case in point is Mobile Fidelity’s new release of Pink Floyd’s The Wall. This 1979 epic was hailed as a musical masterpiece, and CBS did an outstanding technical job in recording and manufacturing the album; it sounded great. Still, Mobile Fidelity suspected that there was more on the master tape than met the ear. Its engineers dedicated seven months of studio time to capturing every bit of sound on the master and transferring it to the digital domain.

Thanks to their patience and expertise, the music and sound effects on the Mobile Fidelity rerelease of The Wall are outstanding. Definition is precise, and the sense of space is superbly conveyed. Although the Vatican might cringe at the comparison, this version of The Wall sounds clean and new, much as the ceiling in the Sistine Chapel now looks.

Clearly, extra care in production pays off. But if you’re thinking of buying this new Wall, don’t wait too long; Mobile Fidelity’s licensing agreement expires in September 1991. Then its gold-plated CD’s will become collectors’ items. Even when you’re in the business of restoring the past, the clock is ticking.
Panasonic now brings you a car CD receiver so powerful, it'll pin you to the back of your seat. With a full 100 watts of total system power.

It's a top of the line CD receiver that's loaded with more than just power. The CQ-DP40 utilizes MASH® one-bit technology, so that low-level detail comes through with real clarity.

Our TOC (table-of-contents) function tells you the total number of tracks and playing time at a touch. And instead of searching through each track to find the one you want, you can head straight for it with our 12-track Direct Access.

The tuner section includes the true convenience of Auto Store, which can find the six strongest stations in a given broadcast area and commit them to memory.

More musical options, such as a portable cassette player or a car CD changer, can easily be added by plugging them into the line level jack. While you still keep the rest of the unit's functions.

And with all the power this removable unit puts out, the Dual Preamp Out gives you the option of adding even more — without cancelling out the unit's built-in power.

Cars with lots of power have always provided excitement out on the open road. We give you power that'll provide excitement even in bumper-to-bumper traffic.

**MASH**

Panasonic® just slightly ahead of our time
CIRCLE NO. 82 ON READER SERVICE CARD
LOUDSPEAKER TESTING, PART II

LAST month I described how we measure the frequency response of a loudspeaker. Though frequency response is probably the most important single measurement, it falls far short of fully defining a speaker's performance. Actually, my first step in testing a speaker is to set it up, adhering as closely as possible to the manufacturer's recommendations, and listen to it for an extended period. I prefer not to make any measurements on any product until I have used it for a few days or, if possible, weeks.

Listening first and measuring second is especially important in the case of a speaker, since it is all too easy to convince yourself that you are hearing what your measurements indicate. By listening first, I can make a guess as to the properties of the speaker, secure in the knowledge that our test instruments have no emotional bias and are not influenced by a listener's preconceptions. After the measurements, I try to hear what the test instruments have "heard," but this can be difficult since many measurements have little correlation with the sound of a speaker (because of differences in program content, for example).

We usually measure a speaker's impedance after the response tests, since its value plays a part in some subsequent measurements. We pass a known signal current through the system and measure the voltage across the speaker terminals as a function of frequency. Our Audio Precision System One test equipment does this automatically in a few seconds, supplying a highly accurate current that steps in frequency across the audio range and plotting the voltage on a scale related to the magnitude of the impedance in ohms. It also plots the phase difference between the source signal and the voltage across the speaker (the "phase angle" of the speaker's impedance).

A speaker's sensitivity is defined as the sound-pressure level (SPL) measured 1 meter in front of the speaker with an input of 2.83 volts of pink noise. Pink noise is a random sound ("hiss") having the same amount of energy in each octave of frequency. The standard voltage corresponds to a 1-watt input into an 8-ohm resistive impedance. We measure a speaker's voltage sensitivity rather than efficiency of power conversion, since amplifiers are normally voltage sources and deliver nearly the same voltage into different load resistances for the same input level.

There are no universal standards for measuring speaker distortion. As a practical matter, harmonic distortion is meaningful only in the bass region, where a speaker cone may be required to move out of its linear range of operation. At higher frequencies, cone excursion is insignificant as a source of distortion, and harmonic-distortion measurements become unreliable because of the effects of frequency-response variations. We measure the distortion with the microphone close to the woofer cone — and separately at any port or passive radiator, which is usually responsible for most of the bass output at frequencies below 50 to 100 Hz, depending on the specific design of the system.

In the past, we used point-by-point measurements, every 10 Hz from 100 down to 20 Hz (or until the distortion readings exceeded about 20 percent). Although this procedure was not particularly laborious, the Audio Precision system now does the same measurements over a wider range (including plotting the curve) in less than a minute. The readings are valid, however, only at frequencies less than one-half to one-third of the woofer crossover frequency.

As with amplifiers, speaker distortion is a function of signal level as well as frequency. Lacking standards, I decided some years ago to use the voltage corresponding to a 90-dB SPL in the sensitivity measurement as the driving signal for bass distortion tests. As an example, if 2.83 volts generated an 88-dB SPL, we would measure bass distortion with a constant 3.5-volt input (a sine wave). This method enables us to compare different speakers at approximately the same listening level.

Power-handling ability is one of the few specifications that most speaker manufacturers publish, though it is usually so broad as to be meaningless (20 to 100 watts, for example). We try to measure the limits of a speaker's endurance in a nondestructive manner. A tweeter can be burned out in moments by a few watts of continuous high-frequency input, although most can accommodate prodigious power levels for a fraction of a second without damage. A few years ago we started testing speakers with short-duty-cycle tone bursts, applying one cycle of a signal followed by a 128-cycle "off" time.

Again, to test all speakers in the same manner, I chose three test frequencies, selected to fall in the typical range of most drivers. A 100-Hz test signal is certain to drive the woofer of any speaker, and 10,000 Hz is always in the tweeter range. I chose 1,000 Hz as a typical midrange frequency, although it is usually handled by the woofer in two-way systems.

At each frequency we drive the speaker with the single-cycle tone-burst signal, viewing the electrical output of the amplifier and the output of the measurement microphone (placed close to the driver) simultaneously on
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TECHNICAL TALK

a dual-channel oscilloscope. The drive level is increased until one of the two waveforms on the scope is distorted. At that point, we measure the peak-to-peak voltage from the scope display, convert it to the equivalent rms voltage of a continuous signal, square that value, and divide by the impedance actually measured at that frequency. The result is a measure of the power delivered into that impedance at the overload point.

As a practical matter, in almost every case the amplifier clips first at 1,000 and 10,000 Hz. As a result, I expect to omit mention of those frequencies in future reports. (Incidentally, the Carver Mono-Bloc amplifier we use for this test is the only power amp I know of that can deliver single-cycle outputs of 600 to 2,000 watts at the clipping point into speaker impedances at those frequencies, yet is light enough for me to pick up.)

At 100 Hz, almost every woofer can be driven to the point where its cone suspension reaches its limits or the voice coil strikes some part of the magnetic structure. When this happens, the woofer emits a loud, unmistakable sound as well as a visibly distorted waveform, and we measure the maximum power in the same manner as for higher frequencies. It would be all too easy to destroy a speaker by driving it in this way with a continuous signal, but I have yet to damage one with the burst signal.

We measure the horizontal dispersion, or directivity, of a speaker with the IQS FFT analyzer. Positioning the microphone 1 meter from the tweeter, on its axis, we measure the speaker's frequency response. Then we turn the cabinet by 45 degrees and repeat the measurement, keeping all other conditions constant (the room influence can be excluded in the FFT measurement). The IQS system can plot both response curves on the same graph, and it is easy to see at what frequency, and by how much, the two curves diverge. Although vertical dispersion is also a factor, it is less important to the sound quality than the horizontal dispersion (as well as being considerably more difficult to measure under the conditions of our tests).

Finally, there is the group delay, which is the rate of change (slope) of the speaker's phase shift over a range of frequencies. Although this is probably not a very important factor in determining a speaker's sound quality, it is easy to measure with the FFT analyzer. Expressed in milliseconds, group delay is a measure of the time difference between different frequencies in the speaker's output when it reaches the microphone (or a listener). If the speaker drivers are not in the same effective plane relative to the listener, there will be a time difference between the portions of the frequency range handled by each driver, and this shows up on the group-delay plot.

Although our test results may differ from those of the manufacturer, because of different test conditions, sometimes they are surprisingly similar. In any case, we try to test all speakers under identical conditions so that some sort of comparison will be possible.
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MAGNAVOX CDB624
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

The Magnavox CDB624 is an inexpensive and versatile CD player featuring parent company Philips’s Bitstream 1-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converter technology and Favorite Track Selection (FTS) system. The FTS system enables a user to store the specific track numbers to be played from a disc in a nonvolatile memory. Whenever the disc is loaded, its FTS program can be recalled and played at the touch of a button. The enhanced version of the system used in the CDB624 can store two independent programs for each disc.

The CDB624’s basic operating controls are conventional flat pushbuttons whose functions are identified by standard symbols and words. The stop control is also labeled CM (for “clear memory”), and the track-skipping buttons are clearly marked PREVIOUS and NEXT. A button marked PROG/PLAY selects the operating mode.

A numerical keypad to the left of the transport controls provides direct access to any numbered track for playing or programming. The keypad also contains the FTS buttons and others for storing, reviewing, or erasing programmed selections. The CDB624 is unusual in allowing the user to program by selecting either the tracks to be played or those to be excluded.

The display window, to the left of the keypad, normally shows the current track’s number and remaining time in large numerals. The status of other operating controls appears in smaller letters, and the numbers of all unplayed tracks (to a maximum of twenty) form a line across the bottom of the display.

Most of the other control buttons are aligned across the panel below the display and transport controls. The time display can be set to show remaining time on the track or disc or elapsed time on the track. The scan function plays the first 10 seconds of each track on the disc. The fast-search buttons are also located in this group of controls. Normally, the program is audible during a fast search, but first pressing the FAST button (located between the search buttons) increases the speed and mutes the sound. An edit feature simplifies recording from a CD to a cassette deck. After the recording time of the tape (46, 60, or 90 minutes) is keyed in, the CDB624 will automatically play the tracks that will most efficiently fit onto one side, then enter pause. If the remaining tracks on the disc are too long for Side 2 of the tape, the CDB624 plays those that will fit, inserts another pause, and shows the numbers of the remaining tracks.

The disc drawer, which slides out when you press the button on its front, is designed to accept either 5-inch or 3-inch CD’s, and a symbol in the display shows which size is being played. There is no close control; pushing the drawer inward or pressing the play button initiates the process and automatically puts the CDB624 into play mode.

The player has a front-panel headphone jack with its own volume control. The rear apron has phono-jack outputs for analog and digital signals (a front-panel button turns the digital output on and off) as well as for linking the CDB624 and its remote control with compatible Magnavox components using the company’s RC5 integrated control system.

The wireless remote control supplied with the CDB624 has only the buttons required to control its basic playback and transport functions, not programming. It also has an open/close button, which may be more convenient than pressing the drawer by hand and does not automatically put the machine into play mode.

The Magnavox CDB624 measures 16½ inches wide, 10½ inches deep, and 3½ inches high and weighs 10 pounds. Price: $300. Magnavox, Dept. SR, One Philips Dr., Box 14810, Knoxville, TN 37914-1810.
Lab Tests
The CDB624 met or surpassed all of its published performance specifications except for channel separation. Rated at 95 dB, the separation measured 65 dB from 100 to 1,000 Hz and fell to 60 dB at 10,000 Hz and 55 dB at 20,000 Hz. The difference between the specified and measured separation is of no audible significance, however.

The player’s frequency response was flat within 0.1 dB from 10 to 20,000 Hz, with a channel imbalance of 0.08 dB. The de-emphasis response error was less than 0.25 dB from 1,000 to 16,000 Hz. Interchannel phase shift was less than 0.2 degree up to 20,000 Hz. At a 0-dB (maximum) level, the total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) was 0.005 percent from 20 to 2,000 Hz, 0.01 percent at 10,000 Hz, and 0.035 percent at 20,000 Hz.

The output noise spectrum from a silent (unmodulated) test track was 60 Hz, at -106 dB. 20,000 Hz. The only measurable hum was 0.035 percent at 20,000 Hz. 0.01 percent at 10,000 Hz, and -70 dB but rose somewhat at lower levels. From an insignificant -1.4-dB error at -80 dB, the nonlinearity increased to almost -3 dB at -90 dB and to about -7 dB at -100 dB. None of these readings would be unusual for a CD player using conventional ladder-type D/A converters, but one of the principal advantages of 1-bit converters, such as those used in this player, is typically excellent linearity at the lowest levels. Nonetheless, the CDB624’s low-level nonlinearities were not great enough to cause audible distortion in normal music playback.

The CDB624 had adequate, though not exceptional, error-correcting ability. It was able to play through the 1,000-micrometer errors of the Pierre Verany #2 test disc without audible flaws, but it occasionally mistracked at the 1,250-micrometer level. Its resistance to physical shock was reasonably good, requiring a distinct slap with an open palm to induce skipping. The tracking servo required from 3 to 5 seconds to make the transition between Tracks 1 and 15 of the Philips TS4 test disc. The listening volume through AKG K340 headphones was very good, allowing the headphone level control to be kept at or below its midpoint most of the time.

Comments
The Magnavox CDB624 provides an above-average combination of versatility and performance for its price. Such useful features as Favorite Track Selection and tape-edit capability are not commonly found in budget-price CD players.

The CDB624’s relatively low price may in some measure result from its extensive use of plastic moldings. Not only the transport assembly but also the entire case and front panel (except for the top cover) are made of plastic, with no detectable impairment of overall performance.

Actually, one of the CDB624’s most unconventional features is not anything about the player itself but rather its instruction manual. With so many multipage, multilanguage manuals being supplied with CD players and other audio components these days, it was surprising in this case to find a slim booklet with only eight pages, all in English (presumably each market is provided with a version in the appropriate language). Despite the skimpy appearance, the instructions are both complete and unusually comprehensible, without an excess word. For every control, there is a clear statement of what it does, when it should be used, and the possible error signals resulting from incorrect operation.

Although a basic CD player is a very simple product to use, the Magnavox CDB624 has just enough unusual features to require a clear manual, and the manual’s logical structure gives one confidence that things have been done correctly throughout the player’s design and manufacture. Nothing in our subsequent experience with it modified that impression.
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CLEMENTS RB 8.0 MARK II
SPEAKER SYSTEM

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

The loudspeakers manufactured by Clements Audio of Canada, which vary widely in price and size, are all based on proprietary ribbon tweeters and polypropylene woofers. Next to the top of the Clements line is the RB 8.0 Mark II, a two-way floor-standing system using a 7-inch ribbon tweeter and an 8-inch cone woofer whose Kapton voice coil is designed to withstand very high temperatures. The speaker, which weighs about 65 pounds, measures 35½ inches high, 13½ inches wide, and 13 inches deep. The cabinet, made of high-density fiberboard, is available in oak, walnut, or black woodgrain finishes.

Both drivers are located, side by side, at the top of the front panel. The speakers are constructed in mirror-image pairs, to be installed with the tweeters toward the center of the room. The woofer enclosure features Clements's "transmission-line" filter. The acoustic output from the back of the woofer cone passes through a large rectangular tube extending diagonally to the bottom rear of the enclosure, where it joins a smaller forward-facing tube terminating in a 2 x 8-inch rectangular port on the front of the cabinet.

This portion of the duct also opens internally to a separate compartment filled with fiberglass that traps unwanted resonances. Port radiation is limited to the range below 80 Hz.

The crossover to the tweeter is at 1,575 Hz. The vertical aluminum ribbon of the Clements tweeter is suspended in a powerful magnetic field derived from ceramic magnets. The audio signal is applied across the width of the ribbon, which is oriented so that the positive sides of the left and right tweeters face toward each other, which the manufacturer claims provides superior stereo imaging. A vertical divider panel, described as an "acoustic lens," that is placed slightly ahead of the ribbon and extends down its center line is said to contribute to the speaker's phase accuracy.

The RB 8.0 Mark II system has a rated frequency response of 32 to 40,000 Hz ± 3 dB and a sensitivity of 88 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter with a 1-watt input of full-range pink noise. The speaker is designed for use with amplifiers rated between 20 and 200 watts per channel. Its nominal impedance is 6.5 ohms.

The front of the cabinet is covered by two removable black cloth grilles. The upper one covers the drivers, while the lower grille covers only the woofer port. The rear of the cabinet has a three-position toggle switch with FLAT, TWEETER BOOST, and FULL BASS settings for making slight modifications in the overall frequency response. Gold-plated multiway input terminals are recessed into the rear panel. The RB 8.0 Mark II is also available in a special SE version that has separate tweeter and woofer inputs for biwiring or biamplification.

Clements recommends that the speakers be placed well away from walls and angled toward the listening position. They are furnished with adjustable spikes designed to tilt the cabinet a few degrees backward for improved imaging. Price: $1,695 a pair in all three finishes. Clements, Dept. SR, 76 Clair Ave. W., Toronto, Ontario M4V 1N2.

Lab Tests

Except for a dip of 4 to 5 dB at about 2,000 Hz, the room response of the Clements RB 8.0 Mark II was quite uniform over the tweeter's range. The woofer response was exceptionally
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The crossover range. They were not audible in any identifiable way during listening tests, however.

The RB 8.0 Mark II speakers were able to handle the highest power levels we could apply without damage or obvious distortion. Our Carver Mono-Block amplifier clipped at each test frequency before there were any signs of overload from the speaker (770 watts into 8.2 ohms at 100 Hz, 1,470 watts into 4.7 ohms at 1,000 Hz, and 1,640 watts into 3.2 ohms at 10,000 Hz).

Comments

For listening tests, we installed the Clements RB 8.0 Mark II as recommended by the manufacturer, angled slightly inward and about 2 feet in front of a wall. Our initial reaction (before making any measurements) was that the sound was very smooth, with clean, deep bass and a slightly soft top end. We soon established that the treble-boost setting produced the most pleasing sound, and the full-bass setting had no audible effect.

The system's impedance was about 8 ohms through the lower midrange and decreased to a minimum of 3.2 ohms between 5,000 and 20,000 Hz. The two resonances of the vented bass enclosure were at 29 and 60 Hz, with impedances of 30 and 20 ohms. The system's sensitivity was 86 dB SPL at 1 meter with a 2.83-volt input of pink noise, slightly less than rated. With a drive level of 4.5 volts, equivalent to a 90-dB SPL in the sensitivity measurement, the distortion from the woofer cone was between 0.35 and 1.1 percent from 80 to 2,000 Hz. The acoustic crossover from the cone to the port was at 75 Hz, and the distortion readings in the port output rose from 0.8 percent at that frequency to 2 percent at 40 Hz and 5 percent at 35 Hz.

Group delay (a measure of phase linearity) varied over a 0.3-millisecond range from 2,000 to 23,000 Hz. The system's horizontal directivity was unusual. Measured 45 degrees off-axis to either side, the response was very similar to that of the on-axis measurement but 6 to 8 dB lower over most of the tweeter's range. There was a dip in the output at 1,500 or 1,800 Hz (depending on which way the cabinet was rotated from the forward axis) with an amplitude of 6 to 9 dB. Measured on-axis, there was a 5-dB dip at 2,300 Hz.

These effects, evidently related to the dip in the room-response curve at 2,000 Hz, appeared to be the result of interference between the drivers in the crossover range. They were not audi-
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**Accurate Music Reproduction**

The only component in your audio system expected to reproduce the sound of a violin, voice, or symphony orchestra is your speaker system. To do so it must perform many complex electrical and mechanical functions without adding any character or "colouration" of its own. Added colourations may sound impressive at first, but before long they become irritating and much of the enjoyment of listening to music is lost. Musically accurate speakers, however, provide a very satisfying listening experience.

Many people would like to have this high quality sound reproduction in a variety of rooms and locations, but the thought of placing "traditional" speaker systems throughout the home is not especially appealing. Mounting speakers in a wall is much more convenient. The wall, however, has unique acoustic characteristics that require careful consideration in the design of the complete in-wall speaker system.

**Critical Acclaim**

Better audio retailers, the audio press and thousands of customers have discovered that PARADIGM speakers offer a level of performance unmatched at the price. Exhaustive R&D was undertaken to apply this same performance/value objective to in-wall speaker design. The result is the Architectural Monitor Series AMS-200 - a landmark in speakers designed for in-wall use.

With a one piece die cast aluminum chassis and use of advanced components throughout, the AMS-200 moves beyond conventional in-wall speaker performance. It provides a window to the music, revealing the musical and spatial reality of the live event.

Now you can get more music from in-wall speakers... without more expense. Visit your authorized PARADIGM Dealer... and listen.
SONANCE, one of the pioneers of in-wall loudspeakers for multi-room installations, also manufactures amplifiers specifically designed for the requirements of such installations but (like the speakers) not limited to those applications. The amplifiers are marketed under the name Sonamp.

The Sonamp 260x3 is a high-current, 60-watt-per-channel stereo amplifier with a number of features that make it well suited for custom installations. It is designed to drive difficult loads, particularly the low impedances presented by multiple parallel-connected remote speakers. For convenience in operating multizone systems, the 260x3 has pushbuttons on its front panel for individual activation of its three pairs of speaker outputs. And the stereo line-input jacks on the rear apron are paralleled with a second pair for linking (“daisy-chaining”) additional amplifiers.

The power supply uses a heavy toroidal transformer with 30,000 microfarads (µF) of filter capacitance. Several protection circuits and a relay safeguard the amplifier against overload, overheating, or output short circuits. The AC-line fuse on the rear apron is readily accessible to the user.

The Sonamp 260x3, finished in black, measures a compact 16¾ inches wide, 12½ inches deep, and 3½ inches high. It weighs about 16¾ pounds. In addition to the pushbutton power switch, the front panel has three speaker-selector buttons, two status-indicator lights, and individual channel-level controls that can be adjusted with a screwdriver through small holes in the panel.

The red power LED (marked A.C. ON) shows that the amplifier is plugged into a live outlet but not necessarily that it is turned on. The green LED (marked ACTIVE) indicates that the amplifier is switched on and operating. A somewhat unusual (and useful) feature of the 260x3 is its Auto-On mode. If the small AUTO-ON slide switch on the rear apron is set to on and the red power lamp is lit, the amplifier will turn on automatically within 1.5 seconds after a signal reaches its input connectors, lighting the green LED. About 2 minutes after all input signals are removed, the amplifier automatically shuts down and returns to its stand-by mode. The Auto-On feature is particularly useful in multroom installations, in which an amplifier may be located at some distance from the control center and signal source, since it eliminates the need for a remote power-switching system. But it is also handy in a single-room installation, especially when the control unit doesn’t have enough switched outlets to handle the rest of the system.

The Sonamp 260x3 is rated for outputs of 60, 100, and 125 watts per channel into 8, 4, and 2 ohms, respectively, from 20 to 20,000 Hz at respective distortion levels of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 percent. The respective dynamic powers into those impedances are given as 85, 120, and 140 watts per channel. A-weighted signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is 100 dB referred to rated output. Input sensitivity for rated output is 0.625 volt at maximum gain.

The Sonamp 260x3's list price is $375. It is also available without the speaker switches, as the Model 260, for $325. Sonance, Dept. SR, 961 Calle Negocio, San Clemente, CA 92672.

Lab Tests

The Sonamp 260x3's input sensitivity was 80 millivolts (mV) for a 1-watt reference output at 1,000 Hz (0.62 volt for 60 watts). At the reference gain setting, the A-weighted noise level was -87.5 dB referred to 1 watt (-105 dB referred to 60 watts). The noise was mostly hum, with the 120-Hz component in one channel measuring -89 dB.
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**LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output power at clipping (1,000 Hz):</th>
<th>94.5 watts into 8 ohms, 144 watts into 4 ohms, 208 watts into 2 ohms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clipping headroom (relative to rated output):</td>
<td>2.0 dB at 8 ohms, 1.6 dB at 4 ohms, 2.2 dB at 2 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (for a 1-watt output into 8 ohms):</td>
<td>80 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic power output:</td>
<td>115 watts into 8 ohms, 190 watts into 4 ohms, 272 watts into 2 ohms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Direct Power Measurements**

- Into 2 ohms, the power at 0.2 percent distortion was 230 watts from 80 to 2,000 Hz and 221 watts at 20 Hz, and it fell steeply above 12,000 Hz to 110 watts at 20,000 Hz.

**Notes**

- The amplifier sounded as clean and free of noise and distortion as any of the conventional home amplifiers we have used. Although its measured distortion was somewhat higher than that of some other products, it was still far below the threshold of audibility.
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THE new three-head, dual-capstan Yamaha KX-930 cassette deck has an impressive complement of performance and convenience features. In addition to such standard amenities as Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction and Dolby HX Pro headroom extension, the deck provides both automatic and manual bias-optimizing controls, bidirectional intro scanning, and a remote-control device that can program as many as ninety-nine selections.

The transport of the KX-930 uses the proven closed-loop principle to minimize wow and flutter by providing two sets of capstans and pinch-rollers to isolate the section of the tape that is actually in contact with the heads. The capstans themselves are driven by a single DC servomotor. A second DC motor is used for high-speed winding, and a third one operates the head gate and related functions.

Although they share a common external casing, the recording and playback head elements are physically and electrically separate. This permits each head gap to be optimized for its function (narrow for playback, wide for recording) and also permits direct source-vs.-tape comparisons.

The cassette well is illuminated from the rear, and a window in the manually operated door lets you see the tape remaining on each reel. The label on the cassette is not visible, however. The front door of the cassette well is removable for routine cleaning and demagnetizing of the heads and capstans.

The factory-determined bias and equalization settings for ferric, chrome, and metal tapes are selected automatically when a cassette is inserted. These settings will produce good results with most tapes on the market. In addition, however, the KX-930 provides two further kinds of performance optimization. Pressing the AUTO TAPE TUNING button while the deck is in record-pause mode causes it to record and silently analyze a short series of tone bursts and, on that basis, to adjust the sensitivity and bias settings for the specific cassette in use. It then rewinds the tape to the beginning of the test signals so that they will be erased when normal recording is begun. The procedure takes less than 5 seconds and will prove more than adequate for almost all tapes. Moreover, it provides the only way for the KX-930 to compensate for differences in tape sensitivity (insuring equal output levels from the tape and source switch positions), which is important for maintaining frequency-response accuracy with the Dolby noise-reduction systems.

If laboratory applications, personal preferences, or a really odd tape formulation require even more cus-
Engineered for the sophisticated audio enthusiast.
FEATURES

- Separate recording and playback heads in single casing
- Closed-loop, dual-capstan transport
- Dolby HX Pro headroom extension
- Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction
- Full-function remote control
- Auto Tape Tuning system to optimize bias and sensitivity; also manual bias control
- Manual play-trim treble control
- Linear and time-remaining tape counter
- Peak-holding electronic level indicators (eighteen segments per channel)
- Programmable play selection (from remote control)
- Bidirectional intro scanning
- Full-side or single-selection repeat
- Memory rewind and record return
- Switchable FM multiplex filter
- External-timer operation
- Front-panel headphone jack with volume control

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Fast-forward time (C-60): 54 seconds
Rewind time (C-60): 50 seconds
Speed error: +0.05%
Dolby tracking error: Dolby B, +0.5, -1.2 db; Dolby C, +0, -1.1 db
Wow-and-flutter: 0.035% wrms.
0.073% DIN peak-weighted
Line input for indicated 0 db: 102 mV
Line output at indicated 0 db: 620 mV
Meter indication at IEC-standard 0 db: +6 dB
Meter indication at 3% THD + noise: +10 dB
Signal-to-noise ratios (decibels):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>Unwtd.</th>
<th>A-wtd.</th>
<th>CCIR/ARM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDK AD (Type I, ferric)</td>
<td>NR off</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 0-dB distortion: 1.5%</td>
<td>Dolby B</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+10 dB</td>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>75.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meter indication at 3% THD + noise: +12 dB</td>
<td>Dolby MA (Type IV, metal)</td>
<td>NR off</td>
<td>59.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 0-dB distortion: 1.0%</td>
<td>Dolby B</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meter indication at 3% THD + noise: +12 dB</td>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>79.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>Unwtd.</th>
<th>A-wtd.</th>
<th>CCIR/ARM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDK SA (Type II, chrome-equivalent)</td>
<td>NR off</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 0-dB distortion: 0.52%</td>
<td>Dolby B</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+10 dB</td>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meter indication at 3% THD + noise: +10 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signal-to-noise ratios (decibels):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>Unwtd.</th>
<th>A-wtd.</th>
<th>CCIR/ARM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDK MA (Type IV, metal)</td>
<td>NR off</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC 0-dB distortion: 1.0%</td>
<td>Dolby B</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meter indication at 3% THD + noise: +12 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signal levels are shown on an eighteen-segment-per-channel peak-holding electronic display. It is calibrated from -40 to +12 db, but the 0-dB marking corresponds to the outmoded Japanese reference level of 160 nanowebers per meter. (Dolby level is marked at +4 db, and the 250-nwb/m reference level of our IEC calibration tapes registered at +6 db.) With modern tapes this means that the user must record with peak levels well above the 0-dB marking in order to maximize dynamic range.

The electronic tape counter on the KX-930 displays directly in minutes and seconds. Alternatively, after you press a button to set the tape length in use, you can switch the display to show the time remaining on the side.

A pair of INTRO SCAN buttons on the front panel lets the user preview the first 15 seconds of either the previous or the upcoming musical selection. A switch sets the deck for repeat play of the full side or a single selection. The KX-930 has the usual memory-rewind feature, and if rewind is entered directly from record-
Engineered for the sophisticated audio enthusiast, the Coustic CD-3 represents a remarkable achievement in advanced mobile audio technology and system design.
ing mode the tape will return to the point where the recording began. Moreover, the fast-winding buttons shift to an even higher speed if held down for more than 2 seconds.

The usual 4-second RECORD button, a switch for external timer activation, and a front-panel headphone jack with its own level control are also provided. Recording controls include individual channel levels and master fader; the overall playback level is not adjustable. The remote-control unit supplied with the KX-930 not only duplicates most of its front-panel switches but also has programming and search capabilities for sequences of as many as ninety-nine selections.

The Yamaha KX-930 measures 17 ¼ inches wide, 4 ¾ inches high, and 10 ½ inches deep, and it weighs a little less than 11 pounds. Price: $599. Yamaha Electronics Corporation USA, Dept. SR, 6722 Orange-thorpe Ave., Buena Park, CA 90620.

Lab Tests

The KX-930’s playback frequency response varied by less than ±0.5 dB across the entire 20- to 20,000-Hz range of our calibrated IEC (BASF) ferric test tape, and it was nearly as good (±1 dB) with the chromium-dioxide version. We measured the overall record-playback response using our “center-line” samples of TDK MA (metal), TDK SA (chrome-equivalent), and TDK AD (ferric). At the usual –20-dB reference level, both the metal and the CrO₂-equivalent tapes were within ±0.5 dB from roughly 40 to 20,000 Hz (MA) and 40 to 17,000 Hz (SA). The overall response from our ferric sample varied a little more widely at the frequency extremes, rising to a peak of +2.5 dB at 15,000 Hz even after optimization with the Auto Tape Tuning procedure and the manual bias control.

We measured the overall record-playback response using our “center-line” samples of TDK MA (metal), TDK SA (chrome-equivalent), and TDK AD (ferric). At the usual –20-dB reference level, both the metal and the CrO₂-equivalent tapes were within ±0.5 dB from roughly 40 to 20,000 Hz (MA) and 40 to 17,000 Hz (SA). The overall response from our ferric sample varied a little more widely at the frequency extremes, rising to a peak of +2.5 dB at 15,000 Hz even after optimization with the Auto Tape Tuning procedure and the manual bias control. (The KX-930 is rated at ±3 dB to 18,000 Hz, so this is still well within specifications.) At the IEC 0-dB level (+6 dB on the display), the record-playback response was typical for a deck equipped with Dolby HX Pro. Under optimum conditions (metal tape and Dolby C noise reduction), flat response at even the 0-dB level extended above our 20,000-Hz measurement limit.

Reflected to the standard 3-percent distortion point, the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the Yamaha KX-930 was very good, with A-weighted figures ranging from 75 to 79 dB for all three tape types when Dolby C noise reduction was used. Because the 0-dB calibration of the display is set so low, however, to get these S/N figures we had to record at indicated levels of +10 and +12 dB, well above what most users would attempt, though in this case they could do so safely.

Our measurements on the transport of the KX-930 disclosed very slight overall speed error. Wow-and-flutter was good but not outstanding. High-speed winding was very rapid, however. Electronically, the input and output levels were entirely normal, and Dolby tracking error was exceptionally low.

Comments

Except for the level display, which was too small and hard to read, we found the Yamaha KX-930 well designed and a pleasure to operate. Even its instruction manual is notably well written and helpful.

In direct A/B tests with a number of CD’s we use regularly for comparative evaluations, the deck rated very highly. As we shifted from source to tape we found the frequency-response accuracy of the recording to be excellent, and we were impressed by the clarity of the sound and the localization of instruments across the sound stage. Every analog copying process involves some loss of what in photographic terms would be called resolution, but with the KX-930 the fuzzing of instrumental focus was extremely slight. The small amount of “grunge” we detected, even with Dolby C, when we monitored very low-level passages at high volume levels was probably a result of residual low-frequency noise or the slight graininess imparted by the deck’s wow and flutter.

Overall, we found the sonic performance of the Yamaha KX-930 just short of the very best—and most expensive—cassette decks we have used, and it has some excellent features not always found at the price. It’s certainly worth consideration if you’re shopping for performance and value.
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LISTENING TESTS

DOLBY S VS. DAT

Can an advanced noise-reduction system make analog cassettes sound as good as digital tape?

by Ken C. Pohlmann
INCE its introduction eight years ago, the compact disc has driven the LP—once the format of choice for quality-conscious listeners—to the verge of extinction. On disc and, to a lesser degree, in the recording studio, digital has triumphed over analog. Now, with the introduction of digital audio tape, one has to wonder whether the trend will continue, with DAT displacing the familiar and ubiquitous analog cassette. Only time will tell; no laboratory measurements or listening tests can answer that question.

We can, however, take a stab at assessing the relative sound quality of the two formats. At first glance, this might seem an easy task: Surely an analog tape medium could never compare to a digital medium. After all, it was in
professional tape recorders that digital technology first came to prominence. Yet analog tape technology has not stagnated in the same way that the analog disc did. If anything, analog tape has shown tremendous growth over the last decade, culminating in the consumer market with the development of Dolby S noise reduction, an offshoot of the professional Dolby SR noise-reduction system that has given new life to professional analog recording in the past few years.

Can an analog cassette recording made using Dolby S favorably compare with a DAT recording? The answer could have a profound effect on the fate of the two formats. To find out, we conducted a series of blind A/B listening tests pitting DAT recordings from CD's against Dolby S dubs of the same material. Our listening panel's primary mission was simply to try to distinguish the two recordings from one another, but we also asked panel members to identify good and bad aspects of the sound quality of each whenever possible. The listening tests were backed up with full lab tests of the two tape decks as well as of the source CD player.

The Equipment

The digital tape recorder we used for the comparison was a Sony DTC-700, which is similar to the DTC-75ES deck reviewed in the September 1990 issue. This DAT recorder uses Sony's 1-bit High Density Linear Converter System for both analog-to-digital (AD) and digital-to-analog (DA) conversion. In addition to standard analog inputs and outputs, the DTC-700 also provides both optical and coaxial digital connection. Like other consumer DAT decks now available, it is equipped with the Serial Copy Management System (SCMS) and thus is capable of making direct digital dubs from CD's and prerecorded DAT cassettes. The DTC-700's list price is $900.

The cassette recorder was a Pioneer CT-939 Mark II outfitted with prototype Dolby S encoding and decoding circuitry. Although the CT-939 is not available in the United States, it is virtually identical to the Pioneer CT-91, a three-head, three-motor, closed-loop dual-capstan deck with Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction, Dolby HX Pro headroom extension, and a front-panel bias adjustment. The CT-91 (without Dolby S) has a list price of $950.

The music used in the comparisons all originated on CD, reproduced via a Philips CD-80 player. The CD-80 employs a tried-and-true output design—a four-times-oversampling digital filter and dual 16-bit Philips Gold Crown D/A converters, which are specially selected for excellent low-level linearity. The player has a full complement of outputs: fixed- and variable-level analog and coaxial and optical digital. The CD-80's list price is $800.

The rest of the system consisted of a Conrad-Johnson Motif MC9 fet preamplifier, a Conrad-Johnson MS-100 solid-state power amplifier rated at 100 watts per channel into 8 ohms, KEF Model 107 loudspeakers, Monster Cable M1000 interconnects, and 20-foot lengths of Monster Cable M1 speaker cable. Gold-plated Monster Cable plugs terminated all wiring. The room in which the tests were conducted is very well isolated acoustically, with an ambient noise level of no more than 25 db. In addition, the room is treated with a combination of absorptive and reflective surfaces to provide a central listening area with a very flat frequency response. The signal path from sources to loudspeakers was checked to insure noninverted polarity at the loudspeaker terminals.

In any test involving tape recorders, the choice of tape is important. We used TDK cassettes for both formats: DA-R90 digital tapes and MA-XG 90 Type IV metal-alloy analog tapes. Interestingly, the analog cassette is priced higher than the digital ($18 versus $12). We used a Sony TY-7551 test tape for bench measurements of the DAT recorder and Standard Tape Laboratory IEC-standard cassettes for lab tests of the analog deck.

Does a Dolby S tape sound as good as DAT? The answer could affect the fate of both formats.

The Setup

The Dolby S cassette for the listening comparison was recorded after we carefully calibrated the CT-939 to the TDK tape to insure low distortion, the flattest possible frequency response, and accurate Dolby tracking. The DAT cassette was recorded through the DTC-700's analog inputs. Direct digital transfer from disc to tape, bypassing the CD player's output D/A converters and the DAT deck's input A/D converters, would normally be preferred on grounds of both performance and convenience, but that procedure would have been inappropriate for the purposes of the comparison, since the input signal to the digital deck would then have been different (however inconsequentially) from that to the analog deck. We wanted to compare tape recorders, not a digital tape player and an analog recorder—as we would have had we digitally cloned CD selections to DAT.

The test was designed as a single-blind experiment (the subjects did not know which component was associated with which switch position, but the technician conducting the trials did), using an ABX comparator to switch between tape recorders. The ABX system includes a switching box, a logic and display box, and a wired, handheld controller. The test decks were arbitrarily assigned to the A and B switch positions at the switching box. At the beginning of each trial, the ABX system randomly assigns either A or B to the unknown X position as well as its own position; the controller enables the listener to select any of the three inputs—A, B, or X—for audition whenever he likes. A trial ends when the listener indicates which source component, A or B, he thinks is the one also assigned to X. The ABX system then steps to the next trial, again making a random assignment for the X position. At the end of a series of trials, the ABX system can recall the actual assignments. Consistently accurate identification of the X source indicates that the listener heard real differences between the two input sources, A and B—in this case, the analog and digital recorders.

During the test, the listeners did not know which components were being compared. Only at the end of each person's series of trials did we reveal the scores and the identities of the recorders. This precaution supplemented the security of the ABX system itself, helping to insure that the listeners had only one thing—sound
DOLBY LABORATORIES announced its S-type noise-reduction system fully twenty years after the introduction of Dolby B, which was the first consumer tape noise-reduction system. A very sophisticated system derived from the company's professional SR (Spectral Recording) technology, Dolby S is said to provide 24 dB of tape-hiss reduction (versus 10 dB from Dolby B and approximately 20 dB from Dolby C) plus 10 dB of low-frequency noise reduction and improved headroom across the board. It is difficult to achieve high levels of noise reduction without audible artifacts. Dolby S was designed specifically to minimize such problems, as well as those that can arise from errors in the alignment of the tape deck or the noise-reduction system, yet still provide greater noise reduction than Dolby B or Dolby C.

Most analog noise-reduction systems, including those developed by Dolby, rely on some form of "compansion," in which a signal's dynamic range (the range between the softest and the loudest sounds) is compressed before recording and expanded on playback. Compression effectively increases the average level of the recorded signal relative to the level of the tape noise, and this improvement in signal-to-noise ratio is preserved when the signal is expanded again.

A simple compander acts uniformly across the audio band, but because the entire noise floor moves up and down with changes in level when the signal is expanded—even when the signal itself occupies only a limited frequency range—one can encounter an obnoxious effect known as noise pumping. For example, an isolated high-level, low-frequency sound, such as a bass drum being struck, will cause the level of high-frequency noise to jump up along with it, generating a brief burst of hiss. With music covering a wider frequency range, noise pumping will be less audible because the high-frequency portions of the music will mask the hiss.

Dolby B and Dolby C prevent noise pumping by being conservative, operating only at high frequencies and boosting signals below a certain level by a constant amount during compression. But this conservatism also imposes limits on the degree of noise reduction they can achieve.

Dolby S provides greater noise reduction over a wider range of frequencies by adapting its action to the varying characteristics of the signal to which it is applied. Depending on the content of the signal, it will act on certain parts of the audio band while leaving others alone. Portions of the frequency spectrum where the signal is strong do not require noise reduction (thanks to masking) and are not processed; portions where the signal contains little or no energy do require noise reduction and are processed.

To achieve this frequency-selective characteristic, the Dolby S system uses a modest fixed-band low-frequency compander and two cascaded sets of staggered fixed-band and sliding-band high-frequency compressors. Like the other Dolby systems, Dolby S does not vary its action at very low signal levels. At higher levels, it continuously adjusts the actions of the individual compander sections to suit the instantaneous spectral content of the incoming signal.

In addition, Dolby S uses modulation-control circuits to minimize overshoot on high-level transients. Spectral skewing in the control circuitry (also used in Dolby C) minimizes noise-reduction mistracking from both level and response errors, and antisaturation circuits attenuate very high-frequency signals during compression to help prevent tape overload.

Dolby Laboratories requires that recorders containing Dolby S circuitry conform to more stringent specifications for head-azimuth alignment, head height, and wow-and-flutter than it requires for Dolby B or Dolby C and that the decks provide increased headroom in their electronics and wider frequency response. These higher standards, combined with S-type noise reduction, amount to a significant advance in analog cassette technology.

Whenever a new noise-reduction system is introduced, it raises the question of backward compatibility. For example, people with only Dolby B noise reduction in their car or portable cassette decks might be reluctant to embrace Dolby S if they could not play back S-encoded recordings acceptably with their current equipment. Although a Dolby S recording played back through a Dolby B decoder has audibly less dynamic range than when it is correctly decoded, the signal is spectrally balanced and dynamically stable. It is therefore possible that Dolby S may eventually become the standard for prerecorded cassettes.

Dolby Laboratories has licensed Sony to develop and manufacture integrated circuits for Dolby S encoding and decoding. A three-chip Dolby S package is currently available to deck manufacturers, and a less costly single-chip circuit is under development. At present, the only Dolby S cassette decks on the market are from Harman Kardon, the three-head TD4800 ($1,299) and the two-head TD4600 ($799).
The DAT recorder handily outperformed the Dolby S deck on the test bench. In the listening room, however, the distinction was less dramatic.

If an ABX test is properly performed, the success of listeners in identifying the X component will reflect the audibility of differences between the two sources, A and B. Scores hovering around 50 percent—which is what one would expect from pure guesswork—suggest that listeners are unable to hear any difference. With a large number of trials, a score of 75 percent or more suggests that there is a significant audible difference. The reliability of the score increases with the number of trials (with just a handful of trials, even a very high score may be due to chance). In fact, statistics show that with enough trials, a score of 75 percent or more cannot realistically be attributable to chance alone.

The Music

In any listening test, the choice of program material is critical. It is well known that aural sensitivity varies widely according to the stimulus. For example, distortion that is readily apparent in test tones may be completely inaudible in complex music. For this comparison, we used a simple 1,000-Hz sine-wave test signal as well as music selections that varied in sonic complexity.

The pure tone does not provide any masking and stresses an analog tape's ability to record a single tone without modulation noise and other artifacts. The first musical selection was Frescobaldi's Toccata prima for harpsichord, played by Colin Tilney (Dorian DOR-90124), which is also challenging for a tape recorder. The percussive sound of a harpsichord can expose weaknesses in transient response and noise pumping in compander-type noise-reduction systems such as Dolby and dbx. The next musical piece was Bird on a Wire, from Jennifer Warnes's album "Famous Blue Raincoat" (Cypress YD 0100). This recording is well known in stereo showrooms around the world. Mixing engineer George Massenburg did a tremendous job of capturing solid drums, inner instrumental detail, and warm vocals. The demands placed on a tape recorder by this recording are extraordinary. The final selection was the finale from Saint-Saëns's Third Symphony, with Jean Martinon conducting the Orchestre National de l'ORTF (Angel CDMB-62643-2). This lush orchestral score is massive in construction and difficult to reproduce. Strings, in particular, can become hard sounding when they're not properly recorded.

The Listeners

The final element in a critical listening test is the listening panel itself. It is important to choose listeners who are patient and who hold up under trying circumstances—critical listening is a demanding and sometimes frustrating endeavor. In a departure from listening tests we have conducted in the past, we did not screen the panelists for hearing acuity. There were four men and one woman, with an average age of thirty-two. We sent them into the listening room one at a time, alone, with a pad and pencil to record their choices. They were free to listen to A, B, or X at will, any number of times in any trial, and could return to previous trials if they wished. Each listener performed twenty trials in each of the four tests (one pure tone and three musical selections). Each listener completed his or her testing in one session, usually with a short break.

Assessing the Results

The numerical results of the tape-recorder comparison are presented in the table on the facing page. Each of the four tests is treated separately, with five scores given for each: (1) correct answers versus number of tri-
The outputs from the two tape recorders were compared in a total of four hundred trials. Five listeners performed twenty trials each with four different types of source material—one test tone and three kinds of music. In each case, the listener tried to identify which recorder, A or B, had been randomly assigned to the X position. A high proportion of correct scores, 75 percent or more, over a large number of trials would suggest that there are significant audible differences between the recorders, at least for the audio signal used in the comparison. In many fields, such as psychology, the 75-percent value is called the difference threshold. Also important is the number of trials: The larger the number of trials, the greater the confidence that the outcome is not attributable to chance alone. In the absence of audible differences, we would expect a score of approximately 50 percent—the same as one would get from pure guesswork. Scores between 50 and 75 percent suggest that there may be barely audible differences between the two sources.

For each trial, the listening scores are presented in five ways: (1) the ratio of correct identifications to the number of trials; (2) the correct-answer rate (CAR), which expresses the proportion of correct identifications as a decimal figure between 0 (none) and 1 (all); (3) the true discrimination rate (TDR), also given as a decimal between 0 and 1, which factors out the 0.5 CAR expected from guessing alone to estimate the proportion of correct identifications attributable to audible differences; (4) the probability—expressed as a decimal between 0 (an impossibility) and 1 (a certainty)—that a listener might achieve the identification score, or CAR, by guesswork alone; and (5) the level of confidence, given as a percentage, that the score did not result from chance.

The fourth and fifth numbers both express statistical uncertainty, but in different ways. A probability figure of less than 0.01, corresponding to a confidence level of more than 99 percent, indicates that the score is almost certainly reliable. When the probability figure passes 0.05, the confidence level drops to 95 percent. In other words, there is one chance in twenty that a listener might achieve such a score just by guessing. A confidence level of less than 95 percent is usually taken to mean that the score is somewhat questionable. The lower the confidence level, the less precise or accurate you should presume the associated identification score to be.

The true discrimination rate is derived from the correct-answer rate, which is the proportion of correct answers to total answers. The CAR does not distinguish between correct answers from guesswork and correct answers from heard differences. The TDR estimates the proportion of correct answers due to audible differences rather than to chance. For CAR's greater than 0.5, the TDR is computed according to the formula TDR = (2 × CAR) − 1; if the CAR is less than 0.5, the TDR is 0.

In weighing the data, it is perhaps best to focus on the TDR and the confidence level, since they are the easiest to grasp intuitively and contain all the information expressed in the other figures. Neither should be considered in isolation. If the confidence level is low, even a very high TDR doesn't mean much, since it could easily be a fluke. On the other hand, it is possible with a large number of trials to have a high confidence level for a low TDR, which would imply the existence of an audible difference, but one so faint as to escape detection most of the time. In these listening comparisons, the differences ranged from distinctly and consistently audible to virtually undetectable, depending mainly on the complexity of the program material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Material</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Correct-Answer Rate</th>
<th>True Discrimination Rate</th>
<th>Probability of same score from pure guesswork</th>
<th>Confidence Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sine wave (test tone)</td>
<td>93/100</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frescobaldi (harpischord)</td>
<td>78/100</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Warnes (vocal)</td>
<td>67/100</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint-Saëns (orchestra)</td>
<td>55/100</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.1841</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The differences between the STATISTICAL SCOREBOARD results for Dolby S vs. DAT are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Material</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Correct-Answer Rate</th>
<th>True Discrimination Rate</th>
<th>Probability of same score from pure guesswork</th>
<th>Confidence Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sine wave (test tone)</td>
<td>93/100</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frescobaldi (harpischord)</td>
<td>78/100</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Warnes (vocal)</td>
<td>67/100</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint-Saëns (orchestra)</td>
<td>55/100</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.1841</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
als, (2) the correct-answer rate (CAR), (3) the true discrimination rate (TDR), (4) the probability that a person would achieve such a score by pure guesswork, and (5) the level of confidence that the identification did not result from chance.

In past listening tests, we expressed the second item, the correct answer rate, as a percentage. This time, however—at the suggestion of Herman Burstein, an economist, statistician, and audio columnist—we have used a decimal number, because this simplifies calculation of the true discrimination rate, an analysis tool also suggested by Dr. Burstein. The TDR is especially useful because it attempts to distinguish between correct answers that are a result of chance and those that result from heard differences between the sound sources.

In evaluating the numerical results, one must always be careful to avoid overgeneralization, especially when, as here, the results are not always particularly striking. Still, it seems safe to say that the listeners were able to identify differences between the DAT and Dolby S recordings when the signal was a 1,000-Hz tone. Their aggregate score of 93 correct identifications out of 100 is far too good to be the result of chance alone, as witness the corresponding 100-percent confidence level. Moreover, all five listeners correctly identified the Dolby S recording. They commented that although the Dolby S tape was of very high quality, they were able to hear spurious noise surrounding the test tone. This is not surprising for an analog recording of a pure tone, no matter how good the noise-reduction system.

Scores fell somewhat in the Frescobaldi trials, with only 78 correct scores out of 100 trials. Still, this aggregate also exceeds the 75-percent threshold and can be considered significant. (In this case, however, only three of the five listeners individually surpassed the 75-percent mark.) The probability that one would score that well by guessing alone is virtually zero, corresponding to a confidence level of 100 percent.

Scores dropped further in the Warnes trials, to 67 correct identifications in 100 trials. This falls below the 75-percent threshold, leaving the question of whether the listeners as a group could hear any significant difference between the two recorders open to debate. The TDR of 0.34 and the confidence level of 99.96 percent do suggest that they were hearing something, however. This could be a situation in which differences in individual hearing acuity come into play, since two listeners did have individual scores of better than 75 percent correct identifications.

The outcome was even murkier in the Saint-Saëns trials. This thickly scored orchestral music dropped the level of correct identifications to 55 out of 100, with a meager TDR of 0.1. The probability that one might do as well by guessing increased to 0.184, corresponding to a confidence level of 81.6 percent. This indicates that the listeners as a group probably could not reliably hear any differences between the recorders. No individual listener's identification score exceeded the 75-percent threshold. The best score was 13 out of 20 (65 percent).

Overall, the panelists scored 293 out of 400, or 73.2 percent. Because there was apparently a clearly audible difference when playing a pure tone, it is interesting to assess results with the music signals alone, which yielded an aggregate score of 200 out of 300, or 66.6 percent. Although well shy of the 75-percent threshold, the confidence level associated with this score suggests that it was not the result of chance alone. In other words, the listeners were probably able to hear differences between the recorders when listening to music. On the other hand, the score is low enough to suggest that any differences were very small—below what is technically considered to be the threshold of an audibly significant difference.

Subjective responses were mixed and depended on the source signal. In the ten cases where listeners scored better than 75 percent on a test, they expressed a preference for the DAT source seven times and the analog tape...
with Dolby S three times. On the other hand, when the sine-wave test—in which all five listeners scored better than 75 percent and all five preferred DAT—is excluded, DAT gets the nod twice and Dolby S three times. These numbers must be interpreted carefully, however: The sample size is small, and since no comparison was made with the original CD source during the main series of tests, the preferences are merely preferences, not judgments of fidelity. Most likely, the analog recording occasionally altered the sound very slightly in a way that made it more appealing to some of the listeners than a more accurate rendition. This interpretation is supported by the consistent preference for DAT in the highly revealing pure-tone test, by the very poor showing listeners made when trying to distinguish between a CD source and a DAT copy in a later series of tests (see “DAT vs. CD” on this page), and by the laboratory test results, which are tabulated on the facing page.

The lab measurements show that the Philips CD-80 CD player supplied an analog output signal that was beyond reproach. Frequency response was flat within 0.05 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz, the A-weighted signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) was 114.1 dB, total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) for maximum output at 1,000 Hz was 0.005 percent, D/A linearity was perfect down to −60 dB, and interchannel phase error at 20,000 Hz was a mere 0.2 degree. Clearly, the audio input to the tape recorders was of very high quality, with nonlinearities probably below the threshold of audibility.

The record/playback performance of the Sony DTC-700 DAT recorder was also quite good. Frequency response was within 0.20 dB, the A-weighted S/N was 91.5 dB, THD + N was 0.0048 percent, combined A/D and D/A linearity error was a modest 0.13 dB at −60 dB, and interchannel phase error at 20,000 Hz was just 1.5 degrees. As with other digital recorders, wow-and-flutter and speed error were below measurable limits. Fast-winding time for a C-60 cassette was a quick 28 seconds.

Although no match for the digital formats, the Pioneer CT-939's measured record/playback performance was exemplary for an analog cassette deck. With Dolby S engaged, frequency response deviated no more than 2.26 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz, A-weighted S/N was 79.5 dB, and THD + N at 400 Hz was 0.38 percent. IEC/DIN-weighted wow-and-flutter was 0.034 percent, and the speed error was +0.67 percent. Fast-winding time was 82 seconds for a C-60. If anything, a production model would probably perform even better than our test unit, which had a modified power supply (altered to work on U.S. 120-volt line current) and prototype Dolby S circuitry hand-wired to its circuit board.

Conclusions

So which is better—DAT or analog cassette with Dolby S noise reduction? The DAT recorder handily outperformed the Dolby S cassette deck on the test bench. In the listening room, however, the distinction was less dramatic. Clearly, listeners often had a hard time identifying audible differences, topping the 75-percent identification threshold in only ten out of the twenty groups of listening trials. If the sine-wave test is excluded, the listeners' ability to discriminate at the 75-percent level drops to just five out of fifteen trial groups.

On the other hand, the analog deck was a high-end model that had been carefully tweaked for optimum performance with the tape we used. Without that calibration (which is not possible for most users with most cassette decks), it probably would not have fared quite as well. This points up one inherent advantage of a digital recorder: It does not require fine-tuning by the user to achieve maximum performance. Given that consideration, the DAT deck's clearly superior lab measurements, and the panel's unanimous preference for its reproduction of the pure tone, we're inclined to favor DAT, though by less of a margin than one might previously have imagined. Anyone expecting DAT consistently to devastation its analog cousin will be very surprised—as was everyone on our listening panel.

Whatever your reading of the results, it is important to note that the small audible differences were detected under conditions that permitted very critical listening. In poorer listening circumstances or with different program material, a DAT deck and a carefully aligned, high-quality cassette deck with Dolby S might be audibly indistinguishable. You should also bear in mind that the Dolby S recorder used in this listening test was a prototype. Integration of the noise-reduction circuitry into a chip may further improve performance. One thing is beyond doubt, however: Dolby S has the potential to deliver excellent sound quality from analog cassette tape.
IF you think receivers have been getting more complicated lately, you're right. Because they combine the functions of three basic components—preamplifier, power amplifier, and tuner—into one, receivers naturally tend to have more controls than most other types of components. And as their designers have dreamed up new features, the complexity of their front panels has tended to grow. Now, with the addition of video switching and surround-sound processing, many top-of-the-line and even mid-line receivers look like something that would appear right at home in the cockpit of a jumbo jet. One current receiver has seventy-two buttons on its face, and bulky remote controls have become commonplace.

Receiver makers differ on how to implement all this control power. A few years ago, knobs seemed on their way to extinction; now they're making a modest comeback for functions to which they are especially well suited, such as volume and balance control. Buttons still predominate, however, mostly in the form of touch keys or pads that just send pulses to a microprocessor deep within the receiver, which does the actual switching electronically. But you will still find rotary, slide, rocker, and toggle switches, along with plain old mechanical pushbuttons. Revox goes so far as to provide a

by Rich Warren
The JVC RX-1010I, Pioneer VSX-D15, and Technics SA-GX700 represent three basic approaches to audio/video receiver operation.
Perhaps the most common approach to control layout on feature-laden components is the one Pioneer uses for its VSX-D1S receiver. Commonly used controls, such as the input-selector buttons at top right, are left exposed. But the panel holding the selector buttons flips down (lower right) to expose secondary controls and an extra set of input jacks.

A Technics simplifies the SA-GX700's operation by judicious use of knobs—retro, perhaps, but also familiar, readily understood, and easy to handle.

All of our sample receivers have these controls in some form.

The most prominent feature of both the Technics and the Pioneer is a massive, motor-driven volume knob protruding from the right side of the front panel. Some engineers prefer this type of volume control for technical as well as ergonomic reasons, since it generates less noise and distortion than do typical electronic level controls. A bright red LED on the knob shows its setting even when you are operating it from across the room with the remote control. The Technics also uses knobs for tuning, balance, and tone control (through a sophisticated parametric equalizer). Pioneer, on the other hand, has consolidated multiple functions in a single "jog dial" knob, beneath the volume control, that can be used to tune radio stations, to select letters for naming stations on the display, and to adjust the video enhancer, AM beat reduction, surround delay time, and surround effect. For browsing through radio stations, the old-fashioned tuning knob has no peer in feel or flexibility. Even without the old slide-rule dial display, a knob gives you better control, especially of scanning speed.

The mechanical sliders on most outboard equalizers provide more direct feedback on their adjustment.

Perhaps the most obvious effect of the audio/video merger is input proliferation: The Pioneer has twelve buttons for source selection, and the JVC has ten. Some receivers also provide separate input selectors for feeding the tape outputs, so that you can listen to one source while taping another.

Similarly, the increasing popularity of FM has led to ever more station presets. Each of these receivers has ten numbered buttons for this purpose, plus an eleventh "+10" button on the JVC. On the Pioneer you select presets numbered higher than ten by pressing multiple buttons. Technics instructs the user to "Press the button for the most significant digit. Press the button for the least significant digit within 2 seconds." It helps to remember your high-school mathematics.

While the designs of the Pioneer and Technics signal at least a modest revival for knobs, the JVC runs to the other extreme. The RX-1010V looks beguilingly simple, its clean, uncluttered face flanked on the left by a large push plate for power and on the right by an identical rocker plate for volume. Pulling down the panel beneath the receiver's exceptionally large display reveals forty-four perfectly matched rectangular buttons and twenty-three matching square buttons. Two-thirds of the rectangular buttons are for controlling JVC's Digital Acoustics Processor (DAP) and CompuLink Source Related Preset.
System (CSRP), the Dolby Pro Logic decoding, and the character input for the display. The labels for all these buttons can be difficult to read, but the bright, clear, amber display boldly tells all.

The CSRP feature ultimately eliminates the need for endless button-searching by enabling you to store basic start-up settings for each source selector (CD, FM, tape, and so forth). You can program each one to reset sixteen different parameters, ranging from volume and balance to such esoterica as the DAP settings for room size, liveness, and wall type.

Pioneer opts for eight tiny, elegant gold buttons to select surround-mode environments and Dolby Surround. They stand out amid a field of black keys. To the left are two white buttons that glow amber when selected. One sends the input signal directly to the power amplifier, and the other invokes the unit's multiroom features. Pushing a tiny black button opens a door along the bottom of the front panel, uncovering yet another twenty-nine keys and buttons, plus four additional input jacks. Cycling the TONE button enables adjustment of the tone controls for all channels at once or independently for main front (stereo), center, and surround.

Although many listeners want and would enjoy the features of today's top-of-the-line receivers, they are often overwhelmed by all the knobs, buttons, and switches required to operate them. Overcomplicated controls can relegate a sophisticated A/V receiver to a life of electronic underachievement, functioning as no more than a basic tuner/amplifier. As the three receivers we have described here indicate, manufacturers are working on the problem.

JVC's large remote control hints at one possible path out of the wilderness. An LCD changes the labels appearing in the cells of an overlaid grid depending on the component selected and the function you're trying to control. You simply press the appropriate squares on the touch-sensitive screen to send commands to the equipment. Future receivers may even be black boxes that can be completely hidden, operated entirely by two-way remote controls, like those now available from Bang & Olufsen, that can display equipment settings as well as issue commands. But even today, incredible power awaits literally at your fingertips. Releasing it takes knowing the right switch.
When swing was king, the whole country danced to the beat.

by Candy Justice

In December 1940, the Billboard College Survey told Americans what they already knew—the Glenn Miller Orchestra was the most popular band in the country. You only had to look at juke boxes, most of which were dominated by such Miller hits as *In the Mood* and *Tuxedo Junction*. The Miller band recorded forty-five top-selling songs in 1940, more than Elvis or the Beatles ever turned out in a single year.

Being America’s favorite big band in 1940 was no small achievement, with competition from such phenomenally successful contemporaries as Tommy Dorsey’s band, whose recording of *I’ll Never Smile Again* with national heartthrob Frank Sinatra was No. 1 on the pop charts for twelve weeks in that year, or the band led by Artie Shaw, who made headlines by marrying movie star Lana Turner and got his own bite of 1940 popularity with *Frenesi*, which stayed at No. 1 for thirteen weeks.

Also nipping at Miller’s heels were bands led by Benny Goodman, Jimmy Dorsey, Woody Herman, and dozens of others that were packing thousands of screaming fans nightly into theaters, hotel supper clubs, and ballrooms like the Palladium. The Big Band Era, as it would later be called, was in full swing and would soon yield the music industry’s first gold record, *Chattanooga Choo Choo* by the Glenn Miller Orchestra.

But though swing was king fifty years ago, Glenn Miller wasn’t taking his success for granted. Just a year earlier, he had been heavily in debt and struggling to keep the band he had formed in 1938 together. Then 1940 arrived with *In the Mood* at the top of the charts, and when *Tuxedo Junction* came out in February, it sold 115,000 copies the first week. By the end of 1940, Miller’s band had grossed $700,000, second only to Kay Kyser’s, which took in a million dollars, and Miller could afford to hire some of the best musicians in the country.

In return for good pay and fame, band members were expected to live up to Miller’s high standards. He wanted a group of young men who would look and act like the boys next door and play with precision and vigor.

“He was very strict about guys looking neat at all times—haircuts, neat clothes, shined shoes—and I never blamed him for it. He was a businessman,” trumpet player Zeke
Zarchy told me. Zarchy, now seventy-five, played with Artie Shaw, Benny Goodman, Bob Crosby, Red Norvo, and Tommy Dorsey before going to work for Miller in 1940.

Being a good businessman also included keeping the fans happy, according to John Best, who played in the Miller band from 1939 until 1942.

"Billy May [a Miller trumpet player and arranger] and I once rushed past the kids waiting at the stage door after a performance without stopping to give autographs or talk to the kids, and we got chewed out by Glenn," Best recalled.

The 1940 Billboard poll showed Miller's male vocalist, handsome Ray Eberle, to be the most popular boy singer of the year, and Best says Eberle, who died in 1979, was the one the girls at the stage door most wanted to see.

Vocalists were so important to the big bands that in some cases the singer was far more popular than the band itself. The Ted Weems Orchestra, for example, had a respectable following in 1940, but it didn't attract nearly as much attention as its male vocalist, Perry Como. Today Como, in his characteristic modest, low-key style, downplays his popularity as a band singer. But he recalls the young female fans who stood in front of the bandstand screaming their
adoration of singers like himself or Sinatra.

"You know, I don't think I ever heard Frank sing," Como, seventy-eight, said of the screaming mobs that surrounded the Tommy Dorsey bandstand, virtually drowning out Sinatra’s voice. When it came to his own screaming fans, however, Como politely put a stop to it.

"I said no. I stopped them. It seemed disrespectful to me," he said. "I told them, 'I get confused and forget the lyrics,' and they understood and would signal to the others to stop screaming."

Como didn't actually have a problem remembering lyrics—he was a quick learner, he said—and only "forgot" lyrics when it suited his purpose. Ted Weems didn't like his singers to use sheet music, so if a singer still needed the music after a couple of performances of a new number, Weems would tear up the arrangement and never use it again. If Como was given "a dog" to sing, he could get rid of it by pretending to need the sheet music.

As a whole, however, the Big Band Era didn't produce very many musical "dogs." It was a period of prolific creativity in terms of both new music and new arrangements that breathed life into old songs. Les Brown, the only major bandleader from the Thirties and Forties still fronting his own orchestra, said that he's lucky today if he finds one good new tune a year. "But then," he said, "we had two or three good tunes a month.

Although bands like Duke Ellington's were swinging in the Twenties in Harlem's Cotton Club, 1935 is usually cited as the beginning of the Swing Era, and the clarinetist Benny Goodman is usually given credit for it. Goodman, than at a low point in his fledgling career as a bandleader, decided one night in California that he wanted nothing to lose, and he and his musicians let loose with the most uninhibited sound anybody had ever heard from a dance band. Almost overnight America's people embraced swing.

It would be hard to find anyone in the music business then or now who would doubt the musical brilliance of Goodman, who died in 1986, but you can easily find those who didn't like him personally.

Helen Forrest, who sang with Artie Shaw before going to work for Goodman in 1939, remembers Goodman as "by far the most unpleasant man I ever met in music." She said he called everyone "Pops" because he didn't care enough to remember their names. "He wasn't a tyrant. He wasn't vicious," Forrest told me. "But Benny lived in his own little world. He didn't know anybody else existed."

When the band was on the road, Forrest said, band members quickly filled up tables in restaurants, so that Goodman could not join them.

"But one time it happened," she recalled with a laugh. "There was a place, and he sat at our table. He ordered scrambled eggs and put the newspaper in front of his face and never said a word except 'Ketchup.' Somebody loosened the top before handing it to him, and he dumped ketchup, top and all, on his eggs. He just kept on eating and ate around the top, got up, and left. He never paid his check or left a tip. He always left it for someone else to pay."

Forrest and others also tell stories of Goodman's "ray," the piercing look he leveled at the foreheads of musicians who had displeased him. "He didn't fire anybody," Forrest said. "He'd force you to quit by giving you that ray. It was just awful."

Others, however, like Zeke Zarchy, who played trumpet in Goodman's band in 1936 before being recruited by Artie Shaw, remember the Goodman

CONSIDERING that 17,000 fans packed the Hollywood Bowl last fall to hear the bands of Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey, and Count Basie, it's hard to believe the Big Band Era ended more than forty years ago.

Although the era itself is over, the big-band sound lives on through digitally remastered recordings and through live performances by modern versions of the big-name bands of the Thirties and Forties.

Most of today's big bands are "ghost bands," orchestras bearing the names and carrying on the music of the leaders who formed them more than fifty years ago.

Some, such as the Dorsey and Miller bands, are made up entirely of young musicians, while the Count Basie and Ellington feature a mixture of veterans and young players.

The audiences are getting younger, too. Although big-band audiences are still dominated by people who remember the original bands, bandleaders report more interest among young people.

"We're getting younger and younger people all the time at our shows," said Frank Foster, the saxophone-playing leader of the Count Basie Orchestra, who played in the band under Basie himself for many years.

Of the major bandleaders of the Big Band Era, only Les Brown still fronts his own band. "The band has lasted because I have," said Brown, whose orchestra does all of Bob Hope's TV specials and works about two nights a week, mostly in the Los Angeles area. Brown also recently began doing a nationally syndicated radio program, "The Big Bands of Renown with Les Brown."

Probably the most in-demand of today's big bands is the Glenn Miller Orchestra. The band, which was authorized by the Miller estate in 1956 and has been playing ever since, cut a new CD last December, its first recording since 1983. (Initially, the CD will only be distributed in Japan and other Asian countries.)

Although U.S. audiences don't greet them with the wild excitement of fans in Japan, where the Miller band tours each spring, the Glenn Miller Orchestra does play to packed houses all over America.

"I think Glenn would be proud of this band," said leader Larry O'Brien, fifty-seven, who, like Miller, plays the trombone. "We're keeping the music alive with authenticity, with vigor, and with the spirit Glenn tried to instill in his people."

"The challenge is to give the music authenticity," said saxophone and clarinet player Andy Axelrad. "Sometimes people in the audience say, 'You're better than the original band,' and that makes you feel good."

Lack of a social life is the main complaint among the younger musicians, but one thing they never seem to tire of is the pursuit of musical excellence. Even though they perform for two to four hours nearly every day, most of the musicians also practice daily in their hotel rooms.

"You have to love playing to pick up that horn every day," said trumpeter Craig Stephens. "The band is your life. You have to live and breathe Glenn Miller while you're out here."

Although most of the current bandleaders personally favor pure jazz over the more staid swing music of Glenn Miller, they are moved by their audiences' enthusiasm.

"That's what all that practicing was for all those years," said trumpeter Mike Kaupa, "to play for people who really enjoy it."

Glenn Miller has been dead for forty-six years, but audiences never seem to tire of his distinctive sound. "Glenn died," said leader O'Brien, "but the band didn't. The music has to go on."
band as being like a family. "It was
great," Zarchy said. "I was on top of
the world." Goodman, who could
have resented Zarchy's leaving him,
instead helped the trumpeter get a job
with Bob Crosby's band after Shaw's
group broke up.

Most musicians and singers from
the Big Band Era have stories to tell of
the cheapness of their leaders. One of
Shaw's sidemen tells of getting $10 an
hour to work for about 6 hours on a
movie (The Dancing Co-Ed) while
Shaw himself was paid $40,000.

Zarchy's memories, however, are
dominated by incidents of generosity.
He fondly remembers rehearsals with
the Tommy Dorsey band after New
York evening performances.

"Tommy liked life, and he liked the
band," Zarchy said. "He was gener-
ous and gregarious. We'd rehearse,
and then he'd put the whole band into
taxi's and buy us dinner at an Italian
restaurant he liked."

Glenn Miller, by all ac-
counts, wasn't as warm
as Tommy Dorsey, but
he was respected by his
musicians, some of
whom became close friends with him.
Zarchy remembers introducing Miller
to golf. "When I joined the band [in
1940], nobody played golf except
me," Zarchy said. "Some of the guys
took it up, and then Glenn did. He
became such a fanatic, he would want
to play in the pouring rain with caddies
holding beach umbrellas over us."

Finding time to play golf or softball
(like the favorite pastime of the Harry
James band) wasn't easy with the typi-
cal big-band schedule. John Best re-
members only one four-day vacation
during the three years he played with
Glenn Miller. The band often did six
or seven shows a day, plus rehearsals,
recording sessions, and three radio
broadcasts a week.

Even at that pace, alumni of the Big
Band Era remember laughter, friend-
ship, romance, and musical thrills
more than they remember cold busses,
homesickness, and demanding band-
leaders.

Many remember 1940 as the last
carefree year of the Big Band Era. As
America became involved in World
War II, so did bandleaders and musi-
cians. Many bands broke up, some of
them to re-form within the armed
forces. Artie Shaw toured the Pacific
with his Navy band. Ted Weems
formed a Merchant Marine band. And
Glenn Miller put together the unfor-
gottatable sixty-three-piece Army Air
Force band, which entertained ser-
vicemen in Europe and by radio.

In mid-December of 1944, the Miller
band was preparing to leave for
France, which had just been liberated
by the Allies. Major Glenn Miller went
a couple of days ahead of the band to
make arrangements. When the band
arrived in France they discovered that
Miller had never gotten there. Despite
an intensive search of the English
Channel, his plane was never found,
and he was declared dead a year later.

Zeke Zarchy, who played in the Army
Air Force band, recalls their reaction
to Miller's disappearance.

"Nobody could believe it. These
things don't happen to you, they hap-
en to other people," Zarchy said. "It
didn't sink in. Nobody ever said he
was dead. We just expected him to
come walking in any minute with that
long stride of his."

The loss of Glenn Miller was a pow-
erful blow to American morale at
home and abroad, and it was one of the
factors that brought the Big Band Era
to an end. Although Miller's Army Air
Force band continued under the capa-
bile leadership of Ray McKinley,
something important was missing.

When the war was over, many band-
leaders re-formed their bands, and
most thought music would return to its
pre-war norm. But John Best, who still
plays trumpet professionally, recalls
that the Big Band Era ended rather
suddenly in the summer of 1946.

"I was on the road with Benny
Goodman, and he was guaranteed
$3,000 a night," Best said. "Tommy
Dorsey was getting $4,000. Suddenly
one night, the total take was just
$700." By December 1946, eight of
the nation's top bandleaders had
called it quits.

Band singers like Perry Como, who
thought his career would end with the
wartime break-up of the Ted Weems
Band, found their careers were just
beginning. Como, Sinatra, Helen For-
rest, Peggy Lee, Doris Day, Jo Sta-
ford, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday,
Helen O'Connell—they all went on to
be a part of the vocalists' era that
followed the big bands.

Still, Forrest probably speaks for
many when she says that her happiest
memories are rooted in the Big Band
Era. "We came alive when we came
on the bandstand every night," she
recalled. "There will never be another
musical era like that in the history of
the world. That was it."

This article was produced with the
cooperation of Memories magazine.
ENERGY loudspeakers have become the personal favorites of discriminating audiophiles the world over. Our Dual Hyperdome™ tweeter is the key reason why ENERGY recreates the original performance with uncompromised accuracy. With more than $1 million in development, it exhibits better dispersion than any other tweeter on the market today. That's also why our new ENERGY 22-Series incorporates the revolutionary SPHEREX™ baffle. Its smooth, sculpted surface angles gracefully out of the way of direct radiated sound. Diffraction is eliminated for superior soundstage and positional imaging. Simply put, the ENERGY 22-Series defines a new standard in sonic precision. Take a test drive today. Your ears will thank you.
ANALOG cassettes remain by far the most popular medium for prerecorded music, and the rise of CDs has only spurred the continuing improvement of tape as a medium for home recording. There's plenty to choose from in both blank tapes and tape recorders, including a variety of digital machines and tapes. While our buying guide is necessarily selective, it gives a representative picture of what's available. We've omitted open-reel equipment, as it is now essentially a professional format. Specifications, features, and list prices were supplied by the manufacturers, and actual selling prices may be lower.

### BLANK TAPE

#### BASF

**Digital Audio Tapes**
Ultra-fine metallic pigment developed for helical-scan recording.

- DAT C120. 120 min ............................................. $11.99
- DAT C90. 90 min ............................................. $10.99
- DAT C60. 60 min ............................................. $9.99

#### Metal Maxima IV Cassettes

- C120. 120 min ............................................. $6.49

#### Chrome Maxima II Cassettes

- C90. 90 min ............................................. $4.79
- C60. 60 min ............................................. $3.29

#### Chrome Extra II Cassettes

- Pure-chrome tape formulation.
- C100. 100 min ............................................. $3.29
- C90. 90 min ............................................. $2.99
- C60. 60 min ............................................. $2.69

#### Ferro Maxima I Cassettes

- Dual-layered and “micro-coated” tape formulation with proprietary megadium iron oxide. Provides MOL of almost 4 dB.
- C90. 90 min ............................................. $2.89
- C60. 60 min ............................................. $2.59

#### Ferro Super I Cassettes

- Iron-oxide formulation with high-frequency sensitivity for extended response.
- C90. 90 min ............................................. $2.54
- C60. 60 min ............................................. $1.94

#### Ferro Extra I Cassettes

- Iron-oxide formulation with extended S/N.
- C100. 100 min ............................................. $1.89
- C90. 90 min ............................................. $1.69
- C60. 60 min ............................................. $1.49

#### DENON

All Denon cassettes feature a lifetime warranty and head-cleaning leader.

**Digital Audio Tapes**
Ultrafine metallic-particle formula with special back-coating and precision mechanism.

- R-120 DT. 120 min ............................................. $12.99
- R-90 DT. 90 min ............................................. $10.99
- R-60 DT. 60 min ............................................. $8.99

#### HDM Metal Cassettes

- Pure-metal formulation featuring residual magnetic flux density of over 3,500 gauss and coercivity of 1,200 oersted.
- HDM-100. 100 min ............................................. $5.99
- HDM-90. 90 min ............................................. $5.50
- HDM-75. 75 min ............................................. $4.99
- HDM-60. 60 min ............................................. $4.50

#### IID8 High-Bias Cassettes

- High-density formulation combining metal particles with cobalt-doped ferric oxide to achieve residual flux density of 3,000 gauss, MOL of –4.5 dB at 10 kHz.
- IID8-100. 100 min ............................................. $4.99
- IID8-90. 90 min ............................................. $4.75
- IID8-75. 75 min ............................................. $4.25
- IID8-60. 60 min ............................................. $3.75

#### IID7 High-Bias Cassettes

- Features extended high-frequency response and low noise. Residual flux density 1,850 gauss, MOL –6.5 dB at 10 kHz.
- IID7-100. 100 min ............................................. $4.25
- IID7-90. 90 min ............................................. $4
- IID7-75. 75 min ............................................. $3.50
- IID7-60. 60 min ............................................. $3

#### S-Port 100-Min Cassettes

- Metal formulation with 20% thinner case and rounded corners and edges.
- S-Port Metal. 2-pk ............................................. $6.99
- S-Port High. 2-pk ............................................. $4.99

#### DIC

**Digital Audio Tapes**
Fabricated with densely packed, ultra fine-grained magnetic metal particles.

- 1211XR. 120 min ............................................. $12
- 90XR. 90 min ............................................. $10
- 60XR. 60 min ............................................. $9
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## BLANK TAPE

### FUJI Digital Audio Tapes
- **Super-Fine Metallix Tape formulation**.
  - **HD-46**: 46 min
  - **HD-60**: 60 min
- **High-Bias Series**
  - **ESQ Series**
    - **GI-60**: 60 min
    - **GI-90**: 90 min
    - **GI-120**: 120 min
- **Normal-Bias Series Cassettes**
  - **MNI-60**: 60 min
  - **MNI-90**: 90 min
  - **MNI-120**: 120 min
- **Metal Cassettes**
  - **MII-60**: 60 min
  - **MII-90**: 90 min
  - **MII-100**: 100 min
  - **MII-120**: 120 min

### JVC Digital Audio Tapes
- **Digital Audio Tapes**
  - **R-120**: 120 min
  - **R-100**: 100 min
  - **R-90**: 90 min
  - **R-60**: 60 min
- **Metal Cassettes**
  - **XFIV90**: 90 min
  - **EQ**: $3.90
- **High-Bias Cassettes**
  - **AF190**: 90 min
  - **EQ**: $2.50
  - **AF160**: 60 min
  - **EQ**: $2.20
- **GI Normal-Bias Cassettes**
  - **G190**: 90 min
  - **G160**: 60 min
  - **G150**: 50 min

### LORAN Digital Audio Tapes
- **Pro-DAT Cassettes**
  - **Pro-DAT**: 120 min
  - **Pro-DAT**: 60 min
  - **Pro-DAT**: 30 min
- **ESQ Series**
  - **High-bias, polycarbonate shell**
  - **ESQ-90**: 90 min
  - **ESQ-76**: 76 min
  - **ESQ-60**: 60 min
  - **ESQ-46**: 46 min

### MEMOREX BY MENTEK
- **CDX II High-Bias Cassettes**
  - **Metal tape for use with 70-µsec setting**
  - **C-90**: $4.79
  - **C-60**: $4.39
  - **C-46**: $4.09

### NAKAMICHI
- **ZX Reference Cassettes**
  - **Metalloy (metal-particle) formulation; features ultra-high coercivity and retentivity; 70-µsec EQ**
  - **ZX-C90**: 90 min
  - **ZX-C90**: 90 min
  - **ZX-C90**: 90 min
  - **ZX-C90**: 90 min
  - **ZX-C90**: 90 min
  - **ZX-C90**: 90 min

### REALISTIC BY RADIO SHACK
- **DG High-Definition Chrome-Equivalent Cassettes**
  - **High-bias tape with head-cleaning leader; hinged storage box; index card**
  - **HD-100**: 100 min
  - **HD-90**: 90 min
  - **HD-80**: 80 min
  - **HD-70**: 70 min
  - **HD-60**: 60 min
  - **HD-50**: 50 min
  - **HD-40**: 40 min
  - **HD-30**: 30 min

## Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAXELL</td>
<td>R-120DM</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-90DM</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-60DM</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-46DM</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MV-90</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MX-90</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MX-90</td>
<td>$5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MX-60</td>
<td>$4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MX-S</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MX-S</td>
<td>$5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MX-S</td>
<td>$4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XLII-S</td>
<td>$3.59-$4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XLII-S</td>
<td>$3.29-$4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UD-II</td>
<td>$2.49-$3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$3.59-$4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$3.29-$4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$4.39-$5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$5.29-$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$5.99-$6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$6.59-$7.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$7.29-$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$7.99-$8.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$8.90-$9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$9.90-$10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$10.99-$11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$15.99-$17.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$17.99-$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$21.99-$23.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$23.99-$25.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$25.99-$27.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$27.99-$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$29.99-$31.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$31.99-$33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$33.99-$35.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$35.99-$37.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$37.99-$39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$39.99-$41.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$41.99-$43.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$43.99-$45.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$45.99-$47.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$47.99-$49.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$49.99-$51.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$51.99-$53.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$53.99-$55.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$55.99-$57.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$57.99-$59.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$59.99-$61.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$61.99-$63.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$63.99-$65.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$65.99-$67.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$67.99-$69.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$69.99-$71.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$71.99-$73.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$73.99-$75.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$75.99-$77.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$77.99-$79.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$79.99-$81.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$81.99-$83.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$83.99-$85.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$85.99-$87.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$87.99-$89.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$89.99-$91.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$91.99-$93.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$93.99-$95.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$95.99-$97.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XU-S</td>
<td>$97.99-$99.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### MA Metal-Alloy Cassettes
- Metal bias; 70-µsec EQ; Finavinx metal particles; dual-layer, antiresonance mechanism.
  - MA-110 110 min $3.25
  - MA-90 90 min $3
  - MA-60 60 min $3.50

### SA-X High-Bias Cassettes
- Dual-coated Super-Avilyn formulation; dual-layer antiresonance mechanism.
  - SA-X 100 100 min $4.50

### MA-Metal Alloys
- Metal bias; 70-µsec EQ; ultrafine Finavinx metal particles; RS-HF 5-piece mechanism to eliminate modulation noise.
  - MA-XG 90 90 min $3.99
  - MA-XG 60 60 min $3.79

### TDK
- MA-90, 90 min...
  - MA-90 90 min $5
  - MA-XG 90 90 min $5

### SCOTCH BY 3M
- Scotch XSSM IV. Metal. 90 min...
  - Scotch $6

### SONY
- Metal-Tape Cassettes
  - MA-X Metal-Alloy Cassettes
    - MA-120 120 min $3.49
    - MA-90 90 min $2.39
    - MA-60 60 min $1.99
    - MA-30 30 min $1.69

### THROAT'S AMERICA
- Suono Metal Series Cassettes
  - Suono 90 90 min...

### 3M BLACK WATCH
- Digital Audio Tapes
  - 3M BLACK WATCH REVIEW MARCH 1991

### Toxicology
- Toxicological formulation.
- Resonance and antiresonance mechanisms.
- SVC-100 100 min $4.49

### Analog Cassettes
- Series 4040. Type IV tape uses an oxide-free extended range pure-metal-particle magnetic formulation.
  - 3M BLACK WATCH REVIEW MARCH 1991

### Stereo Review
  - 3M BLACK WATCH REVIEW MARCH 1991
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
RD-06 Cassette Deck
Features Dolby B, C, and HX-Pro. Brushless direct-drive DC servo motor; rec/play sendust-core head; ferrite-core erase head. Bias-adjustment function; rec balance function; optional remote control. S/N Dolby B 64 dB, Dolby C 73 dB, no Dolby 55 dB; W&F 0.2% DIN: FR 20-18,000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal). 17 x 7/8 x 13 in; 12.38 lb $500

AIWA
AD-F1000 3-Head Cassette Deck
Dolby B. C, and dbx NR. Features Dolby HX Pro; MPX filter; double-gap sendust erase head and record/playback Super DX heads with PC-Occ coils; bias shield head block; tape-stabilizing mechanism; dual-capstan configuration. Manual bias and recording sensitivity; electronic tape counter; headphone jack with adjustable level. FR 20-18,000 Hz ± 3 dB (chromo). 20-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal). S/N 95 dB (dbx, metal). 80 dB (Dolby C, metal. above 5,000 Hz). W&F 0.0% wrms. 17 x 7/8 x 12 in; 11.1 lb $880

AD-WX999 Double Cassette Deck
Autoreverse deck featuring Dolby B. C NR. Dolby HX Pro; amorphous heads with PC-Occ coils; tape-stabilizing mechanism. Fine bias control; IC-logic feather-touch controls; high-speed dubbing; continuous playback; recording/playback timer standby; electronic tape counter; autoreverse, Dolby B, C NR. Features HX Pro; auto bias control; Senn-touch capacitive sensitive controls; auto search. FR 20-18,000 Hz ± 3 dB (chromo). W&F <0.0% wrms; S/N (metal) Dolby B 66 dB $800

AD-F800 3-Head Cassette Deck
Dolby B, C NR. Features Dolby HX Pro; auto tape selector; auto rec-mute; bias shield head block; tape-stabilizing mechanism; dual-capstan configuration; double-gap sendust erase head and record/playback Super DX head with PC-Occ coils; MPX filter. IC-logic feather-touch controls; memory-replay function. FR 20-14,000 Hz ± 3 dB (normal). 20-15,000 Hz ± 3 dB (chrome). S/N 65 dB (Dolby B, metal). 78 dB. (Dolby C, metal. above 5,000 Hz). wow and flutter 0.0% wrms. 17 x 7/8 x 12 in; 11.1 lb $600

AD-R707 Cassette Deck
Autoreverse deck featuring Dolby B, C NR. Dolby HX Pro; tape-stabilizing mechanism; autoreverse, Dolby B, C NR. Features HX Pro; auto bias-touch selector. IC-logic feather-touch controls; electronic tape counter; FL peak-hold level meter; fine bias control; music sensor; blank skip; rec/play tape-ready timer; headphone jack. Includes wireless remote control. FR 20-16,000 Hz ± 3 dB (normal). 20-17,000 Hz ± 3 dB (chromo). S/N 68 dB (Dolby B, metal). 80 dB (Dolby C, metal. above 5,000 Hz). W&F 0.035% wrms. 17 x 7/8 x 12 in; 11.2 lb $450

BANG & OLUFSEN
Beocord 6500 Cassette Deck
Features 3-head deck with Dolby B, C, N. Features sendust head; Dolby HX Pro; auto search; auto record level. FR 30-18,000 Hz ± 3 dB (chrome). W&F <0.0% wrms; speed deviation <

TAPE RECORDERS

DTR-2900 DAT Recorder
8x oversampling, 20-bit digital filter and 20-bit LAMBDA DA converter system. Sigma-Delta type AD converters. Helical-scan head assembly with amorphous alloy heads. Optical and digital inputs; fade-in and fade-out; TD-code editing with 1/8-speed fine-cueing; high-speed search; display of time and level information; peak-hold metering system. FR 2-22,000 Hz ± 0.5 dB; S/N 92 dB; dynamic range 90 dB $1,000

DTR-800 Double Cassette Deck
Double autoreverse with Dolby B, C NR. Features switchable MPX filter. Full-logic controls; metal-tape capability; high-speed 1-touch dubbing; sequential playback; introscan; blank skip; digital tape counter. Includes remote control. W&F 0.06% wrms; S/N 62 dB Dolby B; FR 40-15,000 Hz ± 3 dB CrO2 $350

GRUNDIG
CCT-903 Double Cassette Deck
Autoreverse deck featuring Dolby B, C, motors for each deck; switchable MPX filter; automatic switching between tape types; electronic switch-over between recording and playback. High-speed dubbing: adjustable line output; headphone output. S/N Cr. 73 dB with Dolby C, 67 dB with Dolby B, 58 dB without Dolby; W&F < 0.0% wrms; FR 30-18,000 Hz $899

FISHER
CR-W958 3-Head Double Cassette Deck
Double autoreverse with Dolby B, C NR. Features switchable MPX filter. Full-logic controls; metal-tape ability; high-speed 1-touch dubbing; sequential playback; introscan; blank skip; digital tape counter. Includes remote control. W&F 0.06% wrms; S/N 62 dB Dolby B; FR 40-15,000 Hz ± 3 dB CrO2 $350

HARMAN KARDON
All decks have in MPX filters and Dolby B and C NR; spec for all types of tape unless otherwise specified.

TD4800 3-Head Cassette Deck
Dolby S NR. Features closed-loop, dual-capstan transport; HD Pro; isomorphic heads; bias tone-generator. Record-calibration and output-level controls; headphone jack; auto tape selector; 2-key music search; introscan; record mute; remote. WR 20-22,900 Hz ± 3 dB $1,290

TD4600. 2-head version of above with solenoid transport. FR 20-21,000 Hz ± 3 dB $799

TD4400 2-Head Cassette Deck
Features 2-head solenoid transport; HD Pro; isomorphic heads. Bias fine-trim control; record mute; auto tape selector; 2-key music search; introscan; record mute. FR 20-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB $419

JVC
TD-V1010TN 3-Head Cassette Deck
Features 3-head solenoid transport; HD Pro; isomorphic heads. Bias noise reduction. Features Dolby HX Pro; closed-loop dual capstan with direct-drive motor; full-logic transport; 210,000 Hz high-bias circuit; MPX filter; half-shell stabilizer. Bias control and record-level calibration; auto tape selector; FL digital peak-metering; music scan; auto rec mute. $700
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Don't be alarmed. Life's less stressful when you let a Pioneer Multi-Play Cassette Changer take over. The only deck with a six-cassette tray, it lets you program and enjoy up to nine hours of uninterrupted music playback or recording. For advanced performance, it has features like Dolby HX Pro. For advanced convenience, there's CD Synchro. This allows you to record six CDs onto six cassettes with the touch of a single button when you are connected to one of the latest Pioneer CD Changers.

The truth is, if you don't have a Pioneer Multi-Play Cassette Changer to move you throughout the day, you're not playing with a full deck.
TDW901BK Double Cassette Deck
Dolby C, Dolby HX Pro, quick autoreverse
double cassette deck with full-logic transports.
Features high-speed editing with synchro-dubbing;
auto tape selector; FL peak meter; music
scan; multifunction remote: timer start...
$500

TDRS31BK 3-Head Cassette Deck
Dolby B, C NR. Features Dolby HX Pro: MPX
filter; full-logic mechanism; direct CD input;
closed-loop dual capstan drive; FL digital peak;
auto rec mute; music scan; timer start; auto tape
selector; headphone jack...
$380

XD-Z1010TN DAT Recorder
Features 1-bit A/D converter with variable noise
shaping, four parallel 18-bit 8-times-oversampling
D/A converters, K2 digital interface, analog
and digital filters, optical and coaxial digital
inputs and outputs, microphone input, headphone
output with volume control. Operating features
include digital fader, intro scan, headroom
indicator, Serial Copy Management System.
Includes remote control. FR 2-22,000 Hz, dynamic
range 93 dB, 17% x 5% x 1/4 in; 24 lb...
$1,700

XD-ZS05BK DAT Recorder
Features 1-bit A/D and D/A converters with vari-
able noise shaping, analog and 8-times-oversam-
ping digital filters, optical and coaxial digital
inputs and outputs, headphone jack with volume
control. Operating features include headroom
indicator, absolute time counter. Serial Copy
Management System. Includes remote control.
FR 2-22,000 Hz, dynamic range 91 dB, S/N 91 dB
17% x 5% x 1/4 in; 15 lb...
$1,000

KENWOOD
KX-W4520 3-Head Cassette Deck
Auto reverse, Dolby B, C NR. Features Dolby HX
Pro; hard-permalloy rec/play head; double-gap
ferrite erase head. Peak-level meter: 16-program scan;
index scan; blank search. FR 20-17,000 Hz ± 3 dB
(normal tape); 20-18,000 Hz ± 3 dB (high-bias
tape); 20-19,000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal tape); S/N
(normal tape): no NR 57 dB, Dolby B 65 dB, Dolby
C 72 dB; THD <0.6% at 1,000 Hz (normal tape),
W & F 0.08% wrms. 17% x 5% x 10/4 in...
$2,49

LUXMAN
K-112 3-Head Cassette Deck
Dolby B, C NR. Features Dolby HX Pro. Features
Hexalam 3-head assembly: 2-motor, single-
capstan transport; logic controls; Duo-Beta dual
feedback-loop amp circuitry. Tape monitoring:
auto space; 4-digit electronic tape counter with
memory; output/rec-level, fine-bias, rec balance
controls; system remote control jacks. FR 20-
21,000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal tape), 20-20,000 Hz ± 3
dB (high-bias tape), 20-19,000 Hz ± 3 dB (normal-
bias tape); S/N (high-bias tape): no NR 55 dB,
Dolby B 64 dB, Dolby C 72 dB; W & F 0.055% wrms.
17% x 4.5% x 9.5 in...
$600

KX-W8020 2-Head Double Cassette Deck
Auto reverse, Dolby B, C NR. Features HX Pro;
hard-permalloy rec/play head; double-gap ferrite
erase head. Peak-level meter; auto bias adjust-
ment: 16-program scan; MPX filter; index
scan; blank search, remote control. FR 20-17,000
Hz ± 3 dB (normal tape); 20-18,000 Hz ± 3 dB
(high-bias tape); 20-19,000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal tape);
S/N (metal tape): no NR 58 dB, Dolby B 66 dB,
Dolby C 73 dB; THD <0.8% at 1,000 Hz
(normal tape); W & F 0.08% wrms. 17% x 5 x 12 in...
$470

MITSUBISHI
M-T5010 Double Cassette Deck
Auto reverse, Dolby B, C NR. Features Dolby HX
Pro; on-screen programming and displays; high-
speed synchronous dubbing; full-logic controls;
continuous playback of 2 cassettes. Music
search: repeat; blank skip; auto mute; auto bias
calibration; remote control; video output...
$700

NAD
Model 6300 Monitor Series Cassette Deck
3-head, 3-motor cassette deck with Dolby B and C
NR. Features full logic transport: Dolby HX Pro;
Dyneq range expansion; car processor to boost
level of soft passages 20 dB. NAD/Doby-
developed Play Trim which optimizes high-fre-
quency playback characteristics; fine bias tuning.
Speed accuracy ±1%; wow-and-flutter 0.033
wrms; frequency response 30-19,000 ± 3 dB.
Includes: transport; head; tape drive;... 480

Model 6100 Monitor Series Cassette Deck
Features Dolby B and C NR; Dolby HX Pro;
Dyneq range expansion; full logic transport;
car circuitry as in Model 6300. Fine bias adjust-
ment. Includes remote control. Rack
mountable...
$899

Model 6340 Cassette Deck
Features Dolby B and Dolby C NR; Dolby HX
Pro; Dyneq range expansion; full logic transport;
car circuitry as in Model 6300. Compatible
with metal tape...
$2,49

Model 6325 Cassette Deck
Features Dolby B and Dolby C NR; full logic
transport; car processor as in Model 6300.
Compatible with metal tape...
$2,49

Nakamichi Cassette Deck!

NAKAMICHI
Dragon 3-Head Cassette Deck
Microprocessor-controlled, autoreverse deck
with Dolby B, C NR. Features auto azimuth
adjustment; full-logic ferrite head; automatic
return; synthesized diffusion-resonance trans-
port; various frequency playback characteristics;
auto space; special digital filters; optical and coaxial
digital interface; Dolby B; C, and HX Pro.
Features 2-speed cueing; 2-speed master fader;
auto space; memory stop/play; LED meters;
full-logic mechanism; direct CD input;
signals to-noise ratio 74 dB...
$2,500

Model 6340 Cassette Deck
Features Dolby B and Dolby C NR; Dolby HX
Pro; Dyneq range expansion; full logic transport;
car circuitry as in Model 6300. Fine bias adjust-
ment...
$399

Model 6325 Cassette Deck
Features Dolby B and Dolby C NR; full logic
transport; car processor as in Model 6300.
Compatible with metal tape...
$2,49

CR TA 3-Head Cassette Deck
Asymmetrical diffused-resonance dual-capstan
transport, Dolby B, C NR. Features 3 motors;
auto bias/EO; manual azimuth adjust; elapsed-
time counter; remaining-time counter. Output-
level control; memory stop/play; LED meter;
single-touch controls; headphone jack; rec mute;
wireless remote; auto and manual tape/equalizer
selection; auto fade; auto repeat. W & F 0.027
wrms; FR, feric 18-21,000 Hz, ± 3 dB; S/N (A-
weight), metal tape 66 dB; Dolby B 67 dB (A-weight, 2X tape at 400 Hz, 0 dB); seppe-
cross talk 376 dB at 1,000 Hz, 0 dB; input sens-
sitivity 50 mV/50 kilohms line; out put level/imp 1 V;
2.2 kilohms line. $5 w/8 ohm headphones: 17% x
5% x 11/4 in; 21 lb...
$2,295

RM-20. Remote control unit for above...
$50
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAPE RECORDERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CassetteDeck2 Cassette Deck</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B, C, NR; Defeatable MPX filter; DC servo capstan motor; silent mechanism; pressure-pad lifter; auto slack-tape take-up; multiregulated power supply. Bidirectional auto-search; bias fine-tune control; auto repeat; timer Rec; record mute; system remote compatibility; 4-digit tape counter. FR 20-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB; S/N (A-weighted, metal tape) Dolby C 72 dB, Dolby B 66 dB; W/F &lt; 0.035% w.r.m.s. 17 1/4 x 5 1/4 x 14% in; 12 1/2 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TA-2200 2-Head Cassette Deck</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-controlled deck with Dolby B, C noise reduction and HX Pro. Features 2 heads; 2 motors; full-logic transport; auto bias/tape selector. Electronic tape counter: fluorescent display: switchable multiplex filter; forward AMCS (Automatic Music Control System); auto space; record calibration; auto tape selector; dual mode (block/full) repeat; RI remote compatible. FR 30-18,000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal tape), 30-17,000 Hz ± 3 dB (high-bias tape), 30-16,000 ± 3 dB (normal-bias tape); S/N 58 dB (metal tape, no Dolby); W/F 0.07% w.r.m.s. 17 1/4 x 4 1/4 x 10 1/16 in; 10 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DT-9900 DAT Recorder</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features 1-bit A/D and D/A converters with 3rd-order noise shaping, discrete two-stage digital filters; high-performance amorphous heads; Silent Shaft Bearing head cylinder for low mechanical noise; built-in head-cleaning indicator; optical and coaxial digital inputs and outputs; headphone jack with volume control. Operating features include variable-speed fast wind; digital fader; intro scan. Serial Copy Management System. RI-compatible remote control included. FR 2-22,000 Hz; S/N &gt; 90 dB; dynamic range &gt; 90 dB. 17 1/4 x 4 1/4 x 12 1/2 in; 12 1/2 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTegra TA-2700 3-Head Cassette Deck</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed-loop dual-capstan design with Dolby B and C NR. Features HX Pro; 3 motors; 3-head transport with microcomputer control; low-impedance linear-switching power supply; discrete low-impedance; low-noise regulators for improved sound, transport, display, and signal-path-independent power supplies; high-resolution fluorescent peak-hold level indicators; forward Automatic Music Control System (AMCS); repeat function; RI remote compatible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B, C, NR; Features Dolby HX Pro; automatic tape selector; bias control. Auto-stop; logic-controlled operation; record/mute button; timer. FR 20-16,000 Hz ± 3 dB (normal bias), 20-18,000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal); S/N: Dolby B 63 dB, Dolby C 73 dB; W/F 0.05% w.r.m.s. 16 1/8 x 4 1/4 x 11 3/8 in; 8 9/16 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SC-89 Double Cassette Deck</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoreverse deck featuring Dolby B and C NR. Features Dolby HX Pro; autotape selector: high-speed dubbing. Repeat sequential play; record mute; microphone jacks; auto stop; logic-controlled operation; recording-level control meters. FR 30-15,000 Hz ± 3 dB (normal bias), 30-17,000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal); S/N: Dolby B 62 dB, Dolby C 70 db; W/F 0.06% w.r.m.s. 17 1/4 x 5 1/4 in; 11 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FCR-850 Single Cassette Deck</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B, C, NR; Features Dolby HX Pro; auboreverse record/play cassettes transports, play (deck 1) and record/play (deck 2). Cassette stabilizer, honeycomb chassis; MPX filter switch; DFC head wire. CD-deck synchro; tape dubbing from deck to deck at normal or double speed; relay recording/play; parallel recording; music/skip search; blank skip; peak hold level meters; time counter; automatic tape selector; auto tape selector; optional timer record/play; headphone output with volume control; system remote compatible. 16 1/8 x 5 1/4 x 12 1/2 in; 12 1/2 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CT-W930 Double Cassette Deck</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B, C, NR; Features Dolby HX Pro; 2 autoreverse record/play cassettes transports; play (deck 1) and record/play (deck 2). Cassette stabilizer, honeycomb chassis; MPX filter switch; DFC head wire. CD-deck synchro; tape dubbing from deck to deck at normal or double speed; relay recording/play; parallel recording; music/skip search; blank skip; peak hold level meters; time counter; automatic tape selector; auto tape selector; optional timer record/play; headphone output; system remote compatible. 16 1/8 x 5 1/4 x 12 1/2 in; 12 1/2 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CT-968K Double Cassette Deck</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B, C, NR. Features 2 autoreverse record/play cassettes transports, play (deck 1) and record/play (deck 2). Cassette stabilizer, honeycomb chassis; MPX filter switch; DFC head wire. CD-deck synchro; 4-digit electronic time counter; music/skip search; auto monitor; peak hold level meters; auto record mute; auto tape selector; repeat play; optional timer record/play; headphone output with volume control; system remote compatible. 16 1/8 x 5 1/4 x 12 1/2 in; 12 1/2 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CT-M6R Cassette Changer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B, C, NR. Features Dolby HX Pro; record and playback capability; synchronized recording: programmed copy and random copy; relay recording up to 9 hours; relay playback; cassette scan; auto rewinder; 8-segment FL meter; 4-digit electronic counter; music search up to 15 selections forward and back; blank skip; auto record mute; auto tape selector. FR 25-18,000 Hz (metal tape); S/N 58 dB (without noise reduction). 16 1/8 x 5 1/4 x 14% in; 16.5 lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CT-605 2-Head Cassette Deck</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B, C, NR. Features Dolby HX Pro; 2 heads; 3 motors; 3 power supplies; bias fine tuning; anti-tracking design; closed-loop dual-capstan transport; automatic head; fluorescent display; system remote compatible; electronic real-time tape counter; power eject; FR 20-23,000 Hz; S/N 60 dB; W/F 0.025% 18 1/8 x 5 1/4 x 14% in; 24 1/4 lb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TAPE RECORDERS**

**Proton AD-630 Cassette Deck**
Autoreverse cassette deck with Dolby B, C, and DBX NR. Features 3-motor IC logic mechanism; real-time counter; 2-color LCD display; MPX filter; 20-song programming, remote capability. FR 18 1/2 x 9 1/4 x 11 3/4 in; 10 lb. Black finish. $360

**Revox B 215-S**
30-17.000 Hz ± 3 dB (normal), 30-18.000 Hz ± 3 dB (high bias), 30-19.000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal); SN dB (metal); NR off 50 dB. Dolby B 60 dB, Dolby C 70 dB (normal tape), W/F 0.03%. 18 3/8 x 3 3/8 x 15 1/2 in; 18.7 lb. $800

**Revox B 215-S 3-Head Cassette Deck**
Cassette deck with 3 microprocessors for control of bias, level, EQ, transport, and real-time counter. Features Dolby HX Pro. Dolby B and C; 4 motors; digital storage of bias, level, EQ settings for 6 tape formulations; manual or auto record-level setting; diecast transport chassis; azimuthally stable pivoting headblock; 2 programmable locators; buttons; loop mode; auto start-of-record scan. Counter computes elapsed time on partially wound tapes. W/F 0.1%. FR ferric 30-18,000 Hz ± 3 dB, high bias and metal 30-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB; SN ratio (A-wide) ferric 55 dB no NR; 64 dB Dolby B, 70 dB Dolby C, high bias 57 dB no noise reduction, 65 dB Dolby B, 72 dB Dolby C, metal 58 dB no NR; 66 dB Dolby B, 72 dB Dolby C; line-input sens for 0-DB reading 50 mV, line-output level with 0-DB indication 775 mV; 174 x 6 x 13 in; 20 lb. $2,900 B15. As above, cosmetic differences $2,600

**Rotel RD865 Cassette Deck**
Dolby B, C and HX Pro. Features high torque DC motors; full-logic controls; remote; manual continuously adjustable bias, 3 preset bias/EQ positions memory and repeat functions; FL bar graph meters; record/mute; peak-level indicator. FR 30-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB (normal), 30-19,000 Hz ± 3 dB (bias high). 30-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal); signal-to-noise ratio without noise reduction 55 dB. Dolby B 64 dB, Dolby C 73 dB. Wow-and-flutter 0.035%. 17 x 4 1/2 x 12 in. 11.5 lb. $449

**Sansui D-X301 Cassette Deck**
Dolby B, C, and HX Pro. Features computerized control; auto program search; bidirectional music scan; 2 repeat modes; fine bias adjustment; switchable MPX filter; auto rec mute; time counter; calibration bias adjustment; full-logic controls; auto music search; multiplex filter switch; remote compatible. FR 15-21,000 Hz ± 3 dB; W/F 0.024%. SN 59 dB. 17 x 5 1/4 x 13 1/4 in. $600

**TC-K650ES 3-Head Cassette Deck**
Dolby B and C NR. Features HX Pro; laser amorphous heads; direct-drive dual capstans; fine bias adjustment; full-logic controls; MPX switch; linear tape counter; auto music search; FR 20-21,000 Hz ± 3 dB; W/F 0.09%; SN 58 dB. 17 x 4 1/4 x 11 in. 10.3 lb. $400

**DTC-75ES DAT Recorder**
High density linear recorder system compatible with 32, 44.1, and 48 kHz sampling rates. 45-bit noise-shaping digital filter; direct-digital sync; 4-stage feed-forward circuit; digital servo IC; 4-motor transport design; pre-regulated power supply stages; low-noise copper chassis; vibration-resistant transport. Features high-speed music search; music scan; 3-way repeat; 10-key direct-access track selection 60-track programmable; start/stop; remote compatible; 210 kHz super bias; variable fader; optical and coaxial digital input; wireless remote control; 3-yr parts-and-labor warranty. $950

**Teac R-919X 4-Head Cassette Deck**
Dolby HX Pro. dBX, and Dolby B and C NR. Features 3-sens 3-motor logic transport: double accurate rotating head system; hysteresis bias tension; servo-control system; bipolar power supply and DC configuration circuit; autoreverse/repeat; multifunction FL display; electronic tape index counter with tape-run time mode; 2-color LCD peak-program-level meter; real-time fader adjustment; program search; direct selection; intro check; blank scan; memory play/stop; block repeat; auto monitor; master rec-level control; output-level control; MPX filter; timer rec/playback capability; optional wood side panels. Includes multifunction wireless remote control. W/F 0.029% wrms; FR 25-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB (metal); S/N 80 dB at 1.000 Hz (Dolby C). 17 x 4 1/2 x 13 1/4 in. $830

**W-990R Double Cassette Deck**
Dolby B and C NR. Features continuous rec/playback, and parallel recording; 3-motor Ilogic control mechanism; bipolar power supply and DC configuration circuit; sync reverse capability; 1-touch high-speed and normal-speed dub-
TECHNICS RS-B965

- bipolar power supply and DC configuration circuit
- multifunction FL display; electronic tape index counter with tape run time mode; 2-color L/R peak program-level meter, fine-bias adjustment; UR level control; program search; direct selection; intro check; blank scan; memory play/stop function; block repeat; auto monitor; master record level; output-level control; MPX filter; timer rec/ playback capability. Wood side panels optional. Includes multifunction wireless remote control.
- W&F 0.028% w rms; FR 25-20,000 Hz ±3 dB (metal); S/N 80 dB at 1,000 Hz (Dolby C). . .800

W-550R Double Cassette Deck

Features Dolby B and C NR, Dolby FX Pro. Features 2-motor IC-logic control mechanism; bipolar supply; direct-coupled circuitry; MPX filter; timer rec/ play; headphone jack; auto tape selector. W&F 0.016% w rms; FR 20-21,000 Hz (metal); S/N 70 dB at 5,000 Hz (Dolby B). 17 1/2 x 4 7/8 x 10 3/4 in; 45 lb. . .450

TECHNICS

RS-B965 3-Head Cassette Deck

Features Dolby B, C NR. Features FX Pro, quartz-locked direct-drive capstan motor; closed loop, dual-capstan transport; cassette stabilizer; amorphous head system; isolated circuit chassis design; independent power supplies; dual-range FL peak-hold meters; semiautomatic bias/record level calibration; real-time electronic tape counter; auto record mute; auto tape selector; memory stop; repeat. FR 20-22,000 Hz (chrome); S/N 66 dB (Dolby B chrome). W&F 0.035% 17 1/2 x 5 1/4 x 11 in; 14 1/2 lb. . .560

RS-B755 3-Head Cassette Deck

2-motor quartz-locked deck with Dolby B, C NR. Pro high-torque direct-drive motor; high-precision digital servo; 2-motor full-logic control; cassette stabilizer with power loading; bias fine adjustment; record-level calibration; dual-range peak-hold FL meters: dual mode electronic 'counter with memory stop/ repeat; auto record mute; auto tape selector. FR 20-20,000 Hz (chrome): S/N 66 dB (Dolby B, chrome). W&F 0.035% 17 1/2 x 5 1/4 x 11 in; 11 7/8 lb. . .540

RS-TR555 Dual Cassette Deck

Dolby B and C NR. FX Pro. 2-motor transport; full-logic touch controls; dual-range FL peak-level meters; metal compatibility; simultaneous parallel recording; 3-hr series recording: 24-hr series playback; high-speed editing; synchro start/stop and rec mute; dual electronic tape counters; remote-control capability; CD synchro editing with selected TECHNICS CD players; music select; auto tape select; UR independent rec-level controls; timer rec/playback capability, headache jack. Brushed-aluminum front panel. FR 20-18,000 Hz (chrome); S/N 80 dB (Dolby C, chrome); W&F 0.07%; 17 1/2 x 5 1/4 x 11 in; 12 lb. . .540

SY-DA10 DAT Recorder

Features 1-bit MASH A/D and D/A converters, digital and analog filters, optical and coaxial digital inputs and outputs, headphone jack with volume control. Operating features include shuttle scan dial for fast cue and review, digital fade, intro scan, Serial Copy Management System. Includes wireless remote control. FR 2-22,000 Hz, dynamic range 90 dB . . .900

YAMAHA

CR 1601 3-Head Portable Cassette Deck

Compact front-loading portable cassette recorder with monitor facility featuring 8 hours record time and built-in voice-activating system. Features 2 motors, direct drive; dual capstans; manual azimuth adjust; elapsed-time counter: output-level control; bias fine tuning; memory stopplay; LED indicators; soft-touch controls; mike inputs; headphone jack; playback time: 3 tape speeds: 1/8 ips, 0.94 ips and 0.16 ips with ALR. FR 20-19,000 Hz (ferric) ±3 dB; W&F <2% w rms. 9 1/4 x 2 1/4 x 11 1/2 in; 11 lb. . .1,890

VECTOR RESEARCH

VCX-270 Cassette Deck

Features Dolby B and C NR and FX Pro: high-frequency play trim; fine bias adjustment; 2-motor/ logic tape transport; switchable MPX filter: headphone jack w/volume. FR 30-17,000 Hz; signal-to-noise ratio Dolby C 75 dB; Dolby B 67 dB; wow-and-flutter 0.05% w rms, 16% x 4 1/2 x 11 1/2 in; 12 1/2 lb. . .280

YAMAHA

KX-W900Ti Double Cassette Deck

Autoencoder. Featuring amorphous recording and playback heads: play, record, and autoencoder on both decks: relay play and record; Dolby B and C noise reduction and Dolby FX Pro: dubbing modes: high-speed, auto, skip, random program, manual, cross-Dolby; simultaneous independent recording: 44-key wireless remote control: random program play (both decks); music search (both decks): intro scan: record return: auto record mute; blank skip: auto tape selection: 4-digit electronic linear tape counter: 13-segment peak-level meters on both decks: remaining time indicator. Titanium finish; 18 lb. . .699

KX-W900U. As above, black. . .699

KX-930Ti 3-Head Cassette Deck

28-key wireless remote-control. Features double-dbx dynamic-bias servo; double Dolby B and C NR; closed-loop dual-capstan tape transport; OR-BIT system with optical balance tuning system, which automatically sets bias and HF tape sens.; Dolby FX Pro headroom extension; auto tape select; auto monitor: direct music search; 9 selection program playback; timer rec and play; repeat; memory stop; intro scan; play trim; bias adjust: 12-layer amorphous heads; PC-COC coil winding; full-logic control; 19 segment LCD meter: with peak hold; master fader; PEP filter, high-speed fast wind; optimum rec-level indicator; headphone jack with level control; RS remote control with 28 keys: RS-integrated system remote compatibility, rounded front panel. Titanium finish. . .599

KX-930. As above, black. . .599

KX-630Ti 3-Head Cassette Deck

Double Dolby B and C NR. Features Dolby FX Pro headroom extension; hard-permrec head with head: amorphous play head: double-gap ferrite erase head, 13-segment LCD peak-level meter; LCD linear time counter; master fader; MPX filter, high-speed fast wind; remaining time indication: random program; optimum rec-level indicator, bidirectional intro scan; manual bias adjustment ±20%; play trim; auto tape selector; auto rec mute; rec return; memory stop; output-volume control; headphone output with level control; music search; repeat; RS integrated system remote-control compatibility. Includes remote. Titanium finish. . .549

KX-430. As above, black. . .549

Yamaha KX-930

KX-530Ti Cassette Deck

Dolby B and C NR. Features Dolby FX Pro dynamic bias servo; amorphous play head/rec head: double-gap ferrite erase head; 16-segment LCD peak-level meter; LCD linear time counter; master fader; MPX filter: high-speed fast-forward/rewind; play trim; remaining-time indicator; random program; optimum rec-level indicator; bidirectional intro scan; auto tape selector: rec mute; rec return; memory stop; headphone output with level control; music search; repeat; RS integrated system remote-control compatibility. Includes 27-key wireless remote-control. Titanium finish. . .539

KX-530. As above, black. . .539

KX-R430 Cassette Deck

Autoencoder cassette deck with Dolby B and C NR. Features amorphous heads, bidirectional intro scan; Dolby FX Pro headroom extension: 2 heads: 2 motors: music search; full, single, and phrase repeat; rec return; auto rec mute: auto tape selector; timer rec and play: headphone jack: 7 -segment LED peak-level meter; MPX filter: blank skip; manual bias adjustment ±20%; integrated system remote compatibility. Includes 11-key wireless remote. Black. 11 lb. . .349
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**BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH**

**Stereo Review's critics choose the outstanding current releases**

**THE MCGARRIGLES: “HEARTBEATS ACCELERATING”**

“HEARTBEATS ACCELERATING,” the superb new album by Kate and Anna McGarrigle, is the duo’s first release in over seven years. Why did they wait so long? Out of consideration, it seems, for their legion of admirers. After all, one can stand such a profoundly moving experience only so often.

The work of these Canadian sisters melds the austere moods and emotional intensity of nineteenth-century literature—the reclusive spinster Emily Dickinson comes to mind—with the modality of Gallic folk songs, hymns, and old-fashioned parlor tunes plunked out in hauntingly unadorned and homespun fashion on an array of such old-timey instruments as the button accordion, the banjo, and acoustic guitar.

For the first time in six albums, however, the McGarrigles have also employed the least intrusive of synthesized instruments to embellish their fragile musical framework. The addition does nothing to alter the suspended-in-time aura of their surrealistic sound, although the melodies, which have occasionally been longwinded in the past, are here more concise, leaving room for the resonances of the electronic ambiance. As before, however, the McGarrigles adhere to a folksy metronome of their own making—their tunes refreshingly skip beats and repeat measures in structures that defy the rules of conventional, commercial songwriting.

The duo has always achieved a startling intimacy with their records, transporting the listener to a dimly lit living room, where a family sings in sweet but adamantine soprano voices of domestic events that may seem small and unimportant on the surface but pulse with the often unaddressed tensions and failures of life’s greatest trials. “Heartbeats Accelerating” is no exception. The title tune asks the central question, “Love, love, where can you be?” And for most of the rest of the program, the sisters set forth on a bleak tour of an emotional country where the question is seldom answered happily.

Except for Anna’s title track, the strongest of the songs here are Kate’s. Her Mother Mother and Losing You pulsate with ominous tones and the paranoia of separation. Mother Mother amounts to a blurted plea from a child subject to some unnamed, threatening force (“Someone’s trying to hurt me”), and Losing You is the prayer of a mother who is desperate to maintain the most precious relationship of her existence.

There are more upbeat moments, of course, usually courtesy of Anna, who presents herself as the sunnier, more detached side of this sibling yang and yin. Her whimsical escape from life’s disappointments, Rainbow Ride (co-written with Philippe Tatarchieff), employs a nursery-rhyme alliterative chorus of “flotsam and jetsam” and “riff-raff the raggle-taggle,” which goes some distance to brighten the mood. Still, for every optimistic flutter of the heart in the album, there are four devastating allusions to the morbidity of love.

Curiously, the photographs that adorn the last page of the CD booklet pull back the veil that hangs over the record to reveal a very different Kate McGarrigle—one who laughs an open-faced greeting to anyone who happens by. That may be an anomaly. But it’s certainly an interesting bookend to an album as somber (in the best sense) as “Heartbeats Accelerating.”

**KATE & ANNA MCGARRIGLE: Heartbeats Accelerating. Kate McGarrigle (vocals, accordion, keyboards, guitar, banjo); Anna McGarrigle (vocals, keyboards, drums); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Heartbeats Accelerating; I Eat Dinner; Rainbow Ride; Mother and Anna McGarrigle: “Love, love, where can you be?”**

Alanna Nash

Kate and Anna McGarrigle: “Love, love, where can you be?”
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Mother; Love Is; D.J. Serenade; I'm Losing You; Hit and Run Love; Leave Me Be; St. James Hospital. PRIVATE MUSIC © 2070-2-P (43 min).

PETER DONOHOE'S DIRECT AND VITAL BRAHMS

The English pianist Peter Donohoe is one of those musicians most of us have known only through recordings. He's made a handful for EMI/Angel, ranging from Tchaikovsky and Liszt to Gershwin and Messiaen, and they've all been excellent. Angel has just issued his recording of the Brahms D Minor concerto with the Philharmonia Orchestra under Yevgeny Svetlanov, and I must say I've seldom found the piece so easy to love, either in concert or on records. Like Arthur Rubinstein, Solomon, and Rudolf Serkin, Donohoe keeps the music moving, pacing the first two movements a bit more briskly than today's norm. While a case can be made for a more expansive approach (and has been, eloquently, by such pianists as Emil Gilels and Andras Schiff), Donohoe's more fleet-fingered way, with its greater directness and sense of flow, points up the music's Mozartean bloodlines as well as its youthful assertiveness.

The playing is limpid, vital, at all points surpassingly musical, and the mesh with the orchestra is exceptional. Svetlanov might not have been expected to give us this kind of Brahms. His general style, in both Russian music and the few Western works in which I've heard him, has suggested a tendency toward grand gestures and epic proportions, a love for lush colors and for caressing voluptuous tunes. But here he is happily at one with his soloist, stressing vigor, directness, clean line, a sane course that steers as clear of austerity as of excess. This must have been a happy recording session; it is very happy listening.

The disc is filled out with quite a substantial encore—or, rather, a half-dozen encores: the six Klavierstücke that make up Brahms's Op. 118. In these, too, Donohoe is thoroughly in his element, catching in full the character of each piece and weighting his tone for maximum expressive effectiveness without getting in the music's way. He is an artist, one feels, who would never do that. The sound quality, in both the concerto and the solo pieces, is EMI's very best.

Richard Freed


GRAHAM PARKER: A HARD-WON OPTIMISM

Graham Parker is one of the most tenacious writer-rockers in the business. The more the public ignores him, the more determined he is to make his point on his own terms. Of course, he's got a cult following and the unflagging loyalty of critics, but he's overdue for the sort of broader hearing that Elvis Costello and Joe Jackson—fellow Angry Young Men from the class of '77—have enjoyed at one time or another. And with the release of his latest album, "Struck by Lightning," he may get it at last.

Less obscure than "Human Soul" and a tad more scuffed-up than "The Mona Lisa's Sister," its immediate predecessors, the new album finds Parker in pique form (pun intended). Just check out the wordy assault on capricious materialism in She Wants So Many Things or the sustained circus metaphor of They Murdered the Clown (a prickly verbal juggling act even Costello would envy). Overall, though, Parker's new songs are more reflective than recriminatory, and much of "Struck by Lightning" has a distinctly folkish—if not downright country—feel to it.

Comparisons with midperiod Dylan (during his association with the Band) are tempting, perhaps even inevitable. "Struck by Lighting" was recorded at Garth Hudson, the Band's virtuoso multikeyboardist, plays in the set, and another former Woodstock denizen, Van Morrison, is evoked in And It Shook Me. Like Morrison's soulful, stream-of-consciousness classic And It Stoned Me, Parker's paean reflects back on certain defining moments in his life and revels in their mystery. "And it shook me/And I'm still shaking now," he sings in obvious awe of those
COMPACT - HIGH QUALITY SOUND -

THE McIntosh MAC 4280 RECEIVER

Where else can you get in one compact, cool operating, long life package:

A technological, cutting edge, FM and AM Digital Tuner.

Three separate tone shaping controls provide musical spectra tone shaping. Each control adjusts selected frequency bands to satisfy your personal preference or the demands of the program material.

Separate listen and record facilities, introduced and perfected by McIntosh, permit tape recording one program while listening to a second program. Separate input selectors, electrically isolated from each other, provide non-interference operation in both listen and record. You can record on 2 tape recorders from any source and you can easily copy from one tape recorder to another.

Full power McIntosh amplifier will deliver its maximum power output to one or two pairs of loudspeakers. The quality of the sound reproduction and the quality of your speakers are protected by the patented* McIntosh Power Guard circuit.

The patented* Sentry Monitoring circuit constantly monitors the output signal. At signal levels up to rated output, this circuit has no effect. If the power output exceeds design maximum, or in the event of a short circuit or severe mismatch, the Sentry Monitoring circuit protects the output transistors from failure. A complete remote control system that allows total control from two areas. The McIntosh Remote Control provides unusual versatility with operating simplicity. It provides remote control in the main listening area and can be expanded to provide control from an additional area.

All in all, your selection of the McIntosh MAC 4280 FM/AM Receiver will be reinforced by your day-to-day use of this superb instrument.

*McIntosh research, engineering and design has developed circuits covered by these U.S. Patents: 3,965,295; 4,048,573; 3,526,847; and 3,526,846.
A JOYOUS NEW "L'ELISIR D'AMORE"

Every so often a recording truly fills one's heart with gladness. Such a one is the new Deutsche Grammophon set of Donizetti's L'Elisir d'Amore. The casting is nearly perfect in terms of vocal weight and contrast, the Metropolitan Opera Chorus and Orchestra sing and play with uncommon effervescence and spirit, and conductor James Levine is at his best in his sensitive articulation of the delicate and exuberant score. As for the recording itself, the sound is clear, balanced, and crisp.

Donizetti's comic opera is a little masterpiece—"little" because of its dramatic material, which centers on bucolic life and love as influenced by an engaging quack who sells red table wine as a panacea for the lovelorn.

There is no royal execution as in Maria Stuarda and no great mad scene as in Anna Bolena or Lucia di Lammermoor. But there is an abundance of youthful spirit and of funny situations, all populated by characters directly in the tradition of Italian commedia dell'arte. And there is Donizetti's music. In no other of his operas did he surpass the melodious invention of L'Elisir, just as in no other of his works is that invention put to more appropriate use. His finely honed craftsmanship is directed here toward a satisfying artistic whole, and the "little" story of Adina and her Nemorino amounts to a great opera, a jewel.

Kathleen Battle's Adina may well be her finest creation. Her light, supple voice spins out Donizetti's ornamentation easily and gracefully. Temperamentally, she seems to identify with Adina, so that her capriciousness, dejection, and final admission of real love are genuinely affecting, and she sings with a geniality that makes her performance especially appealing.

The part of Nemorino seems as if it were written expressly for Luciano Pavarotti. There's no role in his repertory that he appears to enjoy more, except perhaps the title role in L'Elisir d'Amore, the opera of his Metropolitan debut. The two characters are similar—musically lyrical and dramatically naive. Possibly these qualities appeal to Pavarotti, who is completely winning when he's singing liltingly and creating a personality with whom we can all identify and sympathize. Under these circumstances, he is a lyric tenor with few peers.

Leo Nucci's Belcore is a model of the swaggering, swashbuckling soldier, full of beans. His singing throughout is polished, full-bodied, and pleasing, as is that of Enzo Dara, whose Dr. Dulcamara recalls Fernando Corena's memorable portrayals of the friendly charlatan who's lovable for his very humbug. Dawn Upshaw, one of the brightest lights on the current vocal horizon, brings her unusual musical refinement and insight into character to her performance as Giannetta.

These five fine performances, along with the work of the chorus and orchestra, add up to more than the sum of the parts. Thanks to Levine's direction, the vivacious and captivating spirit of Donizetti's score is fully and delightfully communicated. It is a performance distinguished by rare dedication on the part of all concerned. And the result is joyous listening.

Robert Ackart

DONIZETTI: L'Elisir d'Amore. Kathleen Battle (soprano), Adina; Luciano Pavarotti (tenor), Nemorino; Leo Nucci (baritone), Belcore; Enzo Dara (bass-baritone), Dulcamara; Dawn Upshaw (soprano), Giannetta. Metropolitan Opera Chorus and Orchestra, James Levine cond. Deutsche Grammophon © 429 744-1 two LPs, © 429 744-4 two cassettes, © 429 744-2 two CD's (118 min).

Levine and Battle: captivating
Pyle New Wave Pounders® have been redesigned and improved to capture the latest sound reproduction innovations and tame them just enough to give you high-powered performance without the high price and distortion of other speaker systems.
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Bose Express Music Catalog is like having an enormous record store all to yourself. You can shop for the music you want, when you want it. We carry everything in print in Jazz, Classical, & Rock...you will find it all in our 240-page, 50,000-title catalog.

We carry the complete catalog of all the major labels, plus independents like Pausa, Alligator, RYKO, Telarc, Chesky, Dorian ... in total, over 1,000 independents. Ordering from us couldn't be easier. Call us or send the order form to us by fax or mail.

Almost Free CD!

Steal This Disc 2. Free with your Bose Express Music catalog subscription (you pay only $3.75 for shipping & handling) is this Rykodisc 70-minute CD sampler, with 21 tracks. All the music you wanted to hear, but were afraid to buy. Includes tracks from: Birdsongs of the Mesozoic, Duke Ellington, Jimi Hendrix, Nils Lofgren, Mission of Burma, Poto Doudongo, The Residents, Irma Thomas, Touchstone, Howard Wales & Jerry Garcia, Dweezil Zappa, Frank Zappa & more. Regular Price: $7.99 + S&H. New Subscribers pay only the $3.75 S&H charge. (43784)

CD Samplers on Sale

Only $5.99!

Dorian Digital Sampler Vol. II  Emerging as a classical label that is redefining the state-of-the-art in classical music recording, the Dorian Recordings sampler contains complete and unabridged versions from eight CDs, including three selections from the acclaimed English Lute Song, the majesty of a Bach masterpiece for chorus & orchestra, the romanticism of a Dvorak piano quartet, a lively Scarlatti Sonata on an 18th century Italian Harpsichord, plus additional selections $5.99/CD (43785)

JVC World Sounds Catalogue  40 cuts, with music from all over the world. Includes selections from Bulgaria, the Soviet Union, Turkey, Sudan, Senegal, Tanzania, Madagascar, Ethiopia, Ghana, Zaire, China, Corea, Bali, Pakistan, India and Tibet. $5.99/CD (49063)

Genuine Houserockin' Music Vol. IV  This brand new sampler from Alligator Records features a line-up that reads like a who's who of American blues and roots rock artists, including: Koko Taylor, Lonnie Mack, Delbert McClinton and many more. 74 minutes $5.99/CD, $5.99/CA (44863)

Any CD in this Issue $12.99

You can order any title appearing in Stereo Review, that is regularly priced less than $17 per CD, for our new subscriber low price of $12.99/CD, plus $3.75 shipping and handling per order. Just call 1-800-233-6357 or use the coupon to order. Please include artist, title, & inventory number.

Limited Offer

Stereo Review readers who subscribe to our 240 page Rock, Pop, Jazz, Blues, Classical, Original Cast & Showtune catalog (over 50,000 titles) will receive 1 FREE year of Bose Express Music Updates, covering new releases and monthly specials. There are no purchase obligations or unrequested shipments. Your first issue comes with $50 in merchandise credits. 1 year $6.00 (refundable on your first order from the catalog).
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Send me the Free RYKO CD sampler with my catalog subscription. I’m enclosing an extra $3.75 to cover S&H.
Send me the attached list of recordings (include artist, title, & format — CD/CA) I am enclosing $12.99 per disc + $3.75 for S & H per order (music orders only)
Please include the following samplers with my music order:
Steal This Disc 2 Rykodisc CD Sampler $7.99 (43784)
Dorian Digital Sampler Vol. II $5.99/CD (43785)
JVC World Sounds Catalogue $5.99 (49063)
Genuine Houserockin' Music IV $5.99/CD, $5.99/CA (44863)
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SUZY BOGGUS: Moment of Truth. Suzy Boggus (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Under the Gun; My Side of the Story; Moment of Truth; All Things Made New Again; Wild Horses; and six others. CAPITOL © C4-92653, © CDP-92653 (35 min).

Performance: Bright future ahead Recording: Very good

Suzy Bogguss’s debut album, “Somewhere Between,” was the kind of record every new artist should strive for—tuneful, distinctive, and filled with songs of strength and character. Now comes her follow-up, and while new producer Jimmy Bowen moves her away from the gritty sound that characterized her freshman effort, she remains a riveting performer. Few women in country music can nail their notes as squarely as Bogguss can, and still fewer have her bell-like clarity of voice. Even when the songs aren’t that interesting—and that’s true for much of this album—she carries them with the beauty of her instrument, the poise of her delivery, and her authoritative tone. In other words, you get the feeling you’d better listen to what she has to say.

Bogguss is maturing as a songwriter, too. She co-wrote three of the most captivating numbers here, My Side of the Story, Fear of Flying, and the sensual Friend of Mine. Although her first album was more rhythmically grabby, there’s something comforting about this record, particularly in the premium several of the songs put on friendship. Bogguss is also quickly establishing herself as a member of the Emmylou Harris School of Tasteful Production. Her albums may not yet take the creative chances that Harris’s do, but they are crafted with the same quiet integrity and emotional fortitude. Keep an eye on this gal.

THE BROTHER BOYS. The Brother Boys (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. Wanna, Wanna, Wanna; Blue from Now On; The Diamond Stream; Majestic; © M5G-24304, © 24304-2 (54 min).

EDIE BRICKELL & NEW BOHEMIANS: Ghost of a Dog. Edie Brickell (vocals, acoustic guitar); Kenny Withrow (guitars, dobro, vocals); Wes Burt-Martin (guitars, vocals); Brad Houser (bass); John Bush (percussion); Matt Chamberlain (drums); other musicians. Mama Help Me; Black & Blue; Carmelito; He Said; Times Like This; 10,000 Angels; Strings of Love; Woyaho; Oak Cliff Bra; Stwisted; This Eye; Forgiven; Me by the Sea. GEFFEN GHS-24304, © M5G-24304, © 24304-2 (54 min).

EDIE BRICKELL & NEW BOHEMIANS: Ghost of a Dog. Edie Brickell and New Bohemians, "Ghost of a Dog," is rawer, both musically and emotionally, than its ingratiating predecessor, "Shooting Rubber Bands at the Stars." And it is probably more representative of what this band is all about.

Brickell is a late-model flower child without the trendy panache affectations; her innocence and sense of wonder appear genuine. Her voice falls somewhere between a caressing whisper and a gauzy rasp, with tints of Joni Mitchell’s oblique poetry, Melanie’s naïve charm, and Janis Joplin’s anguish.

Brickell’s blues center around the fear of parental and romantic desertion, and of the passage of childlike innocence in the face of grown-up travails. More or less the same sentiment—determination in the face of disappointment—recurs in several songs here, most plainly in He Said, in which she sings: “I know that when I get back on my feet/I will walk away from misery.” Whether she’s trying to outrace the blues (as in Woyaho, a buoyant drifter’s anthem) or stumbling across them in a dream (as in 10,000 Angels, a frightening vision of being suspended between good and evil), it remains true—as the old bluesman’s adage should be. "Ghost of a Dog" is solid music: no fake emotions, no filler, nothing but the poise of her delivery, and her authoritative tone. In other words, you get the feeling you’d better listen to what she has to say.

Bogguss is maturing as a songwriter, too. She co-wrote three of the most captivating numbers here, My Side of the Story, Fear of Flying, and the sensual Friend of Mine. Although her first album was more rhythmically grabby, there’s something comforting about this record, particularly in the premium several of the songs put on friendship. Bogguss is also quickly establishing herself as a member of the Emmylou Harris School of Tasteful Production. Her albums may not yet take the creative chances that Harris’s do, but they are crafted with the same quiet integrity and emotional fortitude. Keep an eye on this gal.
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Eugene Wolf and Eddie Lynn Snodderly aren’t related, but they call themselves the Brother Boys, and with good reason. Their vocal harmonies, clear as a mountain stream and warm as an early October sun, call to mind all the famous brother groups before them, among them the Louvins and the Wilburns, whose songs appear in this bright, shiny program of country and bluegrass.

The notes with the CD say that the Brother Boys play what they call New Hillbilly music, “forged from attitudes and beliefs, old and new, from the Appalachian mountains.” They also call New Hillbilly “a backwoods fiddle on a two-lane highway, rolling into 1964, with Sam McGee, Jimmie Rodgers, and Johnny Cash riding in the back seat.” How a fiddle with a back seat rolls down a highway—and how Sam and Jimmie and Johnny all fit in there—I don’t know. But I do know that ol’ Ed and Eugene cook up a mighty pleasant stew of acoustic sound, one that mixes sparkling originals with tried-and-true songs of Hank Locklin, Uncle Dave Macon, Loretta Lynn, and Tom Waits.

With mandola, snare drum, piano, and bass putting all the trimmings on the age-old sentiments, this is as eclectic a record as you could hope for from two hairy-legged East Tennessee boys and their little farmhand band. It’s graced with a genuinely old-timey feel, the standards balanced with sharp-eyed songs written by Snodderly, such as the infectious Majestic, the high-lonesome saga of a shoe-shine boy fallen on hard times.

With eighteen songs, the album is a tad too long for such low-key instrumental treatments, and an unvarying mid-tempo, and a style that doesn’t have many changes in texture. But Snodderly’s songs themselves are worth the price of the record, and you’ll have a right pleasant time with the rest.

A.N.

THE CONNELLS: One Simple Word
Doug MacMillan (vocals); Mike Connell (guitar); George Huntley (guitar, piano, vocals); David Connell (bass); Peele Wimberley (drums). Stone Cold Yesterday, Speak to Me; All Sinks In; Get a Gun; What Do You Want?; Set the Stage; and seven others. TVT 2580-1, © 2580-4, @ 2580-2 (48 min).

Performance: Refreshing
Recording: Good

In the R.E.M. age, Southern pop bands are as introverted as Southern rock bands are outgoing. The Connells, from Raleigh, North Carolina, mumble and whisper more than they yell, yet album by album they extend their public outreach a little further without surrendering their brainy, delicate emotionalism. Meanings may be elusive, but their music just keeps getting sharper.

“One Simple Word,” their fourth album, was recorded in Wales, and the distance from home has opened them up. Mike Connell’s roving lead guitar has always been more British Isles than U.S.A. anyway, and Doug MacMillan’s courtly vocals could ennoble a Shakespeare sonnet. It’s hard to say, though, what these thirteen songs are about. The Connells themselves might not know, though they seem to have something to do with bringing the world into focus. Rocking over a bed of chiming guitars and a steady beat helps them get where they’re going, and injecting a humorous non sequitur or two into their navel-gazing doesn’t hurt either. For example, “He was a bad dancer till he learned to shuffle.” Neat guitar treatments, all up and down the neck, and yet they’re mysterious and often opaque. No matter how many times I hear Callahan sing, “I’m going to twirl around the world like a savour,” I don’t have the slightest clue what she means. That might bother me if I didn’t enjoy her voice and her band so much. But I do, so it doesn’t.

R.G.

THE DEL-LODS: Lovers Who Wander
The Del-Lords (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. Touch One Heart; You and I, I Need Love; Love on Fire; About You; Learn to Let Go; Stand in Your Light; Kiss Away; and five others. ENIGMA © 73361-4, © 73361-2 (54 min).

Performance: Superfluous
Recording: Solid

Let’s hear it for the Chevy Impala, a very dependable car with a little bit of oomph when you really needed it. Just the right car for the Del-Lords—stylish but not too sporty, intimate but not esoteric, clean but not too nice. “Lovers Who Wander” delivers the kind of four-on-the-floor rock we expect from the DLs. Tight guitars, tight bass, tight drums. Deep throaty vocals that recall Presley or Springsteen (depending on how old you are). Romance from a down-to-earth, working-class perspective (these guys are old enough to know better but lonely enough to try anyway). There’s a weary kind of inevitability to group leader Scott Kemper’s voice when he sings, “There was a song back in 1966/What the words meant were anybody’s guess/What the song meant everybody knew/That’s the way I feel about you.” Neo-classic rock is seldom better.

R.G.

PETER GABRIEL: Shaking the Tree
Peter Gabriel (vocals, piano, synthesizers, other musicians). I Don’t Remember; Sledgehammer; Family Snapshot; Mercy Street; and eleven others. GEFFEN © MSG-24326, © 24326-2 (77 min).

Performance: Superfluous
Recording: State of the art

Peter Gabriel is hardly your average hit-hungry singles artist, yet he wittily subti-
tled this best-of collection "Sixteen Golden Greats," as if he were Gary Lewis or Johnny Rivers. What a card! At any serious rock critic knows, such complex, non-AM pieces of songcraft as San Jacinto and Biko set Gabriel apart from more commercial, entrepreneurial colleagues like Phil Collins. Still, Gabriel has proved that brainy eccentricity and commercial clout aren't necessarily mutually exclusive, even in the MTV age—witness the success of Sledgehammer and Shock the Monkey. But his albums are self-contained entities, and almost everything on "Shaking the Tree" is better heard in its original context. Also, the song selection is lopsided: five-eighths of "So" is repeated, while nothing is culled from his 1978 album produced by Robert Fripp (the second of four successive albums titled simply "Peter Gabriel"). The anemic D.I.Y., in particular, is glaringly absent. So, while the music is uniformly wonderful, "Shaking the Tree" does not present a balanced picture of Peter Gabriel's solo career. Pass on this one.

GREGSON & COLLISTER: Love Is a Strange Hotel. Clive Gregson, Christine Collister (vocals and instrumentals). The Things We Do for Love; Move Away Jimmy Blue; How Men Are; Love Is a Strange Hotel; Even a Fool Would Go; One Step Up; and six others. RHINO © R4-70961, © R2-70961 (46 min).

Performance: Maudlin
Recording: Good

"Love Is a Strange Hotel" is a very tasteful album—too tasteful to yield much satisfaction. The first all-covers record by the folkie duo of Clive Gregson and Christine Collister, it's full of solemn, note-perfect singing and a surplus of guitar noodling from which the listener is apparently to infer a higher wisdom regarding the inner workings of the heart. For example, 10cc's The Things We Do for Love used to be a jaunty pop tune, but Gregson and Collister leech it of humor. Later, Collister suffers theatrically over the syllables in How Men Are, and Gregson strains for roosty credibility in Lonesome Whistle. Jackson Browne's For a Dancer and Joni Mitchell's Same Situation sag under the weight of their wordy sorrow and pity, and the Springsteen cover (One Step Up) is just arbitrary. All in all, "Love Is a Strange Hotel" tends to be mawkish when it wants to be poignant and mushy when it means to be tender.

ROBIN HOLCOMB. Robin Holcomb (vocals, piano); other musicians. Nine Lives; The American Rhine; Electrical Storm; Troy, So Straight and So Slow; and five others. ELEKTRA MUSICIAN © 60983-4, © 60983-2 (42 min).

Performance: Chamber pop
Recording: Very good

Robin Holcomb, a pop singer-songwriter with artsy ambitions, is so serious. It's understandable; more than anything else, she wants us to respect her songs. So she approaches the material the way a classical singer approaches lieder—with sober reverence. Her arrangements are minimal, even minimalist. In a number of songs, her acoustic piano intones a melodic fragment over and over while a rhythm section or a guitar or a clarinet provides skeletal support. The somber quality of the music combines wonderfully with Holcomb's astringent soprano and its carefully appornitioned vibrato. It also suits the deliberately wrought lyrics, which range from elliptical narratives to impenetrable poetry and present the oblique thoughts, memories, and resentments of a very smart introvert. At times the album seems claustrophobic and tiresome, but I suppose Holcomb herself wouldn't have it any other way.

JELLYFISH: Bellybutton. Jellyfish (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. The Man I Used to Be; That Is Why; The King Is Half-Undressed, I Wanna Stay Home; She Still Loves Him; and five others. CHARISMA © 91400-4, © 91400-2 (40 min).

Performance: Retro psychedelia
Recording: Multidimensional

As revivalists of a short-lived subgenre—late-Sixties psychedelic pop—Jellyfish is the next best thing to having been there. Sort of. The band is too young to have known, firsthand, the thrill of gobbling LSD-soaked sugar cubes and tripping out to ornate, baroque psyche-pop in the scarring context of the Vietnam War and the Nixon-era police state. Removed from the cultural moment that engendered it, psychedelia as practiced by Jellyfish and other bands makes for pleasant listening, but the flow of colorful sounds doesn't feel linked to anything real. It's escapism into somebody else's past, as formulaic, in its own way, as current electronic dance music.

Jellyfish's lyrics, however, are utterly modern, largely tales of trouser stains, beaten wives, and waking up on the floor after having partied too hard. I Wanna Stay Home is a wonderful exception, setting introspective, song-of-myself lyrics to a sweet melody. But even when the words fail to achieve lift-off, the music soars toward the ether. All I Want Is Everything is an aural delight, boasting a killer chorus that pounds along at the speed of sound. Ringo-esque drum fills and prolonged syllabication give That Is Why its dreamy sense of slow motion.

On a musical level, "Bellybutton" is a hypnotically alluring trip back to the Age of Incense—although real Sixties bands rarely played this well. Now if the members of Jellyfish could just figure out what they want to say and where to go with it from here.

ROBIN HOLCOMB: 1990. Robin Holcomb (vocals); other musicians. Calypso Rising; Just a Carnival; One More Officer; Down at the Shebeen; 1990; Dark Secret; Johannesburg Woman; Victory Is Cer-tain; and five others. SIRE/WARNER BROS © 4-26250, © 2-26250 (54 min).

Performance: Great
Recording: Good

At thirty-two, David Rudder reigns as the king of calypso, the infectious music of Trinidad. Traditionally, calypso's popularity derives in part from its lifting rhythms and in part from the performer's
IN "Buenas Noches from a Lonely Room," his landmark album of 1988, Dwight Yoakam crafted a song cycle about murder, pride, heartbeat, and vengeance wrapped in a classic Appalachian-style tale of love and betrayal. In his latest album, "If There Was a Way," Yoakam still seems obsessed with the idea that women are a faithless lot, unworthy of the devotion of an honorable man. In song after song here, he seethes and shivers over the impossibility of a true union of the sexes, raging bitterly one moment and crying the next.

In the Johnny Cash-like "Turn It On, Turn It Up, Turn Me Loose," Yoakam implores someone in a run-down honky-tonk to crank up the music since "her memory is driving me lonely, crazy, and blue" (a tick-tack guitar keeps pace with the anguished throbbing in his head). Earlier, in "The Distance Between You and Me," he addresses his mate directly, telling her that if she took a map of the world ing her that if she took a map of the world.

Yoakam always strikes glamour poses in his photographs, and he's inordinately fond of the tragically hip tears in the knees of his sprayed-on jeans. Consequently, he's still regarded as a hype by much of Nashville's music establishment, dismissed as no more authentically "country" than the made in Taiwan merchandise sold in Music City souvenir shops. Some reservations are still in order, but his music often stands head and shoulders over the "real thing." A little bitterness, in music or romance, is sometimes good for the soul.

Dwight Yoakam: If There Was a Way. Dwight Yoakam (vocals, guitar); Patty Loveless (vocal in Send a Message to My Heart); Pete Anderson (electric, baritone guitars); Tim O'Brien (mandolin); other musicians. The Distance Between You and Me: The Heart That You Own; Takes a Lot to Rock You; Nothing's Changed Here; Sad, Sad Music; Since I Started Drinkin' Again; If There Was a Way; Turn It On, Turn It Up, Turn Me Loose; It Only Hurts When I Cry; Send a Message to My Heart; I Don't Need It Done; You're the One; Dangerous Man; Let's Work Together. Reprise © 26344-4, © 26344-2 (48 min).

Wayne's World

The real innovation, though, is the way they've fused their raps with the music behind it—some of it taped, scratched, or sampled, some played on "real" instruments—while maintaining the integrity of rap as a spoken medium. Sometimes it's so off-the-wall that they're antithetical, and whose sound confirms ability to think up clever lyrics, often improvising them on the spot with a heavy dose of humor. Rudder has gone one step further and infused elements of American soul music of the Sixties and Seventies, creating what he calls soca or soul calypso, a kind of Caribbean music that is both utterly fresh and comfortably familiar.

Rudder has conceived his lyrics with a keen eye to international political developments. Several of the songs in "1990" were inspired by the freedom fight in South Africa, such as the hauntingly beautiful "Working on the Join," which tells the story of a black miner who must "dig, dig, dig deep into the belly of the earth" each day while he longs for the family he had to leave in his search for work. A dreamlike quality pervades "Victory Is Certain," which envisions a time when Afrikaners will lay down their guns and a new day of freedom will dawn. In the title song, Rudder ranges far indeed, from Bogota to Beirut to Brooklyn's Howard Beach, addressing everything from perestroika to prejudice.

Yet not everything here is heavy with social significance. "Boulevard Party" captures the flavor of a New York jam with yuppies and "puppies" (poor urban professionals) mingling—until the police arrive to tone down the noise. "Down at the Shebeen" is old-fashioned calypso, celebrating good times and strong drink, as is "Island Delight." David Rudder paints vivid musical murals that encourage us to think while we also are having one helluva good time.

Run-D.M.C.: Back from Hell. Run-D.M.C., Jam Master Jay (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. "Sucker D.J.'s; The Ave.; What's It All About; Bob Your Head; Faces; Kick the Frama Lama; and ten others. Profile PRO-1401, © PCT-1401, © PCD-1401 (55 min).

Performance: Powerful Recording: One for the woofers. Run-D.M.C. has cut a ferocious new album whose title suggests a comeback and whose sound confirms it. "Back from Hell" takes an angry, unrelenting look at home-turf neighborhoods wrecked by lawlessness, crack, and despair, dising those doing the dope and the social inequities that drive inner-city denizens to such dead ends. They also manage to brag on themselves, tell some nasty jokes, and party in the ruins, all the while cutting up their competition with short-lined lightning-quick rhymes, like "This is it/Legit/A hit/I throw a fit/Not slackin' or lackin' a bit.

The real innovation, though, is the way they've fused their raps with the music behind it—some of it taped, scratched, or sampled, some played on "real" instruments—while maintaining the integrity of rap as a spoken medium. Sometimes it's so off-the-wall as to be avant-garde—witness the aural collage of "What's It All About," in which they rap
over both a sampled lounge singer and some of the most dissonant noise this side of a subway tunnel—and sometimes it's funky and tuneful, a la James Brown or E.U. The messages aren't pretty, and if urban holocaust makes you queasy, stick to George Michael. But if you're up for a no-holds-barred adventure, "Back from Hell" is as real as it gets. Sample quote: "To the maximum, I keep askin' 'em! When's the city gonna fix where the blacks are from?"

P.P.

TOM RUSSELL BAND: Poor Man's Dream. Tom Russell (vocals, guitar, guitars); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Blue Wing; The Heart of the Working Man; Veteran's Day; Walkin' on the Moon; Outbound Plane; Bergenfield; Spanish Burgundy; and six others. 800 DARK ANGEL © 8 DACTI, @ 8 DACD! (51 min). Distributed by 800 Dark Angel, P.O. Box 744, Radio City Station, New York, NY 10101-0744.

Performance: Sinewy
Recording: Good

Despite an earlier progressive country/ folk album, Tom Russell is still better known as a writer whose pithy story songs have graced releases by Nanci Griffith, Jerry Jeff Walker, Ian Tyson, and Johnny Cash. But Russell is a hell of a talent, as potent a performer of his own material as anyone who's ever covered it. That's something his second album, "Poor Man's Dream," should go a long way toward proving.

Russell's strength is his ability to weave taut, psychological stories about the deferred dreams of the ordinary man. In Blue Wing, for example, he inhabits the mind of a chronic loser, imprisoned in Walla Walla with his hopes tethered to a tattoo of a bluebird's wing on his shoulder. (I won't divulge what eventually happens to Wing because it would spoil the carefully prepared ending.)

Russell and his co-writers (including Griffith and Tyson as well as Katy Moffatt and Dan Zanes of the Del Fuegos) build a quiet, intense beauty into their lyrics without ever creeping into sentimentality. As a singer, Russell hobbles down the same bass-baritone path as Johnny Cash, coming across as something of an ageless troubadour, crafting socially conscious songs in the American folk tradition. And his band—lean, little, and distant, but very close to beer—can play honky-tonk, rock-and-roll, or cowboy music like there's no tomorrow.

But Russell's individual power as a performer is his ability to slip into a song and sing it from his gut, whether he is seething with blue-collar anger and frustration (The Heart of a Working Man) or reminiscing about a less complicated time of love and innocence (Navajo Rug). More than a few of these tunes will break your heart.

Sadder than the plight of any of his protagonists, however, is that an observer as fine and authentic as Russell couldn't find a major label for this album. Although it's been available in Canada for some time now, Russell has marketed it mostly through a toll-free telephone number, 800-DAR-KANG, that reappears in the name of his record label. Go ahead. He's only a phone call away. A.N.

SLAYER: Seasons in the Abyss. Slayer (vocals and instruments). War Ensemble; Blood Red, Spirit in Black; Explicable Youth; Dead Skin Mask; Hallowed Point; and four others. DEFAMERICAN © 224307-4, © 224307-2 (42 min).

Performance: Brutal
Recording: Good

Why do I, a reasonably mature guy, like Slayer? I have no choice. When I listen to "Seasons in the Abyss," I feel I'm in a death grip. The elemental impact of this music, with its Richter-force rhythms and industrial-strength guitars, never lets up. There aren't even pauses between songs. Only a downshifting of tempo or a machine-gun burst of guitar signals that one tune has ended and another has begun. "Seasons in the Abyss" is like one relentlessly churning song crammed with the trashiest of heavy-metal hooks and riffs. The lyrics are dumb—filled with war, death, and devil images—but I don't care. I listen to Slayer not for enlightenment but for intensity. And that's exactly what the band delivers. R.G.

THE WATERBOYS: Room to Roam. The Waterboys (vocals and instruments); other musicians. In Search of a Rose; Song from the End of the World; A Man Is in Love; Kaliope House; Bigger Picture; Natural Bridge Blues; Something That Is Gone; The Star and the Sea; A Life of Sundays; Islandman; and seven others. CHRYSALIS © F4 21768, F2 21768 (41 min).

Performance: Sparkling
Recording: Okay

With all the wealth of Irish pop available to us, it can be difficult for a band with traditional leanings to stand out in the crowd. Van Morrison has claimed the mystical higher ground, the Pogues own the postpunk lower sod, and a huge number of bands are fighting it out in between. The Waterboys are right small, in the middle, especially in "Room to Roam." The songs here go back and forth from traditional numbers arranged by the group to sentimental little tunes written by leader Mike Scott. The new stuff sounds fine, if a little sappy compared with the genuine article, but the blend is exceptionally smooth. Fiddles, accordions, flutes, and whistles sound very natural here next to electric guitars, drums, and saxophones. "Room to Roam" may not carve out a distinctive niche for the Waterboys, but it's good great fun. R.G.

(Continued on page #4)
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At Cambridge SoundWorks we manufacture speakers and music systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH & Advent), and we sell them from our factory in Newton, Mass. We also sell selected audio components from brands like Philips, Pioneer and Denon. Because we sell factory-direct, you can save hundreds of dollars on components and systems. We sell nothing but "the good stuff." Our knowledgeable audio experts will help you make the right choices, without being pushy. And you can call toll-free for advice or "hook-up help" 365 days a year—ever holidays. This is the simplest way to get the right deal on stereo components...and there's virtually no risk.

• Call toll-free for factory-direct savings.
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• 30-day money-back satisfaction guarantee.

New From Henry Kloss—Ensemble II Subwoofer-Satellite Speaker System

A new, very affordable, single-subwoofer version of the system Audio magazine said "may be the best value in the world."

Introductory Price $399

1-800-AKA-HIFI

24 hours a day, 365 days a year (800-252-4434)
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154 California St., Suite 1024, Newton MA 02158
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CIRCLE NO. 118 ON READER SERVICE CARD
COLLECTIONS


Performance: Alive and kicking
Recording: Good remote

A year after the release of the first volume of performance snippets from Ben & Jerry's Newport Folk Festival comes the eagerly awaited sequel, and a most satisfying sequel it is. As before, the collection offers a smorgasbord of styles, ranging from the Zydecowomp of Queen Ida's La Louisianna to George Gritzbach's Midnight Hour Blues to Holly Near's "mushy love song" Once or Twice. Almost every performance soars on its own spirit, and even when the material is familiar (Doc Watson's traditional St. James Infirmary, Dr. John's classic Iko, Iko), the renditions throb with unexpected immediacy. There are lots of arresting performances—Bill Morrissey's grizzled Grizzly Bear, the Nashville Bluegrass Band's seamlessly harmonized Goodnight, the Lord's Coming, and Richard Thompson's manic Two Left Feet, to name a few. One or two selections fail to get up to speed, but the only real problem with a sampler like this, where most artists get just one shot, is that the impressive performances just whet your appetite for more.

A.N.


The reissue on CD of "Mingus at Antibes" (69 min).

Performance: Indelible
Recording: Very good

This collection of Cole Porter covers, recorded to raise consciousness about AIDS and money for AIDS charities, is dizzyingly diverse. The twenty-one acts represented here are all over the map; some take a traditional approach to Porter's Broadway pop tunes, while others freely interpret and deconstruct them. Diversity, in fact, is the point of the project, whose subtext is that the unhindered pursuit of free expression—in lifestyle, art, or both—makes us strong, while censorship and denial undermine our character. In going about this subtle proselytizing, "Red, Hot & Blue" administers a timely shot in the arm to contemporary pop by resurrecting the work of Porter, a true innovator and craftsman who, interestingly, led a closed homosexual life in the first half of this century.

On a musical level, each listener will no doubt ferret out his or her own favorites. One highlight has to be Aaron Neville's exquisite vocalism in the Neville Brothers' sweet, satiny version of In the Still of the Night. Likewise, Sinéad O'Connor rises to the occasion with a cool, seductive rendition of You Do Something to Me that is palpably damp with tempered eroticism. Debbie Harry and Iggy Pop's uptown sendup, Well, Did You Evah!, is a flat-out hoot. (Iggy: "And have you heard the story of a boy, a girl, unrequited love?" Debbie: "Sounds like pure soap opera. I may cry!") And it's worth the price of admission to hear U2's weird, synth-heavy take on Night and Day, which gets across on the gritty longing, with not a trace of irony, in Bono's vocal. Elsewhere, artists like k.d. lang and Aztec Camera demonstrate a fair knack for the torch song, and rap and African pop forge their own alloys via Jungle Brothers (I Get a Kick out of You) and Salif Keita (Begin the Beguine). "Red, Hot & Blue" is an estimable and generous act of synthesis, perhaps even a cultural milestone.

JAZZ

AL COHN AND ZOOT SIMS: Al and Zoot. Al Cohn, Zoot Sims (tenor saxophone, clarinet); Mose Allison (piano); Teddy Kotick (bass); Nick Stabulas (drums). It's a Wonderful World; Brandy and Beer; Two Funky People; Chasing the Blues; Halley's Comet; and three others (four others on CD). DECCA/MCA © MCAD-31372 (47 min).

Performance: Dynamic duo
Recording: Very good transfer

Al Cohn appeared on a Zoot Sims Sextet date for Prestige in 1952, but the two tenor saxophonists didn't become an established team until five years later, when Coral released "Al and Zoot," an album by the Al Cohn Quintet featuring Zoot Sims. Now this superb album has re-emerged on CD, with an extra track, Gone with the Wind, that originally appeared in a compilation called "Jazz Cornucopia." Of course the Cohn–Sims association really dates back to the late Forties, when both artists played in the Woody Herman Orchestra and made history as members of the Herman Herd's celebrated "four brothers" saxophone lineage (along with Serge Chaloff and Stan Getz). This set, the result of two 1957 sessions, started an intimate collaboration that would produce many fine albums on a variety of labels. It's a fresh, easygoing romp in a style that embraces both swing and bop, clearly demonstrating the debt both players owed to Lester Young. The rock-steady rhythm section is led by Mississippi pianist Mose Allison—then a newcomer—with bassist Teddy Kotick and drummer Nick Stabulas laying the foundation. While the emphasis here is on the tenor saxophone, Cohn and Sims spend one track on a sonorous clarinet duet called Two Funky People—it's a wonderful aside. The next time you see the yuppy "jazz fan" next door bring home a new Kenny G album, lend him your copy of "Al and Zoot." He won't have to be told it's the real thing—every turn of a phrase, every swapped bar will make it abundantly clear.

CHARLES MINGUS: At Antibes. Charles Mingus (bass); Ted Curson (trumpet); Eric Dolphy (bass clarinet, alto saxophone), Booker Ervin (tenor saxophone); Bud Powell (piano); Dannie Richmond (drums). Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting; What Love?; Better Git Hit in Your Soul; and three others. ATLANTIC 90532-1, © 90532-4, © 90532-2 (69 min).

Performance: Indelible
Recording: Very good

The reissue on CD of "Mingus at Antibes" (recorded in July 1960) may be one of the greatest values you will get for your jazz dollar this year. It contains the
entire original double-album, almost 70 minutes of spectacular jazz by an all-star Mingus quintet in top form. Furthermore, one track, I'll Remember April, is graced by the addition of pianist Bud Powell. Well, perhaps "graced" is the wrong term, for Powell—whose mental instability often had a severe effect on his performances—displays some weakness here. But it is, all in all, a downpour of brilliance, and drummer Dannie Richmond's backing brings us smoothly to the more motivated horn solos that follow. The opening track is a stunning rendition of Mingus's passionate, suitably chaotic bow to Holy Rollers, Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting. Trumpeter Ted Curson and saxophonist Eric Dolphy testify, as it were, with powerful, powerhouse performances that ride over the sanctified melee. Other highlights are Booker Ervin's sinewy tenor sermon in Prayer for Passive Resistance and Better Git In Yo' Soul. No more needs to be said about the music—the whole set is a feast for the ears. C.A.

MACEO PARKER: Roots Revisited. Maceo Parker (alto saxophone, piano, organ); Fred Wesley (trombone); Don Pullen (organ); Rodney Jones (guitar); Bootsy Collins (bass guitar); other musicians. Them That Got; Children's World; Better Get Hit in Yo' Soul; People Get Ready; and four others. VERVE © 843 751-4, © 843 751-2 (51 min).

Performance: Finger-snappin' good

Recording: Excellent

Maceo Parker is best known for his work with James Brown—he's a saxophonist who gave the Godfather of Soul's band that extra bit of raunchiness. Jazz purists tend to regard his sort of high-decibel rhythm-and-blues as something less than desirable, but it should surprise no one that jazz has not eluded Parker's ears. Mind you, "Roots Revisited" is not one of those albums in which a coarse tenor creature of the soul circuit abandons commercialism. Not at all. It retains all the nasty ingredients that make us snap our fingers and twist our bodies, but it dishes up the funk with a generous sprinkling of individual jazz expression. The edges may be a bit rough here and there, but that is the nature of the beast—this is a fun session, a musical gabfest where the subject ranges from Ray Charles, Sly Stone, and Curtis Mayfield to Mingus and Bird. Don Pullen's full-bodied electric organ lurks throughout, often swelling with soulful bursts. Guitarist Rodney Jones adds skillful layers of sound, and the horns lead the way, sometimes in a slightly chaotic manner that brings to mind the Saturday Night Live band but with far more substance. Parker's own style is an eclectic one that encompasses Louis Jordan and Charlie Parker in almost equal measure. C.A.

GEORGE BENSON

After a long sojourn in the lucrative field of contemporary pop, George Benson has made a dramatic return to his home base in jazz, where he first won acclaim two decades ago as a remarkably inventive guitarist. This welcome turnabout was already apparent in his last recording, "Tenderly," which showcased his gifts as a romantic singer in a group of lusciously arranged standards. He continues in the same vein in his new album, "Big Boss Band," where he performs as both singer and guitarist with the Count Basie Orchestra. In the liner notes, Benson says that he had discussed the project with the Count before he died and that the recording realizes a years-long dream.

Firmly rooted in jazz, Benson fits right into the groove of the Basie band, and they make a marvelous combination in this delightful and varied set. Though few of the songs were in Basie's repertoire, the classic spirit of the band and its founding leader informs the whole album. That spirit is most evident in the openly swinging numbers like Without a Song and Ready Now That You Are, a Frank Foster original in which Benson pairs his voice and guitar in a blistering serving of scat.

Benson's funky interpretation of Jackie Wilson's rhythm-and-blues classic Baby Workout is also a real jewel. It's a natural for Benson, who cut his teeth on r & b, and the Basie band provides plenty of punch and propulsion. Another standout is the splendid treatment of the Legrand-Bergman ballad How Do You Keep the Music Playing.

Two tracks constitute a mini-tribute to the late Nat "King" Cole: a buoyant rendition of Walkin' My Baby Back Home and a lush arrangement of Portrait of Jennie, which Cole immortalized many years ago and which still shimmers with a rare beauty. Jennie is the only track in which Benson is not joined by the Basie band; instead, he's backed by Britain's superb fifty-two-piece Robert Farnon Orchestra.

All told, "Big Boss Band" is a finely crafted set that's guaranteed to bring solid musical satisfaction. Phyl Garland

GEORGE BENSON: Big Boss Band. George Benson (vocals, guitar), the Count Basie Orchestra; the Robert Farnon Orchestra; other musicians. Without a Song; Ready Now That You Are; How Do You Keep the Music Playing; On Green Dolphin Street; Baby Workout; I Only Have Eyes for You; Portrait of Jennie; Walkin' My Baby Back Home; Sky Lark. Basie's Bag. WARNER BROS 26295-1, © 26295-4, © 26295-2 (42 min).
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J&R Music World, Dept. SRO391, 59-50 Queens-Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY 11378
Super Specials!

VHS Video Specials

KICK YOUR HEELS MGM MUSICALS

179$ Each VHS

Also Available At $17.95 Each VHS
The Beatles' 8 Of Broadway
Bells Are Ringing
Good News
Goodbye, Mr. Chips
Happiness In Brooklyn
The Harvey Girls
Reed Wedding
Shrek Up The Band
Three Little Words
Two Weeks With Love

LASER DISCS FROM WARNER BROS.

Blue Velvet (LTX) 1295
The Big Lebowski (LTX) 1295
The Exorcist 1295
Gremlins 2 (LTX) 2295
Let The Right One In 3495
The Right Stuff 2295
Superman I 1995

Blank Audio Tape

In Gallery -1 Band Cassette Tape
Toshiba M-641
Toshiba M-646
Toshiba M-646

Maxell XLI11-100
New 100 Minute High Bias Cassette Tape
1-3 Band Cassette Tape Performance In 100-Minute Recording Length
Perfect For All Your Recording Needs
Precision Tape Shell

Price 24.95 10-Pack (Max XLI11-100)

TDK SA-80
High Bias Super Audio Formula 10-Pack 17.95

TDK SA-80
Deluxe High Bias Formula 10-Pack 22.95

Sony SR-80
Metal Formula 10-Pack 22.95

Sony UX-Pro 90
Deluxe High Bias 10-Pack 23.95

Maxell R-80S
Deluxe High Bias 10-Pack 23.95

Denon HD-8800-10
Super Deluxe High Bias Special 28.95

Stereo Headphones

Sony MDR-V6
Digital Ready Headphones

Price 79.95

VHS Video Cassette Recorders

Samsung VR-3710
Slim-Line VHS Video Recorder
16-Channel Tuner
On-Screen Remote Control Programming 1-Year Manual Event Programmable Remote Control
VHS Index Search

Price 199.95 (SAM VR-3710)

JVC AV-3599S
35-Inch 5-Speed Stereo Monitor/Receiver
35-Inch Stereo Monitor With Tuner
VHS Video Tape Recorders

CALL FOR LATEST PRICE

JVC AV-3599S

Sony KV37-1024
12" Color TV On Screen

Price 279.95

Toshiba CP-3044
20" Color TV On Screen

Price 129.95

Samsung VM-4000
This Spectre RF TV

Price 149.95

Sony CCD-F55
4mm Cassette, 4.1" Screen, 2 X Zoom, Micro, 2 X Call

Price 159.95

Panasonic PV-610
VHS Camcorder, 1.5" Screen, 8 X Call

Price 189.95

Camcorders/Television

Teac EGA-6
Stereo 10-Band Equalizer

Price 79.95

Audio Add-Ons

FREE CATALOGUE

For a free catalogue call toll-free 800-221-8180, or Write:
J&R Music World
Department 539711
59-50 Queens-Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

Send money order, certified or cashier's check MasterCard, Visa, American Express or Discover Card. (Include check or no expiration date and signature. To: J&R Music World, Dept. 59-50, 59-50 Queens-Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, NY 11378. Payment and business checks must clear our bank before shipping. Handling & Insurance Charge is 5% of Total Order. We are Minimum Complete Order $10, Refundable on orders of 5% or less. We do not ship outside the Continental United States. We do not ship to P.O. Boxes. If you have any questions, please call 800-221-8180. All sales final. No exchanges or returns. Sales tax is added to the price of orders shipped to New York State.)
Pinchas Zukerman

In honor of John Lee Hooker's recent induction into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame, Chameleon Music Group has reissued a number of Hooker classics on compact disc. Titles include "I'm John Lee Hooker," "The Soul of John Lee Hooker," "Travelin','" "Concert at Newport," and "Soul Meeting," which features fellow Hall of Fame inductee Jimmy Reed. In a career spanning some fifty years, Hooker found early success in the Forties and Fifties with such hits as "Boogie Chillen," "Crawling King Snake Blues," and I'm in the Mood. His remake of I'm in the Mood as a duet with Bonnie Raitt won the 1990 Grammy Award for Best Traditional Blues Recording. Raitt performed, along with Gregg Allman, Bo Diddley, Joe Cocker, and others, in a concert honoring Hooker at New York's Madison Square Garden last fall. The show benefited the Delta Blues Museum in Hooker's hometown of Clarksdale, Mississippi.

Pinchas Zukerman's first recordings under his new exclusive contract with BMG Classics will be released in March to coincide with an American tour by the English Chamber Orchestra, with which he will be appearing as conductor and violin soloist. He serves in both capacities with the ECO in their new album of the Bach violin concertos. In another album he is accompanied by the pianist Marc Neikrug in three of Mozart's violin sonatas and the G Minor Variations, the first volume in a complete cycle of Mozart's works for violin and piano. Zukerman and Neikrug will also record complete Beethoven and Brahms cycles for BMG. Other prominent artists scheduled to record with Zukerman are the violinist Itzhak Perlman (an album of Mozart and Leclair sonatas) and the conductors Leonard Slatkin (Bartók concertos) and Zubin Mehta.

The latest act to hit the club music scene is C&C Music Factory, the brainchild of producers Robert Cray, Robert Cray, and David Cole. The title track from the group's debut Columbia album, "Gonna Make You Sweat," climbed to the top of the Billboard dance charts in a mere three weeks.

C&C Music Factory teams rapper Freedom Williams and newcomer Zelma Davis with such seasoned artists as Martha Wash, who performed as part of the Weather Girls and Two Tons O' Fun and was a back-up vocalist for disco star Sylvester. Cray and Cole's first success as starmakers was with the group Seduction, for which they wrote, arranged, and produced the hit album "Nothing Matters Without Love" (it earned a Gold record). They've also reissued albums for Natalie Cole, Grace Jones, and New Kids on the Block.

The new Sony Classical recording of Man of La Mancha, the 1966 Mitch Leigh-Joe Darion musical based on the life and times of Cervantes's Don Quixote, stars Placido Domingo in the title role, Mandy Patinkin as Sancho Panza, and Julia Migenes as Aldonza. In lesser roles are a couple of artists Domingo would feel right at home with on the opera stage, tenor Jerry Hadley and basso Samuel Ramey, and a couple he's never appeared with professionally—his two sons, Alvaro and Placido, Jr., who are making their recording debuts. The recording sessions began last June in New York, where Alvaro, twenty-two, is studying film, and Placido, Jr., twenty-five, is studying music, both at NYU.
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Daughter Wynona will enter the recording studio toward the end of this year to embark on a solo career. "I have the support of my manager, my mother, and others around me," Wynona noted. "I will certainly give it my best shot." An album is due in spring 1992.

In the meantime, the Judds can be seen—in 3-D, yet—in their final, state-of-the-art video compilation, "Love Can Build a Bridge" (MPI). Call 1-900-288-JUDDS or 1-900-786-4000 to receive a pair of 3-D glasses and coupons worth $5 off the price of the tape. All proceeds from the calls, which cost $2 each, will be donated to charity.

AWISE young man once sang that to everything there is a season. Now twenty-five years older, Roger McGuinn is still singing; in fact, the founder and frontman of the Byrds has just released "Back from Rio," his first solo album in over a decade and his Arista debut. It reunites him with former bandmates David Crosby and Chris Hillman, who also joined him earlier this year when the Byrds were inducted into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame.

"Back from Rio" benefits from the contributions of a few other guest stars, too. Elvis Costello and Spiritual Cowboy Dave Stewart lend their songwriting talents, and Michael Penn and ex-Eagle Timothy B. Schmidt pitch in on vocals. The first single, King of the Hill, is a duet with Tom Petty, who had a hit last year with an updated version of the Byrds classic Feel a Whole Lot Better. "Without my friends," McGuinn said, "this album could never have happened.

On March 14, PBS will broadcast a gala concert taped in Leningrad by artists from the Soviet Union and other countries celebrating the 150th anniversary of the birth of the Russian composer Peter Ilyitch Tchaikovsky. The soloists include Jessye Norman, Itzhak Perlman, and Yo-Yo Ma with the Leningrad Philharmonic under Yuri Temirkanov. March 14 falls during PBS pledge weeks, so the broadcast date and time may vary. Check local listings.

All major classical record companies are releasing recordings by Tchaikovsky during the anniversary season. New versions of his Violin Concerto have been issued on CD by Angel, with Itzhak Perlman, and by Denon, with Jean-Jacques Kantorow. Denon has released Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony with Eliahu Inbal conducting the Frankfurt Radio Symphony, and BMG Classics has released a performance of the Fifth by the St. Louis Symphony under Leonard Slatkin. New performances of the opera The Queen of Spades are available on Sony Classical and on the Art & Electronics label of MCA Classics. The Soviet conductor Mark Ermler has recorded all three of the big Tchaikovsky ballets—Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty, and The Nutcracker—with the Orchestra of the Royal Opera House Covent Garden. Produced by the English company Conifer Records, these are the first CD's marketed in the U.S. on the Royal Opera House label.
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BARTÓK: Concerto for Orchestra; Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta. Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra, Mariss Jansons cond. EMI/ANGEL ® CDC 54070 (68 min).

Performance: Crisp, clean
Recording: Likewise

The pairing of these two most popular of Bartók's large-scale orchestral works makes for ideal programming. Indeed, it is fascinating to sense the affinities between the taut Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta (1936) and the later, more relaxed Concerto for Orchestra (1943).

The reading of Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta led by Mariss Jansons is sharply honed and has a fine, tensile quality of rhythm and phrasing. The slow, fugue-textured opening works its way to a splendidly intense climax. The elaborately contrapuntal and metrically complex allegro that follows is handled by the Oslo players with a mastery that one would not have thought possible for them a decade ago. The slow movement is breathlessly atmospheric, and the finale goes with great verve up to the expansive coda, where the strings take on a more than usually dark coloration—all the better to add impact to the final dash home at the end.

The Concerto for Orchestra follows much the same interpretive scheme. The vibratoless string playing in the opening pages has a wonderfully spooky quality that sharpens the contrast with the virtuosic main body of the movement. The paired woodwinds of the second movement dance their way across the stereo stage in a jaunty fashion as one could wish. As in the Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta, the high point musically and interpretively is the slow movement, especially in its final pages. The humor of the Intermezzo interrotto is well in evidence here but does not become kitschy, and the finale, with its defiant yea-saying at the close, is swift, urgent, and brilliant, as was intended by the composer. The sonics represent a distinct improvement over EMI's past work in Oslo in terms of brilliance and sense of space. Still, my own preference remains the Dutoit-Montreal version of the same coupling on London, which has the edge in refinement and sheer sonic brilliance. But Jansons and his players offer a touch more drive and tautness. Take your pick.

D.H.

BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No. 2; Piano Pieces (see Best of the Month, page 74)

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 7, in F Major.


Performance: A masterly valedictory
Recording: Dark-hued splendor

This last of Herbert von Karajan's studio recordings finds him probing the depths and heights of the Bruckner Seventh in his third interpretation of it on disc in a nearly twenty-year period. Although his 1971 EMI/Angel and 1977 Deutsche Grammophon versions (both now on CD) were done with the Berlin Philharmonic, the new recording was made with the Vienna Philharmonic. The hall was the Musikverein Grosser Saal, site of Karajan's early recording triumphs released on British and U.S. Columbia.

If this valedictory reading offers no new insights found in Karajan's earlier interpretations, it does have a decided sonic edge, enhanced not only by the recording locale but also by the luminous Vienna strings, which limn the countermelodies of the first movement in a most noble and transparent fashion. The great adagio is darkly ruminative, with the main theme approached in a more legato fashion than usual and with the controversial cymbal crash at the climax treated in a recessed rather than a brazen fashion. Its final elegy, with the Wagner tubas, makes a particularly poignant impact under the circumstances. The scherzo is wonderfully ruffled in its opening and closing sections, and the central portion is touchingly bucolic. The high point of the finale is the splendidly assertive execution of the unison recitatives.

All in all, this recording is a fine souvenier of Karajan's interpretive mastery in Bruckner, which he retained to the very end. I confess, however, my continued partiality to Riccardo Chailly's Berlin Radio Symphony CD on London, a luminous reading in superb sound.

D.H.


CHESKY ® CD44 (69 min).

Performance: Inspiring
Recording: Outstanding

These are large-scale, dramatic readings, generating excitement from far below the surface, and as free of gimmickry as of cliché. One senses long and intimate commitment, reflection, and out-and-out love for music and music-making—as well as an apparently unlimited resource of sheer vigor that seems to contradict the figures that tell us Earl Wild turned seventy-five last November. In any event, he continues to be one of the masters of the great Romantic repertory, and that vigor is as much to the point as the reflectiveness in his playing of these Chopin works.

It is not merely a matter of checks and balances but of the emotional range that is more than implicit in this music. Wild doesn't overindulge, but he doesn't hold back, either. Not for him the supposedly elegant understatement or suppressed sighs in the form of wispv filigree. This is not the sort of playing one can imagine in a salon; it is clearly proportioned for the concert hall, for a space in which storms can rage and the lyric passages can soar out of them. It is, in a word, gutsy. It will upset some listeners who have very set notions of regarding Chopin as all gossamer; they will find Wild's way too muscular, too "Lisztian" by half. But such a notion is unrealistically confining in respect to both Chopin and Liszt. Those who listen with open ears and open hearts can only find stimulation.

Resistant ears and hearts may indeed be pried open by Wild—and by the brilliant realism of Chesky's sound. In addition to its musical virtues, the disc strikes me as one of the finest recordings of a piano I have yet heard—as uncluttered and direct as the playing itself, and ideally focused to give us the perspective of the best seat in the hall rather than the inside of the instrument.

R.F.
CLASSICAL MUSIC

DONIZETTI: L’Elisir d’Amore (see Best of the Month, page 76)

MOZART: Cosi Fan Tutte. Karita Mattila (soprano), Fiordiligi; Anne Sofie von Otter (soprano), Dorabella; Thomas Allen (baritone), Guglielmo; Francisco Araiza (tenor), Ferrando; Elzbieta Szmytka (soprano), Despina; José Van Dam (baritone), Don Alfonso; Ambrosian Opera Chorus, Academy of St. Martin in the Fields. Neville Marriner cond. PHILIPS ® 422 381-2 three CD’s (191 min).

Performance: Bright and lively
Recording: Elegant

Nobody seems to have noticed it, but both of Mozart’s successful German musicals have the same story (European girl abducted by wicked Oriental potentate who turns out to be a good guy), and all three of his Italian comedies with Lorenzo da Ponte have the same theme (the male obsession with seduction and the susceptibility of women the same). Why, then, has Cosi Fan Tutte engendered so much serious nonsense about its subject—nor merely in the last century or two but even in the liner notes to this current release? Cosi is an elegant farcical satire on male machismo written by an Italian and set by a Viennese. The eighteenth-century Viennese (no strangers to male vanity) were more amused by it than by any of Mozart’s other Italian comedies.

This recording comes hard on the heels of Neville Marriner’s new Magic Flute and follows not long after Daniel Barenboim’s exceptional Cosi. Like those, and like many other opera recordings today that are conductor-centered, it lacks roots in the theater. Dramatically, it is an improvement on Marriner’s Flute, in which the actors for the dialogue and lacks a consistent point of view. At least here the performers seem to be having fun. The outstanding singer is Thomas Allen, who portrays Guglielmo with superb timing and musical phrasing. José Van Dam is a mildly philosophical Alfonso. Francisco Araiza’s singing is somewhat variable, but he is the most stylish Mozarteans in the cast. The women get a B-plus; only Anne Sofie von Otter is at ease in her character. The playing is bright, the tempos lively.

As in the Flute, Marriner deals with the opera in a very inconsistent way; I certainly expected much more attention to Mozartean performance practice. The truth is that a real feeling for dramatic ensemble, character, theatrical concept, and stylistic performance practice cannot be tossed together in a recording studio. It takes a long period of working together and a strong hand at the helm. E.S.

MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 20, in D Minor (K. 466); Piano Concerto No. 25, in G Minor (K. 488). ANNE SIFFERT (piano), Philip Sgro (violin), London Symphony Orchestra, Claudio Abbado cond. PHILIPS ® 422 381-2 three CD’s (191 min).

Performance: Exceptional
Recording: Exceptional

ABBADO’S RAVEL

Claudio Abbado’s unhurried survey of the orchestral works of Ravel, undertaken with the London Symphony Orchestra when he was its chief conductor, is now complete with Deutsche Grammophon’s release of a disc containing two ballet scores Ravel produced at about the same time, his masterwork Daphnis and Chloe and the orchestral version of the Valses Nobles et Sentimentales. This Daphnis not only marks the completion of Abbado’s Ravel cycle but is its true culmination as well. It is, in fact, one of the finest things the conductor has given us since he started making recordings. One of DG’s finest reproductions of an orchestra. It takes a highly individual approach that may not be to every listener’s taste, but so great a score calls for more than a single representation in any comprehensive collection.

Abbado’s is a conspicuously cooler, more stylized realization than any of the great interpretations recorded before, as if, in a sense, we were regarding the tale from the vantage point of antiquity—statues and urns rather than human drama. It is more a dramatic telling of the tale than a re-enactment of it. Within that frame, there is no lack of animation or color. The orchestral playing is on the very highest level in terms of both brilliance and subtlety, as are the wordless contributions of the LSO Chorus, and DG’s sonic balance is ideal.

The company has outdone itself, too, in providing no fewer than eighty-three index points (in twenty-four tracks) cued to specific sections of the ballet. Each section is described in the annotative booklet in words from the score (translated by Felix Aprahamian).

If the inclusion of so many cue points gives this Daphnis an obvious advantage over some earlier CD versions that present the work in a single track, the addition of the Valses Nobles et Sentimentales provides a still more substantial advantage over those discs that offer Daphnis all by itself. In the Valses, too, Abbado’s approach is definitely cooler than the norm, but again provocative for its freshness and elegance, and again the orchestra is at the very top of its form. Anyone’s “basic” Daphnis, I think, would have to be Monteux’s, recorded with the same orchestra some thirty years earlier and splendidly preserved in London’s midprice CD transfer, and in the Valses my loyalty to Reiner on RCA is similarly preserved. But Abbado’s versions are among the very few worthy of standing beside those, and the sound quality is quite an enticement in its own right.

Richard Freed

RAVEL: Daphnis and Chloe (complete); Valses Nobles et Sentimentales. London Symphony Chorus and Orchestra, Claudio Abbado cond. Deutsche Grammophon ® 427 679-2 (70 min).

S. BAYLE/DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

Performance: Meticulous

Recording: Excellent

Though a champion of original instruments, John Eliot Gardiner has never aimed at authenticity for its own sake but strives for performances that are alive and immediate. He has achieved these ends here by means of creative solutions quite different from those of Christopher Hogwood, who made his pioneering venture with these late Mozart symphonies.
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Performance: Mixed bag
Recording: Good Tempest

Leonard Slatkin's recording of the Tchaikovsky Fifth, with its ample rubato and cadential pull-ups, is decidedly free-wheeling—at the opposite interpretive pole from, say, the almost brutally straightforward reading by Georg Solti with the Chicago Symphony on London. Except for some neatly articulated violin work midway in the waltz movement, the execution by the Saint Louis Symphony is fairly run of the mill, and the 1988 recorded sound, rather low in level and a bit shy of presence in the violins, also seems to fall short of the standard for this orchestra's recordings.

As for The Tempest, Slatkin's broad-gauge interpretation is very effective in the opening seaseque and later love music. He also kicks up a splendid storm along the way. The recorded sound seems superior to that of the Fifth Symphony in terms of space and tonal body. A choice of preferred recordings of this work is not easy. With the vital James DePreist version on Delos you also get Hamlet and the 1B2. The Claudio Abbado—Chicago Symphony recording on CBS is coupled with a not altogether satisfying “Little Russian” Symphony. Maybe one day someone with good programming sense will give us a single CD with all three of Tchaikovsky's Shakespearean pieces. D.H.


Performance: Hair-raising
Recording: Very clean

The Brodsky Quartet from Great Britain is another of those young chamber groups that credits its clothes designer on its album covers. But the cynicism that this inspires is immediately dispelled by the group's playing. In this second installment of its Shostakovich cycle, the Brodsky Quartet displays not only the intelligence and virtuosity you'd expect from four bright young string players but also the most distinctive tonal sheen since the postwar Quartetto Italiano, along with a high energy level that's exciting in itself.

The group's approach to these Shostakovich works is somewhat black and white: that is, they bleach out much of the music's color, allowing the thematic events to emerge in stark relief, if with somewhat less detail than in other readings. The playing has such clarity and musicality that even the most furious moments are spellbinding. The Fitzwilliam Quartet, in its recordings on London, may look deeper into these works, which seem more like suites meditating on the brutality of existence than string quartets in the formal sense. But the Brodsky's cooler, less pathos-laden approach is equally valid and, in some ways, more thrilling. D.P.S.

VERDI: Quatro Pezzi Sacri; Pater Noster. Choir of King's College, Cambridge; Cambridge University Music Society; London Philharmonic Orchestra, Stephen Cleeobery cond. ARGO © 425 480-2 (46 min).

Performance: Inner intensity
Recording: King's College Gothic

Verdi sung by boy sopranos in the Gothic precincts of a medieval English university? The idea is not as farfetched as one might think. These exquisite final thoughts from the Italian master show his study and love of the music of Palestrina; in fact, three of the five pieces are a cappella. Only the Stabat Mater is really theatrical in tone. The Te Deum, the other piece with orchestra and my favorite, synthesizes the composer's illustrative, dramatic, and emotional genius with an intensely personal and exalted vision.

For this recording, the all-male King's College Choir seems to be mingled with another chorus that includes women and other grownups, enabling conductor Stephen Cleeobery to bring the bright, heavenly boys' voices to the fore or to use a richer, fuller choral sound as appropriate. There is rapture, but rapture arising from an inner intensity. One might think of the record as a kind of posthumous honorary degree from Cambridge, awarded to the old maestro with affection and great admiration. E.S.
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<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a/d/s R4 RECEIVER</td>
<td>$649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a/d/s C2/3 TAPE-DECK</td>
<td>$289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSE AM-5 SPEAKERS</td>
<td>$599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC Soundstation</td>
<td>$429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

145 W. 26th. St. NYC NY 10001
(212) 691-5823/24
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!

2624 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
(213)826-6487/FAx(213)470-6176

YOU MAY NOT KNOW OUR NAME... BUT HOW ABOUT THESE?

- AOC
- AD
- ADVENT
- AIWA
- AKG
- ALPINE
- JVC
- ALTEC LANSING
- MAD
- AUDIO SOURCE
- KENWOOD
- BANG & OLUFSEN
- MUSIC MAN
- B&W
- LUXMAN
- BAZOOKA
- M
e
- BBE
- CERNERICA
- MTBISH
- CELESTION
- MONSTER CABLE
- STAX
- CLIFFORD
- NAD
- COUSTIC
- NILES
- CVD
- LOMPSY
- DBX
- ONKYO
- DENON
- ORION
- ECLIPSE
- PANASONIC
- YAMAHA
- PARADIM
- PHASE LINEAR
- PHILIPS
- PINACLE
- PROTON
- SONY
- SURROUND SOUND
- SOUNDBASS
- SOUNDRAFTSMAN
- SONANCE
- STAX
- NOLEN
- SONY
- STILLWATER
- TECHNICS
- TRAD
- REVOLVER
- THORENS
- TOSHIBA
- VELODYNE
- TAYLOR
- WYLEVO
- VESSEL
- THERION
- VELOCITY
- WIRELESS

LOW PRICES!!! NAD. DENON, HK, NA-KAMICHI, CARVER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, HAFLER, ADS, B&K, ONKYO, PROTON, BOSE, SNELL, JBL, M&K, PS AUDIO & OTHERS!! SOUND ADVICE: (1141)727-0071. OPEN SUNDAYS!!

SAVE 40% ON HIGH-END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702. 1 (800) 283-4644.

WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS than anyone in the U.S. FREE CATALOG: 1-800-346-9183. AUDIO CONCEPTS Dept. A. 901 S. 4th St. LaCrosse, WI 54601.

DIAMOND NEEDLES, PHONO CARTRIDGES & ACCESSORIES. AUDIO-TECHNICA, AUDIOQUEST, BANG & OLUFSEN, DYNAVECTOR, GRACE, LAST, ORTOFON, PICKERING, SHURE, SIGNET, STANTON, SUMIKO, TARGET, TWEAK & ULTRA TOLL FREE INCLUDING CANADA (212) 321-0996. N.Y. (516) 599-1112. CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTABLE. FOR CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE. LYLE CARTRIDGE, DEPT 52, P.O. BOX 158, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11582.

FREE CATALOG/ Remainder and cut-out LP's, cassettes and CD's. Exceptional values in classical music. Rose Records, Dept. SR, 214 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604. 1-800-955-6066. ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!
SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES DESERVE SERIOUS SERVICE.

And that's exactly what you'll get from Reference Audio/Video. We offer the finest in high-end audio and the best in friendly service by our knowledgeable staff. From the latest CD players to state-of-the-art surround-sound systems, you'll like our surprisingly affordable prices, dedicated service and fast shipping.

LIMITED OFFER:
Free evaluation of your stereo system by one of our expert consultants! Call for details.

SPEAKERS, 3170.23rd St., San Francisco, CA 94110 (415) 709-9937.
Blvd. 1372, Reseda, CA 91335. All other information, call (818) 1800 1345-8927.
Lowest dealer prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours! Lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Hamlin, Zenith — many others! (803) 723-7276.
593-B KING STREET, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. More!! Free shipping! Read Brothers Stereo, Fried, Monster, Quad, Stax, Kinergetics, Thorens, Audioquest, EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! AUDIO, VIDEO, FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, SPICA, STRAIGHTWIRE, STAX, KINERGETICS, THORENS, MIRAGE, AUDIOQUEST.
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO USING (400) 482-2485.
SING WIT WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance and connects easily to a home component stereo. This unique product is manufactured and sold exclusively by LT Sound. Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by LT Sound. (213) 517-1700 Fax (213) 517-1732.
ATTENTION AUDIO BUYERS!!!! Authorized dealer for ADS, ALPHASONIK, CARRER, DENON, DUAL, HAFLER, INFINITY, KENWOOD, NHT, ONKYO, ORTOFON & YAMAHA. THE SOUND APPROACH, 6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725 (516) 499-7680.
CABLE TV CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS. Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Harman, Marantz — many others!
CABLE TV CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS. Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Harman, Marantz — many others!
CABLE TV CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS. Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Harman, Marantz — many others!
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NEW YORK WHOLESALE

FOR FASTEST SERVICE CALL (212) 684-6363 OR FAX (212) 684-8046

HOURS: MONDAY-FRIDAY 9AM-7PM EST • SATURDAY 10AM-5PM

CALL FOR NEWEST MODELS & PRICES

CAR STEREO

CAR
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AFTER a concert he conducted in Chicago in the spring of 1960, about a year before his death, Sir Thomas Beecham was asked to name his own favorite among his recent recordings. Without hesitation, he specified the Symphony No. 1 of Mily Balakirev, a work whose undeserved neglect he was determined to rectify.

Asked about a similarly neglected Sibelius title, he settled back in his chair, puffed on his cigar, and said grandly, “Oh, we've done enough for Sibelius.” And indeed he had. It was in England that the great Finnish composer enjoyed his most effective and most consistent support, and no one did more for his cause, in concerts and recordings, than Beecham.

The Balakirev symphony and no fewer than ten Sibelius titles are among the seven midprice CD’s (also available on cassette) in the initial release of EMI/Angel’s new Beecham Edition, and they are every bit as welcome now as when they were first issued on LP. Even more welcome, in fact, since the sound quality in most cases represents a significant improvement over the respective LP’s.

After putting out a few scattered Beecham reissues on CD in the last few years—among them a two-disc set of all the Delius he recorded in stereo, his La Bohème with Victoria de los Angeles and Jussi Bjorling, and some treasurable Berlioz and Bizet—EMI has shown its seriousness about the new project not only by giving it a name but by arranging with CBS Records to include recordings Sir Thomas made for the American company during the early 1950’s. Some of the material has never been issued in our country before.

Beecham’s recording with his Royal Philharmonic Orchestra of Sibelius’s music for The Tempest—fourteen of the eighteen numbers in the concert suites—has been a collector’s item for more than thirty years. It was issued in England on a short-lived Philips 10-inch LP at the end of 1955 (Philips being American Columbia’s trans-Atlantic partner at the time); only three excerpts found their way to our shores, in a grab-bag of encore pieces. Now we have it all at last, and, while the sound is a bit thick, it is a splendid account of music we never get to hear in our concert halls. With it on CDM-63397 is more monophonic Sibelius: four of the Scènes historiques (Festival from the Op. 25 set, all of Op. 66), the Intermezzo and Alla marcia from the Karelia Suite, and the prewar Finlandia with the London Philharmonic, Beecham’s only recording of that work.

The four Sibelius works Beecham and the RPO recorded in stereo at the end of 1955, in observance of the composer’s nineteenth birthday, are on CDM-63400: the Symphony No. 7; another of the great sets of theater music, the suite from Pelléas et Mélisande (from which Sir Thomas customarily omitted the third number, “By the Sea”), the magnificent valedictory tone poem Tapiola, and the lesser-known earlier one, The Oceanes, which was recorded at the composer’s request. All of this is Beecham at his best, in more than acceptable sound.

The last Sibelius in this batch is a 1954 live performance of the Second Symphony with the BBC Symphony Orchestra, paired with a live one of Dvořák’s Symphony No. 8 with the RPO from 1959, both appearing in the U.S. for the first time (CDM-63399). The Sibelius is especially exciting, justifying the storm of applause and cheering, but not as valuable musically as the two all-Sibelius discs—or the Balakirev.

The first of Balakirev’s two symphonies, as rich in both color and wonderful tunes as Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade, and a good deal fresher, had an incomparably persuasive champion in Beecham. His affection for the music is apparent in every bar, his orchestra was at the very top of its form, and the early stereo recording stands up well. The disc also includes the CBS/Philips mono recording of Balakirev’s tone poem Tarara, not quite as fetching as the symphony but abundantly appealing in its own right (CDM-63375).

Sir Thomas’s sure instinct for French music is celebrated in a delicious collection of short works, mostly on the lighter side, all in very good stereo sound. The highlights of CDM-63379 are an especially stylish performance of Delibes’s ballet suite Le Roi s’amuse (which includes the once famous Passepied), with the RPO, and a downright adorable one of Fauré’s Dolly Suite (orchestrated by Henri Rabaud), played by the French Radio Orchestra.

Other items on this disc are Fauré’s Pavane, Bizet’s Carmen Suite No. 1, Debussy’s Afternoon of a Faun, and Le Rouet d’Omphale by Saint-Saëns. We might have wished for Sir Thomas’s exceptional account of his own suite from Bizet’s La Jolie Fille de Perth instead of the Carmen Suite, and I hope that gem will turn up later in the series.

The two remaining discs, both mono, are somewhat less striking than those already mentioned but are nonetheless representative of Beecham’s characteristic blend of elegance and vitality. On CDM-63380 he conducts spirited and warmhearted accounts of Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 4 and Nutcracker Suite; on CDM-63398 there are engaging ones, recorded a bit earlier and less vividly, of symphonies by Schubert (the Unfinished), Beethoven (No. 8), and Mendelssohn (No. 4, the Italian).

In 1979 St. Martin’s Press marked the centenary of Sir Thomas’s birth with a slim volume of Beecham Stories. Some of the best stories, for reasons the sensitive reader may imagine, were not included in that collection, but the appearance of the Beecham Edition, and the thoughtfulness evident in the processing and the packaging, must encourage the expectation that EMI will not leave out any of the best recordings.

Richard Freed
In 1987, critics said Bose® changed the way people thought about loudspeakers.

“Superb sound and virtual invisibility.”
“...side by side with speakers costing three to five times as much, the AM-5 consistently produced the more exciting and listenable sound...”

Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, 1987

Now, they're saying it about our Lifestyle® music system.

“No visible speakers, no stack of components, nothing that looks like sound equipment.”

“Hit the start button and suddenly the room fills with music of exemplary clarity and fullness.”


Call us today to arrange for a personal audition at a participating dealer near you. Try the Lifestyle music system in your own home for two weeks. Then part with it, if you can.

For more information and a free Lifestyle music system video, call;

1-800-444-BOSE (2673)
8:30AM-9:00PM (ET). In Canada call 1-800-465-BOSE (2673) 9:00AM-5:00PM

BOSE®
Better sound through research.